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PREFACE

This study ha:.. been undertaken by Ethyl Corporation's Research Labora-

tories in Ferndale, Michigan, on behalf of the U.S. Army Mobility Equipment

Research and Development Center, Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060, under Contract

No. DA-4 24-009-P24C-11-65(T).

The contract became effective 10 June 1965 and the termination date is

9 September 1969. nhe present Final Report summarizes the expý .rd.-c_"t.. work

carried out during this period.

The Contract.ng Officer's Representatives have in tiirn been Messrs.

John C. Estabrooke, Robert N. Brown, Edward Russell, and William R. Williams.

Overall r:c•pz•T. . • ov the project has been in the hands of Dr.

E. B. Rifkin, Associate Director, Petroleum Chemicals Research, and Dr. M. E.

G]'jckstein or Mr. U. A. Lehikoinen, Research Supervisors. The work was plan-

ned and supervised by Dr. H. A. Beatty, Research Advisor, and has been carried

out principally by Mr. E. P. Balda and in part by Mr. R. G. Lyben and Mr. D. C.

Hargis.
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This rucjý(,:rt c,•,' lbour years. of laboratory bench research on coalescer

-nedia for remov,0, of f:rUc. water from ,JP-5 arid diesel fuels. The objective

was to ir-vesti.gate I;h' basic physico-che.ic-Ji:al factors and hydraulic mechanism

involved in th' coaluscence process, and to design coalescer mats of greater

effectiveness for fuel containing corrosion inhibitors or other surfactants.

Measurements were made of contact angles of water on surfaces submerged

in fuels, and of water-fuel interfacial tensions. Capillarity and flow resist-
ance of coalescer media and electrokinctic behavior of water sus.ensions were

examined. A careful study was made of the attachment, growth, and detachment

of water droplets on single fibers in a flowing suspension. Most of this work

was done with JF-5 containing a variety of surfactants; Jet A, CITE, and diesel

fuels were also used. The WSIM of all fuels was determined.

Based on these data and the literature, calculations w.,ere made and correla-

tions were established. Unfortunately, the results of this basic work proved

to be of little value as a guide to the selection of effective coalescer media.

All coz.Llescence was done using a water separometer to prepare and pump

the suspensions of 0.1 to I% water and to monitor the effluent fuel. Tests

of experimental mats in the separometer cell were useful for screening materials

and indicating important process variables. However, it became evident that

these tests were not adequate to predict the perfomnance of coalescer media

unrer realistic conditions of greater mat depth and lower fuel flow rate.

Ac6ordingly, cells were made having 0.5 inch or greater diameter, with

provision for variatior in depth and packing density of the mat layers and

for visual observation of the downstream mat surface. These cells reached

equilibriuzm performance in 20 to 40 minutes at a flow velocity of 1 cm/sec,

and gave significant resalts that could be expected to anticipate the behavior

in full scale filter/coalescer elements. To obtain discrimination between
different mats, it was generally necessary to add a strong surfactant to the

fuel.

The principal observations and conclusions from this study wei-e:

1. Tests of an individual material were of no value whatever in defin-

ing its usefulness in a combination coalescer mat. Effective coalescence was

obtained only in combination mats in which the fiber diameter and porosity in-

creased progressively from the upstream t<o the downstream side.

2. The overall. p-rocess evidently required: (a) complete attachment of

"inflowing droplets onto fiber surfaces, (b) collection of the attached water
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into ri-ilets that joined togC(ther into stroams durin' flow throu,; l.e t :

and (c) unhamipcred discharge in drop form at the dow.nstream surface.. Visual

obs•ervations of the first two stages were dif'ficult to make, but gave support

to this mechanism.

3. Surfactants may "im.1pede one or all of these processes_, by modifying,

both the water-solid and water-fuel i.nterfacial tensions. Sulfonates such as

Petronate L were far worse than corrosion inhibitors such as Santolene C.

Antiicer greatly reduced she effect of both hinds of surfac Lands.

4.. Preferred materials were: for t]e. upstream la-_yer., resin-coated 1 to

5 Pt glass wool. For the intermediate layers, the best -natcrals were natural

sponge, a sintered plate of steel shavings, 8 to 1.2 ji steel wool, 16 -ji carbon

felt, 40 to 50 p, nylon or dacron felts, a porous carbon plate, and 6 to 241 ý.

coated glass wool. At the outer surface, a layer of uncoated glass or quartz

wool promoted formation of large drops, but tendled to cause "grapeing"; this!

was prevented by an ouuter skin of 100-pore poly}urethan-. foam, Steel wool and

nylon felt also gave good results with only a 16-mesh glass or PVC screen as,,

the outer skin. In surfactant fuel, a good experimental mat was far superio2

to plugs cut out of commcercial elements. Altogether, it was cleac that the

nature and even the surface texture of the materials was not nearly as impor!t

ant as the dimensions, structure, and packing density.

5. No electrokinetic effects could be detected in the coalescer cellsl

However, the presence of methacrylate (Plexiglas) surface on the cell wall oi

upstream sometimes gave a greatly improved performance. This was not repro.

duc ible.

6. Addition of two types of organic dye to the water gave a market imL

provement in coalescence. Addition of acidic ferrous chloride was harmful.

7. Diesel N'o. 2 oils, even when additive-free, gave poor coalescence;;

additives made them woase. Purification-with silica or charcoal gave an oilI

of WSTM 1 99 although the fuel-water IFT was raised only slightly to 17 c'ynl-,

Using this oil, a good mat gave perfect coalescence for 8 minutes but then ".1

performance becamie very poor.

8. Two cells in tandem gave vellnigh complete coalescence, where one

cell alone was quite inadequate.

9. It may be possible to design a superior envelope to replace the

present-day high-cost outer canister screens.

Finally, after a number of structural failures, a satisfactory group

of full scale experimental filter/coalescer elements was delivered to Fort

Belvoir foi testin,.
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I NTRODUCTION

It ha% long been recognized (refs. 4, 7, 11) that faulty performance

of filter/coalescer elements is likely to occur with fuels containing sur-

factants. Diesel fuels, many JP-4's, and some JP-5's contain natural sur-

factant components. Clean fuels may become contaminated with sulfonates at

the refinery or in pipeline transit. Finally, the desired addition of cor-

rosion inhibitors increases the surface activity to some degree.

Much effort has been made to determine how and why these sufactants

interfere with the coalescence of water (for example, see refs. 3, 13, 19,

28). However, the knowledge gained to date has provided no qpecific solution

to the problem. The development of filter/separator units (recently review-

ed by Redmon and by Stark, refs. 22, 23, 30) has largely been directed toward

mechanical improvements designed to reduce size and weight and increase

throughput.

Various empirical modifications of the filter/coalescer elements have

been made by their manufacturers. However there has been but little basic

research aimed at improved coalescer media and design. Early work of Langdon

(ref. 17) sponsored by the Army showed some promise of accomplishing this.

Jefferson (ref. 12) has recently indicated the Army's current efforts in this

direction, including work by Ethyl Corporation.

The present final report gives the salient results of Ethyl's four years

of laboratory study of the coalescence of free water in JP-5 fuel. Previously,

the following seven semiannual interim reports were issued:

Ethyl No. Date AD No.

GR 66-1 January 1966 476 384 L

GR 66-30 July 1966 815 527 L

GR 67-2 January 1967 815 528 L

GR 67-28 July 1967 818 061 L

GR 68-3 January 1968 826 454 L

GR 60-33 July 1968 835 249 L

GR 69-1 January 1969 846 399 L

Also reference will be made to Ethyl Report No. GR 65-1, March 1965 (AD No.

465 647 L) covering a preliminary short term contract, No. DA-44-009-AMC-576 (T).
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The objective of the project, in essence, was to gain a better- under-

standing of the dyna!ics of the water coalescence and detachment process,

and thereby to develop new coalescer mats that would give better performance

on surface active fuels of low WSIM. We did not study the filtration of

solid particles--a different problem, outside the scope of the contract.

Thus, in the final assembly of a few full size experimental filter/coalescer

elements, we used a commercial element with its inner filtering section intact

and modified only the outer layer to a depth of 7/16 in.

All of our own laboratory observations of coalescence were made in small

size cells, the later ones having a realistic mat depth and fuel flow velo-

city. Experience elsewhere (ref. 5) has shown that such cells match full

size elements in performance, as would be expected. Thus we.avoided the

costly and time-consuming fabrication of many full size elerients and opera-

tion of a single element test loop. Instead, the few eleme!nts we finally

made were sent to Fort Belvoir for testing.

The following record is divided according to subject matter, and so is

not entirely in c'nronological order. The first two chapters briefly describe

the principal materials and equipment used. Following are sections giving

observations of physical and electrostatic properties of additive fuels and

coalescer media, and the preparation and analysis of water droplet suspensions.

Then come the actual experiments on coalescence, beginning with single fiber

studies and continuing with the major part of the project, the study of fiber

mats. The latter includes visual observations, standard WSIM determinations,

exploration of other mat media in the water separometer cell, tests in larger

cells at realistic low flow rates using contaminated fuel, and finally some

observations of the action of detached outer screens. A description of the

construction and performance of a few full size elements terminates the ex- .

perimental part. A final chapter gives general conclusions and recommenda-

tions.

All significant data not previously reported are given in detail in

Sections IV and V of the chapter on Coalescence in Fiber Mats. Previously

reported data and conclusions are either given in detail or summarized, as

seems fit.

-4-
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During the course of the project, a considerable number of pertinent

reports, journal articles, and patents have been collected and studied. No

attempt will be made here to list and critically review all these publica-

tions. To do so would be a major task, not called for in the present contract.

However, reference will be made to a number of reports of particular interest

that are listed in the Bibliography.

-
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MATERIALS

I. FUELS

Most of the coalescence study iused high quality JP-5 of WSIM 99-100,

first from Sun Oil and then from Ashland Oil. A few tests were made with

CITE, Jet A, and three diesel fuels. Bayol 35 reference fuel was used in

the contact angle, single fiber, and porosity studies, as well as in the

routine washing and occasional checking of the water separometer.

JP-5 and jet A, unlike JP-4, are usually low in surface acti-Jity,

insofar as this is shown by the WSIM. However, they may often become con-

taminated at the refinery or in transit. Much of the filter/separator dif-

ficulty at airports is ascribed to delivery from common carrier pipelines

that have been contaminated by products from low grade refineries. Degrada-

tion may also occur in storage. In our final drum of Sun Oil JP-5, the WSIM

suddenly dropped from 100 to 80 for no known reason. One drum. from a dif-

ferent company had a WSIM of 45; it was discarded with no further ado.

At this time (1967) the source of supply was shifted to Ashland oil.

Two drums of their JP-5 had a distinct color and a WSIM of only 80. The

fuel was treated with silica gel which removed the color and raised the WSIM

to 99. After using this purified fuel for a time, we obtained a supply of
"Bronoco 140", a high quality, narrow boiling kerosene refined by Ashland

Oil and used by them in their own company jet aircraft. It fully meets

MIL-2-5624G, grdde JP-5, and ASTM Jet A'specifications, although the vis-

cosit-, is'a little lower than normal. This fuel was used from December 1967

to date.

Diesel fuels are notoriously variable in ease of removal of water.

L The WSIM is not a satisfactory measure of this, being usually low, and it

does not correlate with c;.;ulsification tendency (ref. 18). The three fuels

used in our study cover a wide range of quality.

It can be concluded that all fuels used for experimental purposes,

particularly those from drums or smaller containers, should periodically

be checked in the water separometer to assure constant quality. Even the

Bayol 35 reference fuel is not above suspicion: the first two drums of this

that we received were contaminated, having a WSIM of about 55. Subsequent

drums gave values of 94 and 98, in agreement with the average of 96 found

by the CRC (ref. 9).
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Table 1 lists the pertinent properties of the fuels used. The ",reat

Northern and Delta fuels were straightrun No. 2 diesel oils; the JP-5 fuels

were free from additives. Note that a WSIM of 100+ means that the meter

continued to read 100 even when the flow rate was raised to 180-190 ml/min.

TABLE 1

PROPERTIES OF FUELS USED

Density Viscosity
API d 77F cs 1OOF c_ 77F WSIM

Ashland Bronoco 140 46.9 .786 -- 1.14 99
Ashland JP-5 as recd. 43.0 .805 -- 1.53 8o

same, purified .. ...... 99
Sun Oil JP-5 4-3.6 .801 -- 1.35 99-100+
Gulf Oil Jet A 44.1 .799 -- 1.47 99
CITE (USAMERDC) 41.3 .810 1.73 1.8 94
Humble Bayol 35 -- .774 2.40 2.42 96
Delta No. 2 diesel 35.0 .844 3.04 3.06 8].
Great Northern No. 2 29.7 .868 2.95 3.4 31
NATO F-75 marine diesel 33.5 .849 3-5 4.2 21

II. ADDITIVES

Apart from suxfactant3, the only additive used in JP-5 was 0.15 vol.%

cf the standard methoxyethanol antiicer of military specification grade

(Phillips 55MB or Union Carbide UCAR 500). Two diesel fuel additives used

were Delta's FOA 208 (a dispersant and metal deactivator) and Ethyl's MPA-D

(a multipurpose additive). Table 2 lists the surfactants used.

TABLE 2

STRUCTURE OF SURFACTANTS

Santolene C A 50% hydrocarbon solution of a cross-linked dimer of
linoleic acid, C1 7H3 1 COOH. Source: Monsanto.

RP-2 A mixture containing 25% octyl phosphate esters and 55%
octyl amines and alcohols and 20% hydrocarbon diluent
(Ref. 5). Source: duPont.

AFA-1 Similar to RP-2. Source: duPont.

Petronate L A sodiun alkyl aryl petroleum sulfonate, molecular weight
415-430, having both oleophilic and hydrophilic properties:
its basic structure is R-•\--SO0ONa. Source: Sonneborn.

Continued
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TABLE 2 - Continued

Pyronate 3 Similar tc Petronate L, but completely water-soluble,
and insoluble in oil. Source: Sonneborn.

Aerosol OT Sodium dioctyl sulfosuccinate:

ROCOCH2 CH(COOR)SO2 ONa, R = 2-ethylheyrl.

A powerful vetting agent. Source: American Cyanamide.

Igepal CO- 50 Nonylphenoxypoly(ethyleneoxy) ethanol:

R< - O(CH2CH2 0)nCH2 CH20H, R = nonyl.

A non-ionic agent, with balanced oil-water solubility.
Source: General Aniline and Film.

Katapol PN-430 A polyoxyethylated alkylamine:

Rhd(Cd1 2 C112O)nCH2Cf2OH; alkyl group not identified.

This is a cationic, oil and water-soluble wetting agent.
Source: General Aniline and Film.

Igepon T-33 Sodium N-methyl-N-ole-y'itaurat'e:

RCON(Me)CH2 CH2 SO2 ONa, R = C17H3 3 . A versatile, water-

soluble, and oil-insoluble, anionic surfactant. Source:
General Aniline and Film.

III. COALESCER MEDTA

A wide variety of coalescer materials were investigated. For conven-

ience initabulations etc. these are designated by FM (filter media) numbers.

Certain metal specinens from Huyck Metals already carried an 714 (f'ibermetal)

number and these were retained by us. Other solid materials used, such as

contact augle plates, retainer screens, etc. are not numbered and listed

here but are described in the text. Table 3 lists the FM materials that

were actually tested. Many other materials were procured, but were unsuit-

able for use because of high flow resistance or other reasons.

-8-



COALESCER MATERIALS

FM Fiber

Description No. Structure diam. iL Source

Glass Fiber, uncoated 0 wo0l 0.5-0.8 Johns-Manville
Sit 3-8 Ovens-Corning

Glass Fiber, resin-
coated

Standard WS coarse - wool 5-20 Emcee

fine - 2-5

Commercial A coarse 3 6-24 mfg. of element

fine '4 " 1-5 "

B-i coarse - " 6-24 coml. element
B-2 coarse - "3-4o

fine - 1-5T I'II

B-3 coarse - 3-15

Filter material 72 mat 1-2 Amer. Air Filter

Organic Polymers

Acrilan 1656 46 wool 25 Chemstrand

158B 47 if 5-20 t

needle
punched 48 fabric

Cotton 5 wool 15-40 --

Dacron 56 staple 45 drPont
86 fabric 23-70 Borosites Ind.
98 felt 12 Amer. Felt

Dacron-Vinyon 84 paper 35-57 Borosites Ind.

Dynel 85 felt 35-70 " "

Nylon 0555 SA 8 monofil. 125 duPont
-- 9 " 25 Chemstrand

1-- 1 50 it

1409-53-7 12 felt -- duPont
1687-122 13 fabric "
1770-8-B 16 t -- "
184o-15-3 19 t -- i

-6 21 tt it

-7 22 "t -t

49 monofil. 10-14 Chem'strand

-- 74 felt 40-52 Amer. Felt

-- 93 it 23-57 AFCO Filter Products

Plexiglas 69 chips -- . B. Wright

Continued
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TABLE - Continued

FM Fiber
Description No. Structure diam. Source

Granular Solids

Carbon, sintered 65 porous plate -- section of a crucible

Chromosorb P 101 granules -- stock

Alumina, adsorbent 102 80-200 mesh -- Fisher Scientific

Sea sand, fine 103 --

Miscellaneous

Quartz 67 wool 2-14 Thermal Amer. Quartz
Carbon 75 felt 16 Carborundum Co.
Cellulose 90 sponge --

Natural sponge 91 network 22-31

Sintered "Fibermetal" Plates

Thick- Mfg. Spec.
FM ness med. pore Obsvd.

Description No. in. voids size .L AP cm Source

347 Stainless steel 123 1/25 35 85 3.7 Huyck Metals
""i 225 1/16 8o 20 64 "

"" 250 1/10 78 4o 6.8 it
" i 627 1/25 55 14 21.0 "

302 "I 1102 1/16 8o 27 16.6 "
430 1307 1/8 80 235 1.2 "

Nickel 131 1 82 6o 10.1

Copper on steel 901 1/2 80 530 0.5

Copper 1006 1/8 8o 46 1.0
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EQUIFNCEUT

I. WATER SEPAROMETER

A standard water separometer was used as a convenient means of prepar-

ing, pumping, and metering the flow of fuel-water suspensions and measuring

the turbidity of the effluent fuel. The standard coalescer cell and fallout

chamber could be replaced by any of the several experimental cells described

below. Certain other modifications were made. An accurate pressure gauge

was ifistalled; a tee was inserted directly above the turbidimeter to allow

withdrawal of samples at that point; and an open standpipe was attached to

a tee at the fuel outlet and extended to a point 2 in. below the top level

of the cabinet. The purpose of this was to eliminate the suction resulting

from the fact that the fuel outlet delivery tube extended to a point well

below the bottom level of the cabinet. At low fuel flow rates, this suction

reduced the pressure at the coalescer, cell to below atmospheric and thus

tended to draw air into the experimental cells (which were not completely

airtight).

Routine maintenance involved replacement of the flow control needle

valve if its operation became erratic, renewal of the turbidimeter lamp if

the meter reading for clear fuel fluctuated, and replacement of the fuel pump'

if its output fell below 400 ml/min. At one point in the program, the WSIM

of clear fuel fell from 99-100 to about,95 and the index for a well-standard-

ized inferior mat fell from 78 to about'53. After a lengthy and tedious search,

the apparent ciuse of the trouble was found to be a small piece of tramp plastic

material that had become lodged in the outlet line from the fuel reservoir.

When this obstruction was removed, the standard ratings at once returned to

normal and stayed there. This episode emphasizes the importance of making

frequent checz runs on the machine.

Operation of the separometer was carried out exactly as specified in

the CRC manual (ref. 9) and the prescribed flushing procedure was followed

after each run, regardless of the cleanliness of the fuel used. One modifica-

tion made was to leave the machine loaded with isopropanol, rather than empty,

whenever it was shut down. Our experience has been that meticulous operation

consistently gives reliable results. Although WSIM values are notoriously of

low precision, we obtained satisfactory reproducibility in a number of cases

where four or more replicate runs were made at widely separated intervals for
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the purpose of checking performance. Our values of 95-100 are good to ±i

unit; at the level of about 75-80, the variation is ±4; at about 4o, it may

be as great as +10.

II. COALESCER AND OBSERVATION CELLS

1. Modified Separometer Cell

The standard modified No. 2 separometer cell was used in the earlier

part of the prograni. It has a mat depth of 1/16 inch and open area of 0.1

cm 2, giving a linear fuel flow velocity of 25 cm/sec at the standard flow

rate of 150 ml/min. In some cases the mat depth was increased by the inser-

tion of spacers below the cap.

Although this was a satisfactory research tool, the conditions under

which it is used (thin depth of mat and high linear flow rate) are much too

severe to be realistic. (in a full scale filter/coalescer element, the mat

depth may be 5/8 inch and the velocity at the outer surface is only 0.86

cm/sec at a flow rate of 20 gal/min.) For these reasons subsequent work was

done with larger cells, while continuing to use the separometer to prepare,

piunp, and meter the suspensions.

2. •lass Tube CoaDescer Cell

A few preliminary experiments were made using the simple assembly illus-

trated in Figure I. This cell had a useful mat area of 3.80 cm2 , giving linear

velocitie's up to 0.83 cm/Isec at the maximum flow rate of 190 ml/min; the mat

depth could be varied as desired. The test results (GR 68-33) showed that a

satisfactory discrimination between different mats or different fuels could

be obtained, even at the low linear flow rate. Accordingly, we proceeded to

construct and use the following cells.

3. Plexiglas 0.5-inch Coalescer Cell

This,prototypc cell, illustrated in Figure 2 from GR 63-33, had an ex-

pcsed mat diameter of 0.5 inch and area of 1.27 cm2 , giving a maximum linear

flow of 2.5 cm/sec at 190 ml/min. or 1.0 cm/sec at 75 ml/min. The incorpora-

tion of the perforated support disks allowed the packing'density of each layer

of the mat to be varied independently. Tests showed that these thin disks had

no adverse effect on the performance of a composite mat. Doubtless the fibers

on each side -.C a disk were in physical contact, owing to their elasticity

under compression.
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FIGURII( 1

GLASS TUBE, CELL-1

Perforated Stai~nless Steel.TU
Disk 31% Open Area '

No. 5-ý Neoprene

Stopper

~1Cell Body 26 mm- I. D.

Test Mat Materials

Glass Inserts
22 mm 1.D.
0.5', 1. 0, or 1. 5 cr long

Fuel Inlet
0. 25 in. 0. D.

FIGURE 2

PLEXIGLAS. CELL
Fuel Iiiet.

2-inch square plates, 0.25 in. thick;
center opening 0. 5 in. diameter

Test Mat Material Wv-.Nu

Cells, 0. 25 or 0. 5 in. thick

0. 008" Thick Perforated Brass Disks

66% Open Area

DrainFpo'xy-Cemented Observation Window

One of Four Tic Bolts-]



h. Steel 0.5-Inch Coalescer Cell

This was constructed much like the Plexiglas cell, using circular st-ain

less steel or brass plates :of 2 inch diameter and various depths from 1/52 to

1/2 inch. The opening again was 0.5 inch in diameter and the shallow recess

to hold the support disks was I inch fn diameter. No sealant was used be-

tween the p2atcs, since they were flat enough to fit together with little if

any leakage. The downstream layer of the mat was retained by a 1/4-inch plai

whose opening tapc-red out to 1 inch diameter. Cushioned against this by a

neopreme o-ring was a glass fallout and observation chamber 1.2 inch long ar

1 inch in diameter, with a flat glass window cemented onto the end. It was h(

in place by a Plexiglas collar, through which passed the four tie bolts that

held the entire cell together. Narrow water drain and fuel outflow tubes

were fused into the bottom and top, respectively, of the glass cell close to

the steel retainer plate.

T1`-e glass chamber allowed a very good view of the entire half-inch diý

meter downstream disengagement surface. of the ccalescer mat. The relative

number and size of tha detached water drops could f-;ýdily be observed. The,

flow path of the fuel in the chamber was such that large water drops had an

opportunity to fall out, while small droplets were swept along into the fue7

outlet line as described in GR 69-1.

5. Separator Screen Observation Cell

One objective of the program was to study possible replacement of the

external 5-inch canister screen that surrounds each element in a filter/

separator. In order to observe the behavior of such screens. a simple cell

(not previously described) was set up as shown in Figure 3. The standarl

flow velocity at the inner surface of a canister (i.d. 4.82 inches) is redi

to 0.67 cm/sec. Thus it was feasible to increase the diameter of the test

section to 0.75 inch and obtain better visibility; the corresponding stand

flow rate is 111, ml/min. By adjusting the surfactant content of the fuel,,

the flow velocity, it was possible to deliver a stream of small and mediux.

size water droplets that would traverse the fallout chamber and impinge o'

screen.
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FIGURE 3
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6. Other Observation Cells

The cell used in the single fiber studies will be described in the

section dealing with that part of the program.

Also a special cell used to view a cross section of a mat pressed

against a side vindow wil) be discussed in tneh section devoted to visual

observations.

III. OTIHTR EQUIPM•NT

Other than the foregoing, the various items of equipment used during

the program require no special description. They will be mentioned as re-

quired in subsequent sections. Included *in this category are the facilities

used for measurement of contact angle, interfacial tension, flow resistance,

porosity, electrostatic behavior, water content and drop size, fiber dia-

meter, etc.
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PHYS ICAL PROPELRTIES

I. CONTACT ANGLES ON FLAT PLATES

1. Equipment and Procedure

The contact angles were measured by a conventional procedure, as des-

cribed in detail in Report GR 65-1. The test •]atc was supported horizontally

on a pedestal in a movable glass or Plexiglas tank filled with the test fuel.

Drops of distilled water were slowly delivered onto the plate from a fixea

hypodermic syringe with a 27-ga. needle whose flat tip was 1 mm above the

_olate. The drop tiz.. e from 2 't-O riZ oi-aneter Often, after making the

measurement, the size of the drop was inci-ased and the measurement was re-

peated. Except as noted, all data reported are for these advancing angles.

To measure receding angles, water was slowly retracted into the syringe until

the edge of the drop was seen to retreat abruptly.

The angles were observed at 50X by a monocular microscope fitted with

e, simple goniometer having a precision of 10 or better. Proper back light-

ing gave a sharp silhouette of the drop and its reflected image.

For each measurement, two or more separate drops were placed on the

plate. Each drop was observed at least three times, at intervals, and both

linbs of the drop were measured. Thus each value reported is an average of

at least 12 measurements. A pair of values represents two separate experi-

ments, each on a fresh plate. The indicated precision of each reported value

is ±2°.

2. Preparation and Handling of Test Plates

As described in GR 66-30, plates were prepared of the following materials:

glass, nylon, phenoxy resin (Monsanto 556), polyvinylchloride, Kc-Fr (poly-

chlorotrifluoroethylene), polyethylene, and polypropylene. For those polymers

that were used in the single fiber studies described below, the identical

filaments were used in the preparation of the plates.

Measurements on glass are notoriously difficult to reproduce, because

of the ready contamination of its high energy surface. Using clean tools,

ordinary microscope slides were cleaned by one of two methods: (1) washing

in hot chromic acid, or (2) scrubbirg with fine alumina in water. In either

case, the slides were thoroughly rinsed in hot tap water and distilled water,
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and the wet plates were immediately placed in a bath of clean JP-5 and stored.-

there.

Nylon 66 filament was used ýo prepare both a s olid'piate and a film on

an altuninum, plate having rounded edctes. A smooth, adherent film was obtained

from a 3% solution in formic ar-id. The solid plate was obtained from a layer

of chopped filamont pressed between sheets of smooth aluminum foil in a

Pa..dcna hydraulic press held at 220'C and 20,000 lb ram force for 5 mrin.

The rosulting smooth plate was stored in JP-5-

A~tempts to mold a solid phenoxy resin plate were unsuccessful, but an

adequate film on glass with rounded edges was obtained from a 50% solution

of the resin in ethanol. After spin drying for 5 min the plate was heated

at 185°C for 30 min.

PVC, polyethylene, and polypropylene plates were prepared from chopped

filaments in the hot press, as described above. The conditions were esta-

blished by preliminary trials. They were: for PVC, 35,000 lb at 1450; for

polyethylene, 32,000 lb at 1500; for polypropylene, 34,000 lb at 2050.

Satisfactory plates were obtained and, without further treatment, were stored

in JP-5.

A small plate of solid Kel-F was furnished 'by 3-M Company. It had a

somewhat rough surface. It was used both as received and after carefully

polishing on a wheel with alumina. The polishing did no damage and gave a

smooth, clean surface.

Prior to a measurement, the plates were transferred directly from the

JP-5 storage tank to a tank containing the fuel mixture to be studied and

were allowed to stand there for at least 3 hours and usually overnight before

the water drops were added. After each observation in surfactant-containing

fael, the plates (other than glass) were thoroughly rinsed with acetone

followed by hot tap water and distilled water, before being returned to the

JP-5 storage tank. The glass plates were discarded. The tanks were kept

covered, to' exclude dust and reduce evaporation. A few drops of surplus

water were added to each fuel tank, to maintain saturation.

3. Effect of Surfactants in JP-5

Most of the observations were made using JP-5 fuel with various sur-

factant additives. Table 4 gives these data.
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In clear JP-5, the anglus varied from 600 on glass to about 170' on

the polyolefins. Nylon gave an unexpectedly low angle, 84-89'. For the

phenoxy resin, the reported value of 1100 is a little lower than that obser-

ved in the previous study, Polishing the Kel-F plate raised the angle from
j150 to a more reasoneble value of 1600, indicating that the surface of the

plate as received was contaminated.

The effects of the different surfactants were highly variable and

showed no corizi.tent pattern. A few individual results, notably for AFA-1

and Katapol on polished glass, remain questionable. Three results that were

clearly erroneous were discarded and the measurements were repeated, giving

widely different values. Usually, however,.the reproducibility was quite

satisfactory.

The data clearly show that the effects of surfactants are highly spccif:'c

with respect to the solid surface material. In general, 'the three corrosion

inhibitors give higher angles on all surfaces. The sulfonates and other power-

ful surfactants tend to give lower angles on glass and Kel-F, but higher angles

on nylon and PVC. The effect of Igepon T-33 added to the water is comparable

with that of sulfonates added to the fuel.

The effects of surfactant concentration are variable. In at least two

instances (Santolene with PVC, and RP-2 with glass), a low concentration de-

creased the contact angle, but a high concentration raised it. The question

of equilibrium at very low concentrations is discussed below.
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k4. Measurements in Other P'uels

Table 5 gives a comparison of the results for JP-5, CITE, and NATO F-75

diesel fuels, with mnd without 56 ppm Santolene C, on four different surfaces.

The relatively "iTrpure" CITE and diesel fuels, as expected, gave higher angles

than JP-5, exce"t on the phenoxy resin surface. The pronounced effect of the

Santolene C iii diusel fuel is noteworthy.

TABLE 5

CONT.aCT ANGLES IN JP-5, CITE, AND DIESEL FUELS

Glass Nylon Phenoxy
Fuel Additive, ppm polished film plate resin PVC

JP-5 none 63,60 89 84 110 145

CITE none 89 120 118 100 162

Diesel none 95,991 110 107 116 150

JP-5 56 Santolene C 747 118 120 164

CITE 56 Santolene C 114 136 102 164

Diesel 56 Santolene C 165,1651 162 163 161 163

Notes

1. Angle was unchanged on standing 1. 5-2 hr.
2. Washed glass plate.

5. Establishment of Equilibrium

In general, the contact angles remained unchanged when the drop was

allowed to stand for a considerable period, provided the fuel was saturated

and the tank was covered to prevent loss of water vapor. This constancy was

observed in our previous experience (GR 65-1) and in several instances in the

present work, such as noted above in Table 5. Weatherford (ref. 31) has shown

that the initial spreading of the drop occurs at a rapid though measureable

rate.

There remained the question of 'whether equilibrium .was quickly estab-

lished in fuels containing surfactants, particularly at the low additive con-

centration of 1 ppm. There is evidence in the literature that, in a static

system, it may take an hour or more for a drop of water to come to equilibrium
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with fuel containing such a low concentration of solute, although at 50-100

ppm equilibrium should be reached in a matter of seconds. The present experi-

ments with fuel containing 1 ppm Aerosol OT showed no evidence of a time de-

lay. However, these results are not regarded as conclusive. For it was

observed that water which had been equilibrated with 1000 times its volume

of JP-5 containing 1 ppm Aerosol OT gave a contact angle on glass 14° higher

than pure water.

The equilibrium contact angle in theory is not affected by the gravita-

tional force resulting from the difference in density of the water drop and

the surrounding fuel. A factor that does enter in, however, is the tendency

of the drops to "stick" on the plate and therefore not spread to the full

extent that they should. In that event, a drop resting on top of a plate

should show a somewhat higher contact angle than the identical drop hanging

beneath the plate. This was confirmed in several instances, by carefully

turning the plate and its attached drop upside down in the fuel bath. The
"stickiness" of the drops enabled this to be done without disturbance. Some

fairly large decreases in the apparent contact angle were observed, as shown

in Table 6.

TABLE 6

EFFECT OF GRAVITY ON CONTACT ANGLES

Contact angle
Plate Additive Concn. ppm sessile drop pendant drop

glass none -- 6o 55

Kel-F polished none -- 161 154

Phenoxy resin RP-2 71 121 109
none -- 130 120
Santolene C 56 120 112

A nuiber of observations were madc of both advancing and receding con-

tact angles of a given water drop. The difference between these angles re-

fleets not only the stickiness of the drops but also the change in the film

of adsorbed material on the solid surface. The results obtained, given in

Table 7, show differences in the range from 10 to 40° on both glass and nylon.

From the one observation of clear fuel on nylon, together with previous dat.a

for clear fuels on glass, it appears that the presence of surfactants. mini-

mizes the differences between the advancing and receding angles.



TABLE 7

COMPARISON OF ADVANCING AND RECEDING
CONTACT ANGLES IN JP-5 FUEL

Surface Fuel Contact angle

material additive Concn. ppm advancing receding

Glass, washed Santolene C 56 74 57
RP-Z 71 79 56

AFA-( 5.6 51 32
56 54 37

Aerosol OT 1 60 52

Nylon-plate none - - 84 75

-film RP-2 7. 1 107 76
AFA-1 5.6 107 65

, "0.2 84 65
Aerosol OT 08 651 89 65

Katapol PN-430 1 114 89

6. Discussion

Altogether, it is evident that these flat-plate contact angles are highly

specific with respect to individual fuel components and surface materials.

They cannot reliably be predicted, but have to be determined as needed. Not-

withstanding, these angles are a fundamental measure of the adhesion of a drop

to a surface. This will be considered further in the following section deal-

ing with the work of adhesion.

The relation of flat-plate contact angles to the adhesion of drops on

cylindrical filaments will be discussed later, in the section describing the

single fiber studies.

II. INTERFACTAL TENSION AND SOLUB!IITY
C7

1. IFT of Surfactant Fuels vs. Distilled Water

Measurements of various fuel-surfactant blends and also pure n-heptane

against distilled water were obtained at 24 ±10 by the duNouy ring method

(GR 66-1 and 66-3o). The procedure of ASTM D971-50 was followed exactly,

except for the fact the ordinary laboratory distilled water supply was used

without extra purification. This was preferable since the same water supply

-:
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was used in the other parts of the program. The values of the surface tension

of the several bottl]es of water used ranged from 65 to 69, indicating a very

slight degree of contamination. Likewise, the interfacial tension of pure

heptane against the laboratory water was 473., compared with the literature

value of 50. 8 against pure water at the same temperature.

This small departure from absolute purity in no way affected the con-

clusions drawn from the data; on the contrary, it provided the correct value

to use in calculations. The fuel-surfactant mixtures used were part of the

samne 1-gal blends that had been put through the water separometer and care

was taken to avoid contamination in removing the samples. The values reported

are averages of from two to four separate determinations. Their deviation

from the mean was generally well below the 2% allowed by the ASTM method.

Only one of the reported values appears far out of line.

Table 8 shows the average values of the interfacial tensions observed.

For convenience in comparison, the corresponding WSIM values of the blends

are also given.

TABLE 8

INTE2rFACIAL TENSIONS

-Concentration IFT
Additive l.b ,/IOOObbl .dyne/e WSIM

Bayol, drum 1 None 48.1 55

Bayol, drum 3 None 45.0 94

JP-5 None 44.1 99
Santolene C 56 16 35.5 63

5.6 1.6 42.2 96

iRP-2 71 20 24.8 25
7.1 2 39.7 65*
1.4 0.4 42.0 93

AFA-l 56 16 21.4 69

5.6 1.6 37.3 83

Aerosol OT 1 43.6 53
0.2 43.7 94

Petronate L 1 .44.2 61

0.2 43.0 97

Igepal C0--530 10 28.8 83
Katapol PN-450 50 16.6 57

1 ~It .9 95

Continued
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MIATLE 8 - Continued

Concentration IFT
Fuel Additive y lb,/1OOObbl dype/e•m WSIM

JP-5 + Antiicer None 43.7 93
RP-2 7.1 2 38.2 67
Petronate L 1 43.5 80

CITE None 43.0 95
Santolene C 56 16 38.2 69
RP-2 7.1 2 4o. i 65
AFA-1 5.6 1.6 39.2 85*

Jet A None 46.7 98
Santolene C 56 16 41l.9 47
RP-2 7.1 2 42.5 65
AFA-1 5.6 1.6 38.6 89

Diesel, NATO F-75 None 31.8 2].
Santolene C 56 16 32.8 18

*Est:jated.

Several conclusions are evident from these data. (1) The contamination

thah drasuically lowered the WSIM of the drum 1 of Bayol did not show up in

its IFT; also the low WSIM of the marine diesel fuel was not reflected in

its IFT (see also ref. 16). (2) The various surfactants had much the same

efUfect in the different fuels of high IFT. (3) There is no good correlation

between the effect of a surfactant on the IFT'and WSIM. (4) In particular,

the lack of any appreciable effect of I ppm of Aerosol OT or Petronate L on

the IFT appeared to be fallacious. This could be ascribed to a failure to

reach equilibrium in the ASTM method, as discussed above in the contact angle

measurements. AccoG-dingly the following experiments were made; some of them

were reported in GR 69-1.

2. IFT and Solubility of Water in Equilibrated Mixtures

JP-5 (Bronoco 110) containing additives was equilibrated with 0.11 water

by pumping in the separometer. The resulting suspension was transferred to

an Erlenmeyer flask and allowed to stand quietly for a long time. After de-

canting the now clear fuel, the settled water was removed with the aid of a

separatory funnel. The IFT of this water against a samiple of the decanted

fuel waq determined by the standard method, using a small size cup and ring.

Also, the unequilibrated IFT of, the original clear fuel against deionized

water was measured. In like manner, samples of the non-additive Great Northern
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No. 2 fuel oil, before and after treatment with silica gel, were equilib-rat

with 5% water and the IFT's of' the two phases were 'determined. Final ly, thi

water content of the equilibrated JP-5 fuei samples was measured by the Kar.

Fischer method. The results are given in Table 9.

TABLE 9

INTERFACIAL TENSION OF E0_UILTBRATED FUEL-WATER

IFT Water in
Fuel Additives, ppm dyne/r _fu S

JP-5 None (no equilibration) 43.O 80
56 Santolene C + 10 Aerosol OT 0.59 <10

56 San. C + 10 AOT + 1500 antLicer o.84 < 10
56 San. C + 3 Petronate L + 1500 1.20 6o

antiicer

Diesel
as rec'd. None 14.9 -9

purified None 17.5 --

The concentrations of Petronate L and Aerosol OT used in these tests

were 3 to 10 times higher than those reported in Table 8, in order to dupl3

cate the mixtures used in coalescence experiments. Descite this difference

it is clear that these powerful surfactants give a very low IFT after equA'

bration with a small amount of water. For fuels containing such addi'ives*

l follows that conventional IFT measurements made egainst cure wat2r are

meaningless.

The addition of antiieer had no significant effect on the lowering o.0

the IFT. Also, purification of the diesel fuel had almost no effect, althi

it raised the WSIM from 31 to 97.

The very low solubility of water in the fuel treated witb Aerosol OT

surprising, but we have no reason to question the validity of the measuremn

III. WORK OF ADHESION

From the contact angle and interfacial tension data given above (Tab

)4, 5, and 8), '.e can calculate the work of adhesion of water on the solid

faces submerged in fuel. The basic relations are

Ysf = 7sw + YIwf COS 0

and W = Ywf (1 + cos e)



where the 7's are the !FT's between the surface, s; fuel, f; andwater, w;

0 is the contact angle and W is the work of adhesion in ergs/cmr2 .

Any change in the fuel components will, in general, change each of

these V's. In particular, 7sw may be changed drastically. This is because

the surface in contact with the water is noV. necessarily the original sub-

strate material. On the contrary, it is generally a layer of components pre-

viously adsorbed from the fuel, a layer that is not completely displaced by

pure water (refs. 1, 3, 28, 32).

Moreover, different fuel components do not necessarily have parallel.

effects on the different V"s. Each polar group in a fuel component has its

own specific degree of attraction to each different solid surfase and to

water. Thus, for example, the CITE fuel gave lower angles than the diesel

fuel on glass and phenoxy resin, but higher angles on nylon and PVC. Simil-

arly, 10 pni !gepal and 71 ppm RP-2 in JP-5 gave about the same reduction

in IFT and increase in contact angle on phenoxy resin and PVC, but the Igepal

gave a much greater increase in the angicon glass and nylon than did Vte.

RP-2.

The net result is that the work of adhesion, W, of water on the surface

varies widely with the type of surfactant in the fuel, as well as with the

nature of the surface material. Table 10 summnarizes the values of G and W

for all fuels on the three surfaces of higher energy (glass, nylon, and

phenoxy resin). On PVC and the lower energy surfaces, 0 is high and hence

W is very small in all cases.

For each surface a plot of W vs 7wf gives widely scattered points,

showing a marked specificity of the effects of different fuel components and

additives.
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TABLE 1.0

COMP1YRATT yE IREMUTTS ON F'LAT' SUEFACIPS

Value-s'of interfacial tens'ion, Y1,f, contact angle of water, 01,
and work of adhesion of water on solid, W = wf (I + Cos e).
Data for the last six fuels listed are from the previous study,
report GR 65-1.

Glass Nylon Phenoxyy
Fuel and Addiivj-~ E) W e w e W

JP5 - lear 414.1 6o 66 89 145 110 29
56 Saritolcec C 35.5 711 145 118 -19 120 18
71 RP-2 214.8 79 30 io6 18 121. 15
56 AFA-l 21.14 514 314 119 11 138 6
10 IgePal CO0-550 28.8 96 26 128 11 126 12
50 Kata-pol PNT-1130 16.6 68 23 130 6 127 7

CITE - clear 43.0 89 414 120 22 1.00 36
56 Santolene C 38.2 1114 23 136 11 102 30

NATO F-75 diesel o lear 3"4.8 97 31 110 23 116 20
56 Santolene C 32.8 165 1 162 2 161 2

Kerosene clear 143.4 142 76 122 20
CITE clear 141.0 -- -I- 122 19

Diesel clear 38.3 72 50 135 11
JP-5 clear 38.1 51 62 1214 17
jP-14 clear 14o.5 146 69 122 19

56 Soantolene C 29.5 117 16 16 8

TV. P0RO's:[T'Y AND PREISSURE DE.\OP

1. Capillarityr Th-co-ý'.y

The porosity anid capillary properties of each layer in a coalescer mat

are a major factor in determining it-S performance (refs. 5, 25, 26, 27). We

spent some effort in attempts to characterize this behavior for different

coaleseccr media. Details are given in GER 67-2, 67-28, and 68-3.

The rate of rise of liquid in a uniform, vertical capillary tube open

to air is:

dt 8 (2RT-rE 2pgh)

Sh is3 the he igh 'L reached in time t; ,,and pare the viscosity, surface

tens1ion., and den:-ity of the liquid; and R is the capillary radius. This ignores

the inertia of the : lquid and viscosity of air, and assumes a liquid-solid
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contact angle of zero (which is the case for fuels on coalescer media).

To test this relation for a liquid of known properties, experimental

"observations of h are plotted against t, and the slope of th-e resulting curve

at various points is determined and plotted against 1/h. The resulting points

should give a straight line, whose slope and intercept provide separate values

of R that should be in agreement.

We have found it better to multiply the equation by 2h and therefore to

plot h2 vs. t, measure dh 2 /dt, and plot it against h. (The advantage is that

h2 vs. t gives a curve that has a finite slope at h = 0 and is flatter through-

out.)

In a felt or wool-like mat of more or less randomly oriented fibers,

such as a glass coalescer mat, it is obvious that there will not be a uniformi

pore size, but rather flow channels varying in dimension. The observed rate

of rise in a vertical mat represents an integration of' the local variations.

This subject has been discussed in an important paper by Peek and McLean

on the "Capillary Penetration of Fibrous Materials" (ref. 21). They assuage

that inertial effects can be ignored, and that R and R2 in the preceding ex-

pression for dh/dt must be replaced by two functions A and B, whose value is

determined by the distribution of pore sizes. If it is assumed that the pore

radius varies uniformly over a certain range, that range can then be deter-

mined from the straight line plot of dh/dt vs 1/h. (In any case, if the data

can be extrapolated to give the maximum rise where dh/dt 0, an average

equivalent value of R can be obtained from the usual relation, R = 2r/pgh1 ~ax.

Details of the computation of the minimum (R1) and maximum (p_) pore radius
are given in GR 67-2.

Further consideration was given in GR 67-28 to the assumption that a

coalescer mat might be represented as a 3-dimensional random array of long

straight cylinders. The calculations showed that this model is incorrect,

since it gives a modal cell size much smaller than the average pore radius

determined by the rate of capillary rise. Indeed visual inspection clearly

shows that the fibers in a typical glass mat are by no means randomly arrayed

but tend to lie in parallel planes and are to some degred bunched together.

2. Capillarity Measurements

Measurements were made on four samples of glass wool and six granular

materials packed into 10-rmm i.d. graduatcd tubes, and on strips cut from nylo
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polyethylene, po~lyvinylchloride, and steel fibermetal filter materials sus-

pended inside a glass shield tube. To pr,-pare uniform columns of rlass wool

is not easy. Best results were obtained by spreading out the. bats in sheets

and cutting out a large number of 10-mm diameter disks with a cork borer.

After weighing, these were carefuliy inserted one at a time into the tube

and were tamped down to give the desired packing density. The packing was

held in place by inserts cut from 1-hole rubber stoppers.

The lower end of the packed column or strip was immersed in Bayol 35,

dyed green for better visibility. At the same moment a timer was started.

The time was recorded for every 0.25 cm increase in capillary~height until

the rate became very slow. In the glass-packed columns, despite the effort

to obtain a uniform packing, the capillary rise was by no means as uniform

and easy to follow as it was in the granular and strip materials. Many void

spaces remained unfilled and it was difficult to estimate the level reached at

a given time. However, one duplicate pair of runs showed very close overall

agreement.

For satisfactory differentiation of the h2 vs. t curve by drawing tan-

gents at a numrber of points, it was necessary to draw a truly smooth curve

of constantly decreasing slope through the data points on 11 x 17 in. graph

paper. This is facilitated by having points at frequent intervals. Apart

from this requirement, the method is simple and easy to carry out. The tests

were usually terminated after 0.5 to 2 hours.

After plotting d 2 /dt, vs. h, a straight line was drawn th.xlu-gh the more

reliable points (those at the higher values of h). This was extrapolated to

zero to obtain an estima~e of hinax and hence Ravg. The values of R, and R2

were computed as indicated above.

The results of these experiments are summarized in Table 11. For the

granular materials, the rate of rise data were erratic and failed to extra-

polate to give the maximum height that was actually observed after long stand-

ing. Hence for these materials, only the latter values are reported in the

table. It should be noted that, while these materials would hardly be practical

for use in filter/coalescer clements, we hoped their performance might be help-

ful in defining optimum characteristics for the downstream layer of the coal-

escer mats.
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TABLE II

PORE SIZE'S COMPUTED FROM RATE OF CAPILLARY RISE

Packing % Rate hmax Calcd. pore

FM density, Void constants' est., radius, microns
Material No. dcm3 est. a b cm. R - _avg

Uncoated glass 1 0.159 93 0.180 0.021 8.7 19 21.3 76

Coml. A glass, 3 .344 85 .3045 .0300 10.15 20 159 64
coarse

Coml. A glass, 4 .032 98.5 .0936 .o144 6.5. 18 303 101
fine

Coml. A glass, 4 .o64 97 .0766 .0074 10.35 12 185 63
fine

Nylon 21 .32 est. 72 .468 .024 19.5 14 62 33

Steel 627 3.61 53 .122 .0041 28 7 56 23

Polyethylene 54 0.596 35 .071 .0072 9.8 13 13 67

PVC 29 o.485 65 .161 .0133 12.1 14 143 54
Magnesium -- 0.72 59 ..-- 10.32 . .--

Tungsten carbide -- 1.85 88 -- 7.0 . . 94

Steel 57 0.70 91 -- -- 9.5 . . 69

Alumina 102 0.95 73 .... 20.23 . . 32

Sea Sand 103 1.56 44 ..... 12.5 . . 52

Chromosorb 101 o.43 71 -- 13.23 .. .. 50

1. Constahts of the straight line, dh 2 /dt a-bh.

2. Reached 13 cm on long standing.

3. Reached>21 cm on long standing.

From these data several facts are evident. First, in comparison with

glass and the other polymers, the Nylon fabric is in a class by itself, as

might be expected.frcom its structure: its threads of closely packed, parallel-

oriented filaments exert a strong capillary action., even though the overall

density is not high. Among the glass packings, there is-no major difference

in the minrimum R values, and the average R can be taken as representative of

the material. Compression of the FM 4 fine glass decreased the several values

of R more than might have been expected. The closely packed FM 627 steel

fibermetal ha(I the strongest capillary action of all the materials tested,
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whereas the loosely packed FM 57 steel shavings were relatively weak.

In general, there is no clear-cut correlation between the porosity (as

measured by Ravg) and the packing density or % void space. This is not un-

expected, in view of the diversity in structure of the materials.

). �ressure Drop

In general, coalescer mats prepared for use in the water separometer

or larger cells were characterized by their resistance to air flow. Using

an accurate flowmeter and vertical water manometer, the A P across a cell

and mat was measured to the nearest millimeter. If significant, a blank cor-

rection for the empty cell and line was subtracted.

Originally, the measurements were made in the No. 1 unmodified separo-

meter cell at 8 lit/min air flew, in accordance with standard practice (ref. 9).

Later (GR 68-3), in order to save time, the measurements were made directly

in the cel) that was to be used for the coalescence -- either the No. 2 modi-

fied or one of the larger experimental cells. These cells were rated at I

lit/rmin air flow. Te relation between the A P at 8 lit/min in No. I cell

and 1 lit/min in No. 2 cell is not linear, and morer-,ver depends on the nature

of the mat material. For comparison of the reported data, the followinig

equivalents will suffice:

A P, cm water
Mat No. 1, 8 lit m No. 2, 1 lit /min

Standard fine + coarse 29.7 64

2 Standard coarse 5.9 7.5

With fuel flowing, the actual pressure drop across the standard fine +

coarse mats in the No. 2 cell is essentially in linear proportion to the flow

rate. It is 6 psi at the standard rate of 150 ml/min. In the 0.5-inch cell,

-a mat having a moderately high air flow AP of 30 cm showed a fuel flow pres-

sure drop of 2.5 psi at the standard flow rate of 75 ml/min..
A.I ie var-ious -P values for the individual mats used will be recorded

later in the tables of coalescence performance data.

In general, for the different coalescer media, it was not possible to

make a general pr'ediction of pressure drop from fiber fiarneter and packing

density. This was precludled by the wide variation of diameter within a given

glass mat, and by the differences in mat structure of different materials.
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As an example of the latter effect, wide variations in pressure drop

were observed for three granular materials and nylon FM-2.1 filter when pa6ked

in the No. 1 cell to give essentially equal void space (72-76%). The AP's

observed were: magnesium 4.7, nylon 7.1, Chromosorb 14.1, and aluminia 30.5 cm.

In GR 67-2, data are given for the AP's of four different glass mats

and two nylon structu-res (cloth and filament), each packed over a wide range

of densities in the No. 1 cell. For each material, the relation is nearly

linear at low densitics, which is approximately as expected for viscous flow

through capillary channels or pores. At high packing density, the volume

occupied by the fibers becomes a factor, and the pressure drop rises above

the straight line.

A somewhat detailed study was made (G0 67-28) of the standard fine and

coarse glass mats, separately or in combination, over a wide range of packing

densities in the No. I cell. The data, given in Table 12, were accurately

correlated by the relations AP = Wc 1-15.7 + (1.16 + 87.4 Wc)/7 and

AP = Wf (257 + 3570 Wf/V), where Wc and Wf are the coarse and fine mat weights

in grams and V is the cell voluire in cubic centimeters (1/16 inch depth

o.843 cc). For a combination of fine and coarse glass, AP is the sum of the

values computed separately, allowing half of the total volune for each com-

ponent.

We anticipated that there might be a simple relationship between the
flow resistance of the fine and coarse fibers, but this evidently w.as not the

case. The ratio of the fiber diameters is approximately 1 to 4, so that for

equal weights, the fine mats have about 4 times the surface area and 16 times

the total length of fiber. But for equal weights in a given volume, the above

formulas give a ratio of the fl.cw resistances varying from 15 to 1 up to 43.

to 1, as the packing density varies from zero to infinity; at a typical density

of 0.1 g/cc, the ratio is 23 to 1.

Thus in general it appears that, in flow resistance, the fiber mats are

intermediate in character between screens and capillary channels, and that

tVe degree of rcsistance varies with both the diameter of the fibers and the

average distances between them.
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TABLE 12

PPRESSURE DROP OF STANDARD GLASS MATS

In cm. of water for 8 lit/ain air flow in
the unmodified separometer cell.

Depth of Packing No. of

cell, in. Number of mats density g/cm3  A P, cm detns.

1/16 1 coarse (85 mg) 0.101 2.2 .2
2 " .202 5-9 + 0.5 27

3 .303 11.0 1

I fine (44 mg) .052 17.0 6
2 '104 52.4 1

1 fine + 1 coarse .153 29.7 + 1.5 28

1/8 1 coarse .050 1.8 2
2 .101 4.8 1

1 coarse + 1 fine .076 21.9 2

5/52 1 coarse .0o0 1.65 2
2 ".081 4.o

1 coarse + I fine .06A 18.7 1

7/32 1 coarse .029 1.6 2

2 "r .058 3.5 1
1 coarse + I fine .044 16.4 1
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ELECTROKINETIC PROPERTIES

I. GENTERAL OBSERVATIONS

It is well recognized that electrostatic charges can have a major effect

on phase separation in suspensions, and Bitten (ref. 5) concludes that "the

electrokinetics of fuel flowing through a fiber bed is a little understood

phenomenon that may play a vital role in the coalescence mechanism." However,

in an important study by Reiman of Arthur D. Little, Inc., under contract from

the Air Force (ref. 24), it was concluded "that filter/separators function

primarily by mechanical means and that electrostatic charges will not signi-

ficantly affect their operation."

Our limited observations in this area tend to confirm the latter con-

clusion. One possible exception to this is the effect of Plexiglas surfaces

described below.

A few experiments reported in GR 66-1 showed that charged water droplets

injected into kerosene quickly lost their charge. On sedimentation of a sus-

pension between parallel electrode plates 1.2 cm apart, charged to a potential

difference of 90 volts, there was no effect; at 300 volts, some of the droplets

were attracted to the negative electrode. When the electrode eventually be-

came partly covered by water, many of the droplets attracted to it impinged

on a previously attached drop and were instantly repelled therefrom. (This

is due to' the rapid neutralization of the induced positive charge on the lead-

ing surface of the droplet, leaving it with a net negative charge.)

In other experiments (GR 66-1), saturated fuel with or without free

water in suspension, flowed rapidly over various coalescer media loosely

packed in a Teflon tube. In the absence of free water, substantial voltages

were measured in the effluent; with water droplets present, the voltages were

much lower.

Duri6g the single fiber study described in a later section, one experi-

ment was made in which the wire frame holding nylon filaments was charged to

-3500 volts and a wire screen wrapped around the outside of the glass obscrva-

tion cell was charged to +3500 volts. There was no indication that this field

had any effect on the adherence of droplets to the filamunt. However, the

subsequent growth rate and size of the attached drops was greatly increased.

This was more pronounced on a 12 5-p than on a 2 5-. filament. The detachment

of thie latrte drops appearud to be unaffected.
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In the same series of' single fiber studies, it was observed that poly-

viny].chioride filamerts had a pronounced tendency to pick up stray fibers

from the fuel stream. This is clearly visible in one of the photographs

shown in the section describing those studies. This may we!l be the result

of electrostatic attraction, and may be related to the ready adherence of

water droplets on these filaments.

In an experiment reported in GR 68-3, an electrically insulated Plexi-

glas cel! was made with the same internal dimensions as the No. 2 separometer

cell. It vas operated in the normal manner, using fuel containing 0.1P water

and 25 ppm Santolene C; the imat comprised standard fine glass and FM 235 steel

wool. By means of as alligator clamp and a 0.001-inch brass shim, the steel

mat could be grounded or insulated at will. There was not the slightest

observable effect on the performance of the cell. wehen the mat was alternately

insulated and grounded; the meter reading remained constant at 8M1.

II. ETFFECT OF PLEXIGLhS

Up to this point in the programti, we had no reason to suspect that electro-

kinetic effects were significant in the operation of the cells. However, a

group of similar runs made in the 0.5-inch Plexiglas and steel cells (GR 68-33)

showed a startling difference in performance. In each ease, the mat comprised

8 std. fine and 4 std. coarse glass disks compressed to a depth of 0.5 inch;

the fuel contained 0.1% water, 25 ppm Santolene C, and 1 ppm Aerosol OT. Two

runs in the Plexiglas cell each gave 8-min. indexes of 97, while 4 runs in

the steel cell gave readings from 71 to 79 with an average of 7'4.

In view of these results, an initial series of experiments was made in

which perforated Plcxiglas disks were placed upstream of the coalescer mat

material.. Three different disks were made and tested. All were two inches

in diameter. One had 1/16 inch diameter perforations and was 1/4 inch thick;

the other two had 1/52 inch diameter perforations and were 1/4 and 1/16 inch

thick respectively. The mats were contained in the steel cell.

With operating conditions as above, the same beneficial effect was ob-

served with the No. 1 disk in place: two runs gave indexes of 98. iWhen the

mat was replaced by a 1-inch deep plug cut from a commercial element, the

Plexiglas disk raicd the index from 54 to 75.

fhcin a much better glass mat was used; it alone gave an index of 95.

The next run with tihis mat, made with the No. 2 disk in place, was unique --
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it gave by fa- the best coalescence ever observed visually, even better than

the runs with AFP dye (described later). All the water emerged in two or

three massive drops that slowly grew in size until they flowed down the sur-

face of the mat into the pool at the bottom of the observation chamber; there

were no small droplets at all. However, five subsequent tests using each of

the disks completely failed to reproduce this extraordinary result; there was

no indication of any effect whatsoever.

When the same test was carried out with a layer of the porous polyvinyl-

chloride sheet FM 64 as the outer skin, the results were completely reversed.

In the absence of Plexiglas, coalescence was quite good, but with the No. 2

disk upstream, severe grapeing occurred -- a phenomenon that had never before

been observed in the half-inch cell;

With glass-steel mats there was no evidence of any specific effect of

the Plexiglas; coalescence was good in all these runs.

One experiment with the NATO F-75 diesel fuel indicated a marked im-

provement by the Plexiglas. The two mats involved in this comparison were by

no means alike, the one used with Plexiglas being presumnably inferior.

Some further effort was made to confirm or extend these findings, but

with no conspicuous success (GR 69-1).

To obtain upstream surface area greater than provided by the No. I

perforated disk, three porous sintered disks were prepared from pulverized

FM 69 pellets; one of these contained FM 57 stainless steel shavings of very

fine size. The material was thoroughly mixed with sodium chloride in a mortar

and poured into an annular brass mold of 1 inch i.d. placed on a'bed of sand

or on a fine wire screen. The mixture was then packed down to a depth of

0.25 inch and was heated in an oven for 45 min. at 150 C. Then the assembly

was transferred to a pan of cold water, to dissolve the salt, and the now

rigid porous disk was rinsed in hot and cold water and dried in air. In the

composite disk, the steel shavings did not become coated with the polymer.

The particle size and composition was as follows:

FM 69 Composition, by _t. .

Disk No. mesh size I Steel Salt

4 3o-6o 100 0 25
5 <6o 73 22 30
6 20-30 100 0 100



Th=es diss., together with the No. I perforated plate previously use

were tested upstrea.m of a glass .mat of 6/52 inch Fill h plus 8/.52 ic'i .i-;

the fuel contained antiicer, 56 ppm Santolene C, and 3 ppm Aerosol OT. Th

results w;ere as follows:

AP _ Rating

Disk No. cm 8 min 26 min

None 28 100 96
No. 1 31 100 99
lio. hi 45 100 98
No. 5 55 92 89
No. 6 28 100 97

The inferior performance of the No. 5 disk is perhaps noteworthy. The oth

disks showed no sigriLficant effect. Also two other runs were made using t

No. I disk with a more severe fuel containing Petronate L. Neither showed

indication of benefit from the Plexiglas.

We concluded that this capricious effect of the Plexiglas surface wa

rants further consideration. It presumably involved an electrostatic or

electrokinetic action, and this will better be investigated in other conti

research programs now underway.
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T[. 1r] XPIV A''I OiT

A major part of the p..oposed study was observation of the adhesion,

(growth, and detachmeint of* water dirople ts on singl e or crossed fibers suspended

i.n a flowing fuel stream. icr this purpose; it -was des-irabl.e to prepare a

susp:enp2on of droplts of co trol].ed size and concenrtrat ion, free from ext:r'a-

neous electrostatic eha-r-ges. The customary method of preparation by shearing

action in a pump or blender produces suspensions having a wide range of drop

s~izes, and it does induce electrostatic charges that take a certain time to

dissipate. Accordingly, a nimwber of other methods were investigated (ci.- 66--1.).

Some of these proved to be adequate, though not as good as desired.

Cooling kerosene satu.ated with water at 1.00' or adding water dissolved

i_ alcohols or bezene was quite unisatisfactory. A firie slhrry of ice ground

under colAd kerosene added to a beaker of kerosene at room temperature _!ve a

suspension of quite uaniform sized droplets, but they were about 25 I-L in dia-

meter -- somewhat haraer than desired. It was concluded that the method is

intrinsical]ly effective, but is certainly Pot very practicable.

A hypodermi.c needle vibrating at its resonant frequency is known to

produce a stream of' very uniform droplcts, of diameters,, down to 30 1j.. Woe were

unable to make smialler dropl.ets, and in any event the rate of delivery would

be low. lihkewise, it is well known that a succession of uniform drops can be

obttained from a capillary or needle charged to a high voltage. After a numjiber

of trial]s, we concllu.ied that this method had promise but that considerable

development would be required to adapt it to a continuous fuel, flow system.

Three other methods proved to be more useful.

The liquid jet method used a very rapid discharge of water from a hypo-

dermic syringe through a No. 25 needl.e sub;merged in kerosene. This gave many

very small dronllets which remaýi-ned in suspension for hours. r'i, e overall drop

size distribution ccvered a wide range, however. The method is useful_ for

rapid rElrlaratlion of a batLc of suspensLorn for use in experiments, but i s not

su-it-able for conti nuous productiooi of uniforrm sized droplets.

Injection of live steam through a cap.ill.ary jet beneath th_ surface of

kerosene ga? e a mill.by white su.spensci.on of smr:A.l droplets that showve.d no viscii.e

sod imn.tation i , on- hour. The temperature rise was trri vial. .Si ne this
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method would h(. atab.c! to a f]ow system, we set up a boiler that delivered

0.4). g/mrin of ,,team . , :heatn(] to 325". A suspens:i.on of 2. ,3 %water in ]:nyol

35 was prepared Ni 30 see. ])roplet size measurements, made as described be-

low, showed that this equipment did not give as good a size distribution as

expectcd, ther& being a substantial number of droplets in the 20 to 80 p range.

Doubtless a better and more uniform suspension could be obtained by modifying

the manner of injecting the steam. Instead of doing so, we used the follow-

ing simple method to provide the suspensions for the single fiber flow studies.

The vapor co-densation method (QR 66-30) gave an adequate droplet size

distribution, was easy to operate, and had good reproducibility. Air at a

flow rate of 600 ml/min (at 24.°, 741 mm ) passed through a water saturator

maintainrlt at 56' and thence throgh a warm 0.25.-inch copper delivery tube.

The exit of this tube was located 6 mm above the surface of a reservoir of

satuarated Bayol 35 at 20'°. The warm air-vapor stream was rapidly cooled by

the fuel and the surplus water condunsed out in droplet form at the rate of

54 mg/min. This rate was calculated and was also measured in a special run.

The droplet size distribution is given below. I'rhen the moist air stream was

delivered 6 mn below the surface of the fuel, the bulk of the water condensed

into droplets of less than 5 p and the fuel was too opalescent for satisfactory

observat ion.

I1. DROP SIZE AND TURBIDITY

1. Size Distribul ion of Suspensions
w

A 0.5-ml sample of a water-fuel suspension was placed in a sample cup

for microscopic observation and counting. The cup was a short section of

22-rm i.d. glass tubing cemented with silicate onto a polyethylene film on

a microscope slide. The droplets would soon fall through the 1.3-mm depth

of fuel in the cup and rest on the film without spre.ingM, Maoh particle

count covered a circular area 1.4 mm in diameter. A photomicrograph was taken

at TOOX or 210X on Polaroid 3000 film with 1/50 sec. exposure under strong

illumination. With the aid of a calibrated grid in the cycpiece, the size

distribution on three random areas was then counted at lisure.

The submerged air-vapor jet, like the steam jet, gave many droplets in

thee 1-10 11 range and a mumnber of larger ones up to a maximum of 30 p. There

wore aluo a number oft "clouds" of droplets too small to be individually visible.
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On the other had the above-surface air-vapor jet gave only droplets

in the range from 3 to 30 11. E'videntrly very small droplets cannot penetrate

the fuel-air interfane, but instead coalesce there. The nuer:ical distribu-

tion over this range was almost flat, as shown by the following numbers:

Droplet diameter, 1i - <3 3-5 5-9 9-13 13-17 17-25 25-30 >30

C'recentage observed - 0 8 28 20 20 20 4 0

This size distribution and concentration proved to be very satisfactory for

the flow studies, and was adopted without modification.

A sample taken from the separometer, after the standard procedure for

preparation of the suspension, showed the following size distribution:

Droplet diameter, p. 0-5 5-10 10-4o >4o

Percentage 51 42 7 0

2. Calibration of the Turbidimeter

Suspensions of various amounts of water in clear fuel were prepared as

usual in the separometer. They were then pumped at the standard flow rate

(150 ml/min) directly from the tank to the turbidimeter, bypassing the coal-

escer cell and fallout chamber. The readings were:

SWater input o .02 .05 .10 .l0• .25 .50 1.00

Meter reading 100 88 41 18 11 7 8 3

- fuel contained 60 ppm Santolene C, giving a finer dispersion.

As anticipated, these data indicate a linear relation between the water

content and the negative logarithm of the index or meter reading, 7.6 x

water = 2 - log index, which holds up to at least 0.1% water; lower values

of the index are of no practical interest. For example, with an input of

O-lian index of 70 indicates that only 80% of' the water has been removed.

If the effluent water droplets from a coalescer cell happen to be

smaller than the average input, then the mnount of water in the effluent will

be less thani estimated from the index.
On the other ha"d, it, has become recognized by HazIlTt (ref. 10) that

the effluent droplets, althouigh just too small to fall out, may be large

enough (about 20 to 50 1L) to be clearly visible to the eye. These have little

or no effect on the meter reading, unless present in high concentration.

;Iazlett has shown that several hundred parts per million of free water may

be present in this form wthout .ow.ering the index bel.ow 90, and we have
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observed a substantial number of' such droplets in an effluent that still gave

an index of' 3.00. The smaller, invisible droplets which appear as a haze are

the ones that have a n'.arked effect on the index.

Thus the separometer index (or any other similar meter) gives only an

indication of the amount of finely divided free water in a fuel. It cannot

be relied on to measure the total free water content.

The above calibration assumes that all the water input is suspended in

the fuel, and that none disappears by solution or by hangup in the system.

Since any fuel is normally more or less saturated with dissolved water, any

further amount going into solution will be negligible. When the input 1.,,ater

is carefully injected in the specified manner, we believe that the amount of

"natural coalescence" occurring in the equipment is much less than indicated

in the CRC study (ref. 9).

The basis for this belief is a test reported in GP 67-28. A 0.1%, water

suspension in clear fuel was prepared as usual, and was then pumped at 1-50

ml/min through a j-orlper leading to the turbidimeter and the outlet line was

led back to the reservoir -- altogether a long flow path. The index remained

constant at 17 11 for 55 min, then slowly rose to 39 at 130 min. This clearly

shows a high degree of stability of the suspension.

III. ANALYSIS OF WATEI CONTf\ENT

1. Treated Pad Methods

The reliable measurement of free water in fuel has always been a trouble-

some problem. The simple turbidimetric method is not always satisfactory, for

the reasons discussed above. The Karl Fischer method has long been abandoned

since it has to measure the usually small difference between total. water in

the sample and dissolved water in a separate sample of the same fuel saturated

at exactly the same temperature.

The Navy AET fluorescent pad method has been evaluated by Brown, Johnston

and others (refs. 8, 14, 15), and equipment is eommercially available. We

tried this method, but found it quite unsatisfactory for fuels containing

water droplets of substantial size and amount. A pad method based on electri-

cal conductivity recently published by Bitten (ref. 6) appears promising; we

did not take the time to try it.



Hlazlett (ref. 10) has proposed to make the suspensions using water con-

taining 0.8% of a fuel-insoluble dye, Acid Fuchsin Red. Then a sample of

effluent fuel from a coalescer is extracted with a small amount of acidified

water. This is separated by centrifuging and its optical density at 545 nm

is me-asii-ed by a specti'ophotometer. The method is easily capable of detect-

ing 1 ppm of free water in the fuel.

We tested this method using the 0.5-inch steel cell and observation

chamoer (cR 68-33). With an all-glass mat, two runs with clear fuel and no

dye gave indexes of 100. Visual observation showed the water falling from

the downstream surface in large drops. Addition of dye to the water gave an

index of 98 and similar drop detachment. These tests of all-glass mats were

then continued with the addition of Santolene C and Aerosol OT to the fuel.

The results were unexpected and startling: the dye promoted coalescence to

a marked degree. It maintained the detachment of the water in large drops,

in conspicuous contrast to the small drops normally observed with the additives

in the fuel. With 25 ppm Santolene C plus 1! ppm Aerosol OT in the fuel, the

index was 71 to 79 in four runs without dye, and 99 in each of two runs with

dye. Using twice as much surfactant, the corresponding figures were 68 and 97.

T'he sawme effects were observed with glass-plus-steel mats. Although

these gave a high index with or with or without dye, the difference in drop

size was readily apparent.

In an effort to overcome this activity, we shifted to the use of Indigo

Carmine as the dye, using a crude coloririetric procedure. A standard solution

containing 0 .*6% Indigo Carmine in distilled water was prepared. A series

of color standards was made by dilution and placed in small test tubes. The

standard solution was used to make the 0.1% water suspension in the separometer.

After eight minutes of running, a 300--ml sample of the effluent fuel was caught

in a separatory funnel froom a line downstream from the turbidity chamber. To

this, 3 ml of distilled water was added and shaken several times vigorously.

The water layer was then separated and visually coinpared to the color standards,

to provide a rough estimate of the free water content in ppm.

This method was used for a number of runs. It finally became evident,

however, that the Indigo Carmine also affected the coalescer operation, though

nowhere near as st'rongly as the Fuchsi n dye. Also, the initial appearance of'

"water at the downstren'2i, face was greatly delayed] by the dye. We therefore

adbandonecd it,



One more uinue~ssui attempt was made to usc a tracer to measure the

frcc water in the effluent fuel (cR 69-1.). The water used to make the sus-

pension contained 1% iron as ferrous chloride and O.1% of hydrochloric acid.

A 200-ml sample of effluent fuel was exbracted with two 3-ml portions of

aqueous hydro:.:ylamine sulfate by shaking in a separatory funnel. The extract

was drained into a small test tube and treated with 1,10-phenanthroline solu-

tion to form the red-colored ferrous complex. Blank tests showed that this

simple procedure would readily permit direct visual estimation of as little

as I ppm free water in the fuel. However, for no evident reason, the ferrous

solution had a very drastic inhibitory effect on the coalescence.

After these experiences, we gave up further efforts to make quantitative

measurements of the free water in the effluent. Instead, the performance

ratings of the later runs was expressed by the meter reading followed by a

letter code for the visual observation, as follows:

A** - Same as A, with fallout from the mat in massive globules.

A*' - Same as A, with fallout in large drops, 1 imm or more in diameter.

A - No droplets visible in effluent fuel.

All - No droplets but slight stream of haze visible.

13 - Very few visible droplets; met.r 99-100.

C - Considerable nminbe:r of droplets, but meter still 99-100.

D - Many droplets; meter 90-99.

E - Haze evident; meter about 75-95.

F - Very poor coalescer; meter below 75.

G - Alimost no fallout; haze present at outset, and meter down to
about 20-o0.
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1. Initial Observations,

At the outset of the program, we observed the gravity-free behavior of

massive drops of water suspended in a density gradient between two mixtures

of chlorobenzene and xylene. The mixtures had densities at room temperature

of 1.005 and 0.990. They were contained in a 16 -oz square bottle.

The effects of surface tension were readily observed with drops float-

ing freely in the column. They could be pushed about by metal or glass rods,

undergoing considerable elastic deformation and recovery, without adhesion.

Drops moved against one another would usually bounce or slide away. Small

drops would coalesce much more readily than large ones, usually after the

characteristic time delay. On the other hand, when a drop was touched with

the end of a glass rod that had becen broken off and not polished, the drop

adhered instantly. The sharp points or edges of the glass penetrate the

intervening organic liquid film and make immediate contact with the water.

Once contact is established, the drop spreads very rapidly over the surface.

Photographs were taken of both side and end views of drops adherin-

to clean rod.s of aluminum, copper, stainless steel, and glass, each about

5 mm in diameter. In air, the clean rods were readily wetted by water. How-

ever, after the dry rods were immersed in the organic fluid it was not easy

to obtain adhesion of water drops, even on the glass rod. To overcome this

difficulty, a very small drop of watdr was placed on the desired spot on the

rod before lowering it into the density gradient column. Then a medium or

large size drop of water (diam. 3 to 15 mn) was added from a pipette onto

the same spot, where it adhered readily. The water used with the glass rAd

was colored with phenol red, to give better contrast. The shape of these

drops is described below.

One experiment was made to observe the behavior of drops on a lattice.

A piece of 5/16-inch mesh stainless steel wire screen was supported horizon-

tally in the density gradient bottle, and a large drop of colored water was

pl.aned on it. The drop seemed to be attached at just one point where the

wires crossed, but it adhered very tenaciously. The plane of the screen was

then titled 30' and the drop was pushed w:ith a glass rod. Considerable force

seemed to be required to dislodge the drop.
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2. Shaape of DroJson S.hraland Cl.nrca1. Surfaces

A liquid drop adhering to a solid sphere forms a spherical segment,

and the contact angle is the angle between the radii of the sphere and the

segment at the circular line of intersection. In GR 66-l, we showed that

the basic contact angle equation for a drop of water, w, on a surface, s,

submerged in fuel, f,

Ysf - 7sw = 7wf COs 0

is equally valid for a drop on a sphere as well as a flat surface.

For the adhesion of a dropo on a cylindrical rod, such as a fiber, the

geometry involved is highly complicated and no longer permits simple mathe-

matical solution (refs. 20, 27, 29). The contact angles are not uniform

around the periphery of the solid-water interface (unless the rod is enveloped),

and the water-fuel interface is not necessarily spherical. As a result, a

precise determination of the interfacial areas for minim-u surface free energy

of a given size drop on a rod of unit radius becomes e. problem of extreme

difficulty. Only when the drop is large enough and its contact angle is low

enough will it evelop the rod and take on the symmetrical shape of an unduloid.

For the solid materials used in the presernt work, the normal contact

angles are generally high (between 90' and 1800), so that the drops did not

envelop the cylinders and retained a nearly spherical water-fuel interface.

The photographs of large drops adhering to copper, steel, alumnin•m,•

and glass rods, obtained as described above, were analyzed. Testing with a

compass show.7ed that all the drop profiles were indistinguishable from circles,

except for the axial profile of the drop on glass which began to show the

unduloid curvature as noted above. After carefully measuring the radii of

these circles and the distance of their centers from the axis of the rods,

the corresponding contact angles were calculated as indicated below. The

angles at the extreme points along the length of the rod (side view..) and

along its circulmference (end view) are denoted 01 and 02 respectively. Let

the radius of thQ r'&d equal unity, and the radius of curvature of the drop

profile equal r, an(. the minimum distance from the center of the drop to the

surface of the rod equal s. Then cos 01 = s/r and cos 02

l-) r - (1 + / The vale of E) for the drop on glass was st.imated

by draw.,ing tangents. 'Tle observed angles were as follows:



1ýad..iu, of' curvatlltre,
Dro- r, of' drop profile __Contact anles

Material No. .(r1:tdi*us. of ro`( d.- L.00) 0! 0 -_

Alu~minunm 1 2.6k 4 146 1125 31,

Steel 1 2.10 140 109 5.1.

2 O.60 121 107 111,\,

Copper 1 2.20 137 102 35

2 o.68 130 117 13

Glass 1 1.90 50-1 32 18

These data illustrate the fact that small drops have a greater tendency",to

adhere to a curved su-face than large ones do -- as was indicated by the

visual observations. APlo, the difference between the two contact angles

depends on both r acid h.

Wh.en-the radius of the drop is much larger than that of the cylinder,

the profiles resemble that shown in Figure 4.. Values of ea. for such G'fops

are given below in the section dealing with drop detachment.

3. Decrease in Free Energy on Attachment

For a drop of given size, the free energy decrease resi.Ttit~g from at-

tachment on a cylirndJer of unit radius will invariably have a value intter-

mediate between that on a flat plate and on a sphere of unit radius. Th i:s

fact suffices to give an adequate approximation for the cylinder. The cal-

culation.of the relative water-fuel interfacial areas and surface free

energies was detailed in GIL 66-1, and the results are shown in Figures 5 and

6. In these figures, A. and ý.,f are the water-fuel interfacial areas before

and after attachment-, and -LF is the total change in surface free energics

at all three interfaces as determined by the contact angle.

From these figurcs, it is apparent that the attachment of relatively

large drops causes very little change in water-fuel area and total. free

energy, especially on surfaces giving a high contact angle. Oi the other

hand, for relatively small drops the free energy of attachment on a cylin.der

must. be close to th&at on a flat plate.
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Figure 5

RELATIVEh WATER -.FUEL INTERFACIAL
AREA, Awf/Ao, FOR DIFFERENT

SIZED DROPS ON A SPHERICAL SURFACE

Par arneter:
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Figure 6

RELATIVE DECREASE IN SURFACE FREE ENERGY,
-AF/(Aoywf), FOR DIFFERENT SIZED

DROPS ON A SPHERICAL SURFACE

Parameter:

Ratio of Drop Radius

0.8 to Radius of Sphere
(ratio of zero flat plate)

0
o.6 -

Decrease

in Free 0.1
Energy

0.4F 0.5

0. 2
0€

-1 0
Cos 0

[ .I I L L.

180 140 120 105 90 75 60 40 0

Contact Angle 0 0
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It is obvious that ccCeCe of' water droplets will invariably result

in a substantial decrease in surface free energy. T.he probability that coal.-

escence will occur in a given situation is therefore dependent on hydrodynamic

rather than thernodynami:c considerations. Consider two spherical water drops,

surrounded by fuel, having radii r 1 and r2 and total surface area A0 , that

coalesce to form a single drop of radius r and area A. As shown in GR 66-1,

-AFz=(Ao -A)7yw, or -0 F/Ao0 wf = I -• .r2  where

S712 + r 2 2

r• 2 (r, Z:! r23) r /. For several values of r 2 /r 1 , the relative energy de-

creases are as follows.

S._Tir_ r1 2 + r 2
2  r_2 -A A/_7r -A F/Ao`wf

1 1 2 1.587 0.A113 0.2063

1 2 5 -.327 o.673 O.l3,46
1 5 26 25.133 0.867 0.0333

1 10 101 loo.o66. 0.934 0.0092

Thus, coalescence of two drops of equal size gives an energy decrease of

20.6%, the same a~s ebta._p( on adhesion on a flot surface at 900 contact

angle. Coalescence of a small drop with a largec one gives a lower percent-

age energy change for the system as a whole; at the same time, as the next-

to-last column shows, the surface area of the smaller drop almost completely

disappears, so that fronn its v:ie-wpuint, the energy change is very high.

When one drop coalesces with another drop already fixed on a surface,

.,..hc resulting decrease in surface free. energy is slightly greater than if

the same drops i]ja coalesced in the free state as duzc:'Libed above. This

assumes, of course, that the :-resulting larger drop on the surface spreads

in such manner as to minimize its free energy. The differhe. .j in favor of

coalescence with a fixed drop compared with a free drop is not large enough

to be of importance; it is the kinetic factors that are paramount in deter-

mining tbe growth of fixed drops.
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i. SiC nf'ic YiIamen. ThObrvatjiorn Cell

All experiieJ-nts on individuial fibers used the observation cell shc.,wn

at half scale in Figure 7. Here the fuel was recirculated through a small

water coalescer, a variable speed puý.se pump, and a flo-hmieter. IThe coalescer

was a small chamber packed with fine Clasp fiber. The ",an-stat" plastic

pump delivered fuel at any desired rate up to 1.200 ml/min. If this flow was

spread over the entire cross-sectional area of the h0-mmii i.d. cell, the linear

flow rate in the cell averaged 1.6 em/see. If, preferably, the flow was re-

stricted to a 10-mm, diam&eter streamL, as indicated in Figure 7, the maximum

flow velocity became 25.6 em/sec. The cell was normally operated at a flow

of 78 ml/min or 1.65 cm/sec. This gave a laminar streamline from the feed

tube to the outlet, surrounded by motionless, unclouded fuel.

The test filaments were illuminated by a spotlight behind one window

and were observed through the opposite window by a monocular microscope.

For the drop attachment and growth study, 20 photographs were taken at inter-

vals in each run using 1/60 sec. exposure of 35-mm Kodak Tri X Pan fi]n; the

magnification on the strip film was lOX. A 220-p square grid in the micro-

scope provided a scale for size measurement of the adhering drops. The drops

in the fuel strean moved too rapidly to be visible. For the detachment study,

the drop :as photographed with a Polaroid camern at a magnification of 26X or

79X.

2. Attachmcnt and Grovtth Study

Filaments of' I0 to 25 L diameter of cotton, uncoated glass, phencxy-

cý, q . .nd - "ivlchloride, and.121-o7P -2. filaments of nylon,

polyethylene, polypropylene, and copper were used. Tese were drawn tau't and

cemented cnto a frme as shown in Figure 7, touching at the point of inter-

section. Usually the photographs were taken at 5-min intervals for 100 min;

in later runs, the first four pictures were'taken at 1-min intervals and the

final ones at 10-min intervals to give 100 min total.

The f-0l was undiluted Bayol 35. The fact that its 'viscosity is some-

what higher than that of jet fuel was not objectionable, since none of the

conclusions drawn would be altered thereby. In some of the runs one of the

following surfactants was added at a concentration of 6o ppm: Santolene C,

AFA-l., R1--2, Aerosol OT, Petronate L, Igepal 00-530, and Kat-apol. PN-k30.

)- 7
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Also, A'erosol OW s us] at I or 2 pp]l.

Fi gus 1- 1. I ye Ia Žcp2 centative selection from, the total of 66 runs

mad(. ThJey show, in order, uncoated glass, poiyvinylehloridce, and 25-ij nylon

in clear fuel, and nyior in fuel containing Santolene C oi Aerosol CT at 60

or 1 ppi- In thc latter two iunrs, the initial pictures are at -mrin intervals.

T1he direction of fuel flow is from right to left .an.. •--c (i. from bottom

to top of the fill) owing to reversal in tht- miecroscrpe.

Detailed visual examination of consecutive frames in these and the other

photographs gave a good qualitative picture of the overall coalescence process.

For a closer examination and calculation of the rate of increase in size of

attached drops, enlarged positive prints giving a magnification of 80x were

made fnr a numiiber of the runs. The following conclusions were drawn.

The relative ease of attachment .of the flowing droplets onto the bare

filanfent surface was appraised qualitatively by comparison of corresponding

frames in the several p hotographs. The rate at which the filaments became

well covered with attached drops near the start of each run was one good index.

Another wes the anount of filament left uncovered near the end of the run, as

a result of late•al coalescence of adjoining drops.

From these comparisons., it was concluded that in clear fuel the ease of

adherence decreases in the following order; PVC > nylon>glass, 6Otton>pbenoxy

coatinjg,>>polyethylene >polypropylene >copper. In a special experiment using

glass coated with silver or with an alkyl titanate, there was no adherence at

all.

Santolene C in the fuel had no marked effect on the adherence on cotton,

glass, nyl.on, phenoxy coating, or PVC. With other surfactants,,the adherence

on nylon decreased in th.e following ol-der Santolene' CRP-2>AFA-l~l pp,,-.

.. AOCT>>Igepal, Katapol, AOT, Petronate. The adherence on the other four sur-

faces was similarly decreased by AFA-i and AOT.

Adherence on 26 and 125 p. nylon appeared about the same. iReducing the

flow rate one-half or increasing it three-fold had very little effect on the

initial adherence, except that the attached drcplets tended to be smaller in

size at the higher flow rate.

It was not possible to determine with certainty whether small (3 p.) and

large (30 p.) droplets were attached with equal readiness. The indications

w.rere, howecverý, i t the larger lb to 30-1 dropl.ets Prr 'em 5zted at the Icwer

flow rates. result is entirely reasonable when one considers the pattern
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of thc' fuel. fl1ow str:,tml.ines across the f:i.lament. .Ihe larger dyroplets witlh

relatively high ilnertia have a much greater l.ikelihood of makling the strontg

impact against the surface that is required for adherence.

At best, however, only a very small fraction of the approaching droplets

managed to adhere, as the followi.ng rough calculations show. Assuming a flat

distribution curve of droplet diameter from 3 to 30 Ip, the mass mean diameter

is equ:,l to ((/27) f'o n3 d) 1/ 19.6 p., and the weight of this mean drop

is 3.93 x 10-0 g. At a concentration of 890 ppm or 6.9 x 0- g/!nl in the

fuel, and a fuel flow velocity of 1.65 cm/see, the droplet delivery rate was

1.74 x 107 droplets per minute per cm2 of cross-sectional area of fuel flow.

The corresponding area of-a l-imn length of 25 1- filament is 2.5 x 10-4 cm2 .

Then the nuiber of droplets approaching that area was 4350 per minute. But

the number of attached drops observed on I mm of ;filament in the first 5-min

frame was only about hO on PVC and 10 on glass. Even if 5 or 10 times as

many droplets adhered to form the drops visible in the photographs, it is

evident that less than i' of the closely-approaching droplets became attached.

The adherence and spreading on nyjz:n in the presence of the four power-

ful surfactants was not anticipated from the flat-plate contact angles. With

50-60 ppm of Katapol in the fuel, the value of E was 130' but the angle 01

on the filament was extremely low. Igepal, AOT (at 60 ppm), and Petronate

gave similar behavior ea the filament (See Figure 12). 1eire was only a

slight tendency for drops to remain fixed and grow. Instead, they would slide

along the surface in the downstream direction (despite the slight angle of

inclination); Figure 12 cleary shows the difference between the advancing

and receding angles of the drops. Alternatively, the drops might grow to some

extent, then drain away in a liquid film on the filament surface.

In view of this behavior, it was not possible to make any quantitative

appraisal of the ease of adherence of the droplets in the fuel containing

these surfactants. The total amount of attached water visible in the photo-

graphs was distinctly less with the four strong surfactants than it was with

Santolone C, or AOT at 1 ppmi, or clear fuel. However, much of the attached

water may have. d4 sappeared from view by downstream travel or drop detachment.

The growth of drops by coalescence occurred both by impingment of drop-

lets from the fuel stream and by lateral coalescence of adjoining drops. The

rates of growth by accretion from the fuel were computed as follows. In the

8OX enlargementsindividual drops were selected that appeared to have had no



growth by lateral coalescence. Their apparent diameters in consecutive

fraouns (usual]_y frec! 5 tco 20 mm on the enlargement) were measured under a

maagnifying, glass to the nearest 0.1 mm and were plotted against time. Gen-

erally, straight lines were obtained. Occasionally there was-an abrupt in-

crease in diameter during a 5-min interval, undoubtedly caused by a lateral

coalescence that could not be seen in the photomicrograph. The slopes of

selected straight lines were:

Filament Drop diam~tei increase
material Fuel e./min x 100

cotton clear 87, 119 :7 - --

glass clear 45, 72, 90o, 90.-
+ San. C 50,, 113 [- .

nylon clear 68, 93._99 >-< -:

PVC clear 84, 91
"+ San. C 93

Obviously, individual drops on the same surface grew -t -somewhat dif-

ferent rates. This was ascribed to their location with.-irespect to adjoining

drops and to the filmnent, and the consequent local variations in the fuel

flow streamlines. In one instance, a drop attached to a stray fiber on the

.downstream side of the filament grew at a rate several times as great as

normal, perhaps because of a local vortex effect. On the whole, however,

the growth rate was, essentially uniform for the different filament materials

and fuels, the average rate being about 0.9 ýL/min.

Thus, if dD/dt is constant, it follows that the volumetric growth rate,

(=/6)dD3 /dt, was proportional to D2 -- that is, to the drop area exposed to

the fuel stream. This seemed reasonable.

It was immediately evident that only a small fraction of the fuel stream

dreplets that came into proximity to the attached drop ever coalesced with it.

This is in accord with the large-scale observations previously reported) as

well as with an abundance of the inforxation in the literature. If a droplet

in "proximity" be defined as one in a cylindrical element of the fuel stream

of diameter D equal to that of the attached drop, then the rate of approach

of proximate droplets, under standard feed and flow conditions, was (6.9 x

1o-O4 g/m,)(1. 65 cm/sc)(7rD2/I cm2) - 9.0 x 10-4 D2 g/sec. And if dD/dt =

0.9 i/mmn, the mass growth rate of the attached drop was (7r/6)(3D2 )(O0.9

l0-)(i/6o) z= 2.3 Y x liO- V g/scc, or only 0.25% of the approach rate. Clearly,

most of the oncoming droplets were swept part the attached drop in the fuel
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streaRlines, or o.lsc . tic.' k and bounced aw-,ay from it.

i~a~i calzcr~ in thc of ~ ~ ~ -*4 - .:'tr~
only when an oncoming dropl.et in the stream became wedged between closely

adjoininrg drops and acted as a bridge between them. This was favored by a

,ow contact angle.. as on glass and 1.25-[ nylon, where the terminal points of

attachment of the adjoining drops along the length of the filament were close

together. In general, this growth rate increased with increase in fuel flow

rate and with decrease in filanent diameter.

With surfactants in the fuel, a variety of growth patterns were obser-

ved on P-:a nylon. Santolene C and 3. ppm AOT had no marked effect. RP-2

gave a somewhat lower rate; AFA-l gave a very much lower rate with little or

no lateral coalescence. 1The AFA-l had the same inhibitory action on glass

and phenoxy coating as on nylon; however on PVC the adherence was good and

the growth rate was not so greatly reduced.

Tbe more powerful surfactants, as shown in Figure 12 (page 60) had an

abnormal effect. The small attached droplets evidently slid along the fila-

ment until they reached a favorable point, usually-at the intersection of

the filaments, where they coalesced to form a large drop. Because of the

low adherence rate, the total amount of water accumulated was small. More-

over, the large drops thus formed were very readily detached in comparison

with normal drops. With 60 ppm AOT in the fuel, an exactly similar behavior

to that on nylon was observed on glass and phenoxy coating and even on the

cottom filament.

One.matter of interest was a contamination of the equipment that occur-

red during one stage in the program. This was noteworthy,. not only because

of the interesting phenomena that it produced, but also because it suggested

the possibility that interaction between different types of surfactants may

have profound effects. The contamination occurred after a series of runs with

various fuel additives and it persisted for 1.1 consecutive runs, until finally

the entire fuel loop was dismantled and chemically cleaned. The observable

effect was a formation of increasingly--larger water droplets from the air-

vapor stream at the upper surface of the fuel reservoir.. Instead of a maxi-

m-om diameter of 30 ýt, the droplet size increased to hundreds of microns. This

was indicative of an increase in interfacial tensions, which is not explicabk.

on a-y evident basis. Moreover. in one of these defective runs, the large

droplets that became attached to the filament were seet to be of the "grape"

type, containing many small fuel droplets within the water drop.
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.. Detachment Study and Contact Angles

An extensive series of obr-ervations was made to determine the fuel flow

rate required to deta-h a drop of given size from a given filament.

The same observation cell and fuel flow loop was used, but there was no

continual water feed. Instead, before starting the fuel flow, a single rela:"-

tively large drop of water was placed on the filament and phetographed at 26X.

Then the fuel pump was turned on at a low rate. With the drop under

visual observation, the fuel flow rate was gradually increased until detach-

ment occurred or until a rate of 520 ml/min (seven times standard) was reached.

The fuel was Bayol 35, clear or with 60 pp•n Santolene C. In one group of runs

with Santolene C, the drops were equilibrated for 5 to 15 min with the fuel at

alIov. flow rate, before measuring the etachment rate.

In addition, a set of measr'ements of only the drop dimensions arnd con-

tact angle was made at the higher magnification of 79X.

Six different filament materials were examined, each at two or more dif-

ferent diameters. Overall, the drop diameters ranged from 3 to lOtimes the

filament diameter. Usually a single, horizontal filament was used. A few

observations were made with inclined or vertical filaments, or with the drop

placed at the intcrsection of two crossed filaments. Tables 13-16 give the

data obtained.

Consider first the shap of the drops. In the vicinity of the filament,

the drop shape visibly departed from the spherical, as illustrated above in

Figure 4 Nevertheless, an entirely adequate definition of the shape was

afforded by the twio dimensionless ratios, F/D and L/D, where F and D are the

filament and drop diameters and L is the axial length of attachment. For a

given filament material and a given fuel, the relation between F, D, and L

was shown by simply plotting L/D vs. F/D, as described in GR 66-30. These

ratios could be correlated with the flat plate contact angle as shown in

Figure 14..

It is evident that this plot gave a very satisfactory correlation be-

tween F, L, D, and 0 over the range of interest from 600 to 1500. At values.

of e higher than that of PVC, the curves all must fall abruptly to L/D = 0

at 0 = 180'. The photographs of drops on the two polyolefins were inadequate

to define this region, but this is not of practical interest.

This correlation has one consequence of considerabl.e practical import-

ance. It implies that any material available in filanment form can be directly
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Lengthsr are given :in mlicrons:. Flow rates ape mi/ma
( 100 WAR = 2.12 em/2eu linear rate) ; j irdiCateg
no detachment at 530 mI/min.

Fila.mnet Filament Drop Attachment Contact Detach.
material diam. F diam. D length L F/i L/D angle 0, flow rate

cotton 19 845 -- 0.022 -- -- *
947 606 .020 o. 64 129,130 1111.0

1110 670 .017 .6o 130,132 470
1150 663 .o16 •58 132,133 340

glass* 15 420 231 • 036 .55 130,133
576 277 .026 .48 141,i4o 460
769 , 0 .020 .43 144,146 360
962 405 1.O6 ..42 l43,l46 31.0

27 724 -- •037 *
871 -- •030 .. 43o
95? 708 .028 .76 118,122 390

2025 689 .026 .67 125,125 380
1125 883 .024 .78 117, 121 .36o

phenoxy- 11 648 242 .018 •37 149, 151 260
coated 678 280 •017 .41 150,147 310
glass 928 341 .012 .37 148)08 41.0

970 307 .012 .32 152,149 220

23 576 292 .03 51 -- 5•0
735 420 .031 .57 136,134 510
818 428 .028 •52 140,157 420
932 474 .024 .51 140,138 310

1230 489 .o18 .4o 149,147 280

nylon 26 636 436 o042 .68 128,125 *
750 466 .035 .62 129,133 48o
894 481 .030 054 139,140 410
977 553 .027 .57 134,137 3901100 606 .024 .55 134,135 380

42 78583 .055 .65 -- *
883 583 .047 .66 127,126 480

1125 739 •037 .66 126,127 4i0

133 148o 1155 .090 •78 *

PVC 15 564 277 .027 .49 139,143 520
670 250 .022 .37 149,149 590
708 258 .021 .36 148,150 370947 307 .016 .32 151,1.52 280
992 417 .015 .142 144,1)13 420

poly- 300 902 318 .332 .35 161,159 *
ethylene 958 280 .532 •29 157,161 430

1120 273 .245 .22 165,063 290
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TABLE __4

FLOW F.EAT1E ]l1PUTPE FOE DROP DETACIfl4NT IN
BAYOL CO]T.AINIHG 60 PIfM SA•TTOLENTE C

Lengths are given in microns. Flow rabcs are ml/min
(o00 ml/mmi = 2.].2 cm/sec linear rate); * in•3icates
no detachment at 530 mil/min.

Filamertc Filamcnt Drop Attachment Contact Detach.
material diam. F diem. D length L F/D L/D angle Oa flow rate

cotton 13 424 95 0.036 0.22 -- 250
468 114 .027 .24 156,157 230

15 582 203 .026 .35 158,154 220

glass 9 443 139 .020 .31 159,158 260
614 253 .014 .41 147,145 230
709 291 .012 .41 146,1 1i6 190

32 582 506 .054 .87 1.09, Il *
28 798 658 .,35 .85 115,114 420
32 829 658 .o78 .°9 116,117. 4oo
27 1i00 772 .024 .70 115i,14 330

phenoxy- 13 549 152 .028 .28 151,152 220
coated 563 158 .022 .28 165,165 220
glass 6)16 241 .020 .37 -- 270

734 291 .017 .40 147,149 230
861 266 .015 .31 155,154 200

23 494 329 .o46 .67 126,125 500
791 399 .029 .50 140,140 300
975 424 .024 .44 141,143 250

nylon 10 500 .205 020 .40 149,150 340
8o4 316 .012 .39 146,148 28o

lO6O 228 .009 .22 159,159 16o
1070 3O4 .009 .28 153,152 -170

26 487 291 •052 .60 134,133 400
810 443 .031 .55 134,135 330

1100 519 .023 .47 139,140 220

r61o 284 .044 .47 14o,145 350
758 375 .035 .50 141,140 300
928 500 .o2 .54 134,135 250

1000 455 .026 .- 5 137,!39 230

572 352 .046 .62 135,129 430
(2) 825 326 •032 .39 11i 5,148 260

i955 177 .028 .50 138,1011 220

Oontj ined on next page.



TABLE -11-- Continued

Filament Filament Drop At, tachment Contact Detach.
material diam. F diemi. D length ], F•D L .D ang-e 01 flow rate

nylon 261 171. .1-01 .67 --- 390
462 265 .057 .57 136,139 290
572 288 .o46 .50 136,140 250

(3) 792 337 .033 .43 1b6,) 47 220
795 405 .033 .51 136,138 200
86o 47 • 03]- .48 140,142 230
936 417 .028 .45 14o,141 170

33 168 329 .070 .70 12,1.24 530

747 468 .o44 63 130,1132 360
92)4 494• .036 •53 136,138 290

30 500 196 .061 •39 154.156 400
855 392 .o36 .46 143,149 290
950 481 .032 .5] 139,138 260

127 1180 893. .108 •76 121,118
124 1190 747 .104 .63 130,137 500

123.5 886 .102 .73 121,121 *
144o 1075 .o86 .75 123,129 380

PVC 19 341 -- .o67 -- -- 3hO
614 -- .037 ..-- 210
836 266 .023 .32 155,157 140

poly- 275 766 532 •359 .69 125,123
ethylene 1100 497 .262 .45 140,144 440

1215 633 .226 .52 134l-,,135 46o

Notes

1. The drop was equilibrated by exposure to a fuel flow of 100 ml/min, for

a period of 5 min.

2. Ditto, 10 min.

3. Ditto,x"15 min.



TABLE 15,11

FLOW LATEP RLLQUIED FPODRPOP DETACIhAEIr,,jT FTOMji I 4ENTS
1iNCLIN}7D AT IVAR bUS' A(TJh1-E:S AJD FBOM A ROUGH- SURTACY TLd4D

Filament. 2b-1,t ny-lon in Bayol containing 60 ppm Santolene C,
except as notccI. Longths are given in microns. Flow ratus
are Mir/min (100 ml/mrin =2.12 cm/sec linear rate); * indicates
no detachment at 530 mi/mmn.

Angle of filampnt Drop Attachment Detach.
above horigontal, deg. Notes diam. D length L F/D L/D flow.. rate

17 h02 -- o-o66 -- 420
409 o- .65_-- 450
580 --- .o0i6 -- 80
636 345 Ohb2 0.54 260
64o 394 0o41 .61 290
788 428 .034 .5h 260
841 428 .032 .51 250

20 63Q6 tog o042 .64 380,
64o 455 .042 .71 390
81)4 466 .032 .57 300
936 568 .028 .61 290.

1125 549 .024 .49 230

20, intersecting 1,2 989 -- .030
1030 --- .029 -- 510
141o -- - .021 - -47

-. 6 .020 -- 440

30 383 --- .079 -- 270
727 436 .642 J6o 190
902 5o4 .034 .s56 120

32 42)4 311 .662 .73 340
487 --- .054 -- 260
655 424 oJ[O .65 220
795 470 .034 .59 160

42 398 --- .067 -- 250
409 - -- .071, - 26o
443 - 0 6o 0 180
462 322 .066 .70 250
636 39 o42 63 120
769 455 io4o .59 S~o

Continued on next page.
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TAPIME, 15 - Con t:ilue.o

Ang e of filament ])rop Attachment Detach.

above hor-iontal dog Notes diam. D ]egCgth L F D flow rate

90 3 333 246 .091 330
352 235 .o86 .67 3so
5oo 356 .06o .71 270
773 508 .039 .66 16o
917 576 .033 '.63 60?

90 4 436 216 .070 .50 5255
553 277 .055 .50 '230
667 322 .o06 .A48 190

0, rough surface 5 500 --- .060 -.

682 .0o44 -- 26o
1057 --- .029 -- 170

Notes

1. Clear Bayol.

2. Drop at intersection of two crossed fildnents, each at 200 angle.

3. Drop on side of vertical filament.

4. Drop at lower end of filament; attachment occbrs along one side.

5. Surface of filament abraded by drawing it between sheets of No. 400
*.mery paper.
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TAOFL 16
ADDi1IT.O'•ui,~ ].,137,, iT I1o, W j[,ii.,r,•_.S-•.,• , 01':• D1J.CfKJ ol ,,"A;

Lengths are gi.vbn in microns. Filaments are sub-
merged in clear T1ayol 35, except as rioted.

Ij lament Fi lajnnt Drop Attachment Contact
material. diam. F diam. D length L F!D L/D angle 01

cotton 14 116o 627 0.01.2 0.5ý 136,135
703 ! 81 .020 .69 127,126
766 487 .o18 .64 129,130
715 468 .020 .65 126,1-29

glass 8 873 354 .009 .41 145, ih 8
646 316 .012 .4o 138.143
753 329 .010 .J1 4 147,148

20 728 633 .028 .87 113,1.15.
1020 652 .020 .611, 129,129

930 620 .022 •6"( 127, 129
924 62o .022 .67 125,125

phenoxy- 13 772 424 .o16 .55 135,140
coated glass 1030 424 .012 .41 .1)3,117

823 424 .015 .52 138,139
28 1100 532 .025 .48 136,141
32 8.0 532 .039 .66 141,13!i

924 586 .034 .64' 131,130

nylon 25 975 582 .026 .6o 132,134
886 513 .028 .58 133,135
582 386 .o44 .66 126,127
867 500 .029 .58 132,137

38 880 582 .043 .66 130,1.27
937 551 .040 .59 136,1134
747 481 .051 .64 134,131

124 987 873 .126 .88 104 , 15
797 658 .156 .82 111,112
722 639 .172 .89 103,11-7

PVC 797 203 .010 .25 156,157
703 171 .018 .24 161,157
582 139 .022 .24 159,161

polyethylene 275 1100 41 3 . .250 .. 4o
nylon 25 601 310 .042 .52 142,143

797 367 .032 .h6 143,143

(2) (1070 443 .024 .4 l l41, 145
1050 418 .024 .41 144,145

Notes

1. Filament in Bayol 35 containing 60 ppm SanLolene C.

2. Mcasurcnernints madce at the beginning and end of a 1-hour iimmersion iin fuel
floving at a linear rate of 2.1 cnm/sec; measuremcnts at intrer-ening
5-Pnfl r intervals- w'rc in line wit'h thecse data. The decrease in 1D and L
ind~icati~es gra,.dual evrimorat.i on of t]he water drop.
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FIGURE 3);

COR ELATON, OF' DiMENSjiO0NS. OF LARGE DROPS WITHl FLAT -PLATE
SI ýiCONTACT A NGLES ON FIVE DIFFERENT SURFACES
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che ract.erized by icasurement of F, L, and D in a given fuel. it does not

have to be converted to a flat plate for a measu2remeit of E. Tbe measuire-

ment of L and D can readily be made for a number of. drops attached to a fila-

ment of' known F. With suitable equipment, this can be done as quickly as a

measurement of e.

Some consideration was given to *the sig'iificancu of the sideview contit.-ct

angle e1 observed for large drops on filaments. Since the drops profile .s

not circular at the point of contact (as shown in Figure 4 on page !i9), 0.

is not directly determined by L/D. Rnpirically, it was found that a .ig-Le

straight line correlates 01 in degrees vs. L/D, for all observed data, regaard-

less of surface material or fuel composition. Tis fortuitous relationship

had no evident significance. The noteworthy fact was that. even on cotton

and uncoated glass filaments, large drops gave high contact angles like that

shown in Fig-re 4. Thus, the drops did not spontaneo':sly spread and envelop

the filament. The same was true in the drop attachment on glass, as shown

above in Figure 8 (page 56).

With respect to the detachment force, qualitatively the-results were

in accord with ̀ elilaA' Ox'ctatLons. Detachme2nt occurred more readily from

small than from large diameter filamnents of' a given material; more readily

from low-energy than from high-energy surfaces; more readily in fuel contain-

ing Santolene C than in clear~fuel; and (as noted above) very much more readily

in fuel containing the more powerful surfactants.

The visual observations of tze, process were of some interest. As the

fuel floi.V.rate was increased, the drop at first remained unchanged. At a rate

equal to about 80'o of the detachment rate, the length.of attachment began to

decrease and was finally only 50% of its original value. This reduction was

very nearly the same in all cases. On approaching the critical flow rate,

oscillating motion of the drop became visible. The final breakaway was too

abrupt to be observable. It generally 'left one very small residual droplet

attached to' the filament, as would be expected.

A principal objective of this phase of the work was to determine whether

the force required to detach a drop from a filament could be correlated with

the dimensions and properties of the assembly.
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A drop of' di,•m•ieter D cm suspended in a down-flowing laminar stream of

fuel of' viscosity }I - 2.0 cp and linear velocity U is subjecterl to two forces:

(1) a hydrodynamic force equal to 3 IDU, and (2) the force of gravity,.

(r/6)D-Apg, wh•.e AP-= 0.22, the differ"ence in density of the two liquids.

(The force of gravi.ty is trivial compared with the water,-fuel interfacial

tension, so that the drop rcmains nearly spherical as shown above. However,

this force is of the same order of magnitude as the hydrodynamic force and

therefore cannot be ignored.) 7hqen the total force acting on the drop is

0.10 DU + 113 D3 dynes.

Owing to the complex geometry of the assembly, it seemed hopeless to

attempt an exact calculation of the force -of adhesion !- at holds the drop on

the filament. Instead, since energy = force x distance, it. was assumed that

this force must be proportional to a specific energy of adhesion multiplied

by the area of filament wetted by the drop, and divided by a characteristic

length of "stretching" required to effect detachment. The wetted area should

be approximately proportional to the product of filament diameter, F, and

length of attachment, L. The stretching length is presumably proportional

to F.

This simple assumption proved to give a surprisingly good correlation

of the obser'vations. When the detachment force, 0.19 DU + 113 D , was plotted

against L for each drop, all the points for a given surface, both with and

without Santolene C in the fuel, fell as close as could be expected to a

straight line passing through the origin.

Figure 15 illustrates this correlation for glass filaments varying over

3-fold in diameter, 'Pith drops varying 20-fold in weight, and in the two dif-

ferent fuels. The slope of the line is 3.7 dynt/cm (or erg/cm2 ). ihis is

an order of magnitude lower than the specific work of adhesion, W, given in

Table 10 (66 erg/cm2 in clear fuel and 45 erg/cm2 in fuel containing Santolene

C). The rea,,on for this seeming disappearance of W in the correlation is that

it appears indirectly, by determining the value of L for a given drop diameter

D.

Similar correlations were obtained for the other five surface materials.

These slopes of these correlation lines varied more than 2-fold, as follows:

glass 3.7, phenoxy coating 4.4, cotton 4.9, nylon 6.1, PVC 8.8, polyethylene

9.9 in clear fuel and 6.8 in Santolene C fuel. There was some trend toward

increasing slope with decreasing surface energy of the materials, but that
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correlation was very poor. It seemed probable that these slopcs repreosnt

a residual effect of W (or 0) which had not been manifested in the va:lue of

L. Thus for a gi.ven drop size on filaments of about equal diameter, the

detachment floti rate varied but little with the nature of the filament material,

over the range of interest from cotton to PVC. Only on filaments of very low

surface energy, such as polyethylene, did detachment become very much easier.

Of particular interest are the data in Table 15 (page 69), on detach-

ment flow rates of drops on inclined, intersecting, and abraded nylon fila-

ments.

At inclinations of 17-420 , the detachment force was considerably lower

than predicted. Moreover, the drops showed no evidence of sliding downward

along the filament -- a conspicuous illustration of their inherent reluctance

to moving or "stickiness." This behavior is confirmed by recent experiments

of Somer (ref. 29), who observed drops on filaments in air, and had to employ

much larger drops to find angles at which sliding occurs. Ile also noted that

even on a vertical filament, small drops would not slide down.
This reluctance of drops to move along or become detached from a verti-

cal filament was clearly indicated by the data presented here. At a sufficient

flow rate, the drops placed on the side of a vertical filament would slide down

to the unattached lower end, but would hang there until a higher flow rate

finally caused detachment. This adhesion may have been increased by the fact

that the end of the filament was somewhat ragged.

On the other hand, the drops placed on a horizontal, abraded filament
were detached much more readily than from a smooth surface. This was unex-

pected, and warrants further investigation.

The adhesion of a drop at the intersection of two crossed filaments

was, as anticipated, somewhat stronger than on a single filament. The dif-

ference was not great, however. Thus, for the three drops on crossed nylon

filaments whose detachment flow rate is listed in Table 15, the values of L

calculated from the correlation equation are 690,110, and 1140 [L, respectively.
I-

These values are only 15-30% greater than expected for the same size drops

on single filaments.
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COALESCENCE, IN FIBER MATS

1. VISUAL OBSERVATIONS

.. Upstream and Downstream Surfaces

Normally no effort was made to observe the upstream face of a mat,

because of the dense haze in the inflowing suspension. Using a fine glass

fiber layer upstream, it is evident (as described below) that the fibers be-

cum• heavily ia~c: .;it.. small adherent water cho•plets, in a-manner like that

shown in the single fiber observations in the preceding section. This accum-

ulation of water in the upstream layer is confirmed by the analyses made by

Bitten (ref. 5) of the amount of water in sucessive layers of a mat.

Direct visual observation of the downstream surface was readily made

in the 0.5-inch cell described in the section on equipment. For this purpose,

the outer layer of the mat was usually retained by a layer of 16-mesh fiber

glass screen which left nearly all the mat surface open t,) view. A variety

of water detachment processes was observed, depending on the fuel, mat, flow

rate, and water content employed.

With 0.1% water input and with a fuel and mat giving exceptional coal-

escence, all the water emerged from only two or three channels. These were

usually in the lower half of the mat, suggesting a tendency to downward flow

within the mat. The emergent water formed massive globules several milli-

meters indiameter which eventually became detached and slid down the face

of the mat. Under more normal conditions, the channels were more numerous

and were widely distributed over the face, and their location sometimes varied

during the course of a run. 'The emergent water detached in drops of about

I mm diameter which quickly fell to the bottom of the cell. This behavior

was typical of a good mat of 11/32 inch depth with fuel containing 0.1% water,

antiicer, and Santolene C, at the standard flow velocity of 3. cm/see.

When Aerosol OT or Petronate L "poison" was added to the same fuel, the

emergent droplets were considerably smaller and varied in size. The majority

of them were large enough to fall out along a parabolic path in the observa-

tion chamber, but the sinaller ones of about 20 to 50 I. diameter were swept

along in the upflowing fuel stream. It was quite clear that these droplets

were not formed by breakup of a larger mass at the outer surface, but came

from the interior of the mat. Frequently, the droplets emerged in Rayleigh
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chains, as described by Hazlett (ref. 1O). These small droplets showed very

little tendency to fallout in a large diameter horizontal glass tube bctvsccn

the observation cell and the entrance to the turbidimeter.

Under still miore adverse conditions (inadequate mat or abnormally high

flow rate), the poisoned fuel effluent contained a substantial haze of drop-

lets too small to be visible. This clearly indicated a breakdown in the

efficiency of the droplet attachment process in the upstream layers of the

mat.

The ratings used to describe these visual observations of drop size,

varying from A**- to G, have been tabulated above, page 45,.in the section on

water suspension analysis.

2. Lateral Observation of a Cross Section

Motion pictures have been taken by R. N. Brown at USA MERDC, Fort

Belvoir, showing in operation a vertical cross section taken from a full

scale filter/coalescer elemeiA and pressed against a window. After viewing

these, we followed the sane principle in an attempt to obtain a photomicro-

graphic view of coalescence across a 1/16-inch composite fine and coarse

glass mat.

The cell, described in GR 68-3, was a closed box fitted with several

windows and with fuel inlet and outlet tubes. The mat was confined between

two Plexiglas plates closely fitted in grooves. The flow through the mat

was limit6d to a semicircular opening of 2.5 nn radius in the plates against

one window. Each side of this openiiig was back lighted at a )1.5 angle.

JP-5 fuel containing O.1% water dyed green, with or without the addi-

tion of 25 ppm of Santolene C, was delivered at a flow rate of 40 ml/min.

This gave a velocity at the face of the mat of 6.7 cm/sec. The suspension

was pumped from the separometer and the effluent fuel was recycled to the

fuel rescrvoir, so that a run could be continued for 100 min. Polaroid

pictures, usually at 20X, were taken at intervals.

This type of setup su-fers from the fact that one can see onlyjthe mat

structure immediately adjacent to the window, and there the fluid flow is

probably not the same as it is in the interior. However, there seems to be

no better way of obtaining an inside view of the process.
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On the whf~o~e, the results of this effort were not very illuminating.

The edge of the mat ,,ao perhaps, pressed too tightly against the window, which
tcnded to increase its depth and flow resistance at that surface. Without

dye in the water it w,,as impossible to follow its progress through the mat.

Even when dyed water was used, the individual small droplets and rivulets

in the inteiior were not clearly evident.

Many photographs were taken. The most instructive were those in Figure

16 showing the formation and progression of a large channel through the down-

stream coarse glass layer. The fuel used contained Santolene C. The first

picture shows that the upstream fine glass quickly became loaded with attach-

ed droplets, so that it appears as a completely dark area. The next two

pictures show the marked contrast between the droplet content of the fine

and coarse layers, and the formation of a channel or rivulet in the coarse

layer. In the last picture, a large 1.h-mrn drop is about to become detached.

Drops continued to emerge from this channel at the rate of one every 15 sec.

Meanwhile numerous snall droplets were also emerging from the mat, nInce it

was incapable of complete coalescence in the Santolene C fuel.

In the absence of Santolene C, no small dropleius were observed in the

effluent. Many large drops were seen to form and become detached at the down-

stream surface, although the channels that produced them were not visible in

the photographs. Also, after 100 min of operation, some massive drops of

water had accumulated on the upstream surface.

After studying the entire collection of photographs, we concluded that

the most significant step in LILe pr& cccurred at the junction between the

fine and coarse glass layers. Here the surfactant content of the fuel deter-

mined whether the water was expelled from the fine glass in droplets that

flowed through the coarse glass without further coalescence, or whether it

collected into large channels, or whether it did both as in Figure i6.

II. WSIM M1EASUREMEIVNTS

I. Base Fuels

It is generally agreed that the WSIM is a useful (though not precise)

measure of a non-additive fuel's freedom from those natural components that

are likely to cause trouble in filter/separators.

The WSIM's of the base fuels as received, that were used in the present

work are listed above in Table 1 (page 7) in the section on mr'terials. It is



FIGURE 16

CROSS SECTION OF MAT BEHIND A WINDOW

Standard fine plus coarse glass in JP-5 with 25 ppm
Santolene C. Flow from left to right. Enlargement 22X.

,- *, •

Upstream layer at 3 min. Midsection at 4 min.

MF

4 1 1

Downstream layer at 5 min. Same at later intervals
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evident that a "cleanh" jet fue]. will have a WSI14 of 98 or better. In con-

trat, a "dirty" jet fuel may have a WSIM of 80 or below, and normal diesel

fuel is likely to have a still much lower rating even when free from additives.

We found that these dirty fuels can be cleaned up by treatment with as-

sorbents. Silica gel at room temperature was commonly used for this purpose.

This reaised the WSIM to a level close to 100, as shown by the following data:

WSIM
Fuel Adsorbent Original Treated

Ashland JP-5 Silica gel 80 99

Degraded Sun JP-5 " 80 100

Great Northern No. 2 oil " 31 97
" Filtrol 31 95
" Norit A charcoal 31 99

Moreover, as will be seen below, silica gel treatment of a clean fuel

of WSIM 99-100 apparently improved it further, since it lessened the reduc-.

tion in WSIM caused by the addition of Santolene C.

It is noteworthy that, as shown in Table 9 (page 27), purification of

the No. 2 diesel oil gave very little increase in its interfacial tension

against water.

2. Effect of Surfactant Additives

The WSIM's of JP-5, CITE, and Jet A with different concentrations of

various surfactants have been listed above in Table 8 (page 25).

Subsequent WSIM data on different JP-5 and Jet A fuels with Santolene C,

AFA-l, and Aerosol OT, alone or in combination, are listed below in Table 17.

(For these fuels, there was no corresponding measurement of the IFT.)

Three tests were made in diesel fuels. In the Delta fuel containing

their FOA 208 (amount not specified), the WSIM was 41 compared with 81 for

the fuel without that additive. In the purified Great Northern fuel, 25 ppm

Santolene C lowered the WSTM from 99 to 68 and 200 ppm of Ethyl's MPA-D lowered

it to only 23.

Addition of p0O NATO F-75 diesel oil to Sun JP-5 ldwered the WSIM from

99 to 82, 85. Further addition of 25 ppm Santolene C to this mixture gave a

WSIM of only 53.
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[ >an'hinatiorn of the data in Tables 8 and 17 leads to several conclusoions:

I. P)etonate L and Aerosol OT had a much stronger effect than any of

the other surfactants. With I ppm Aerosol OT, the WSIM varied from 41 to 68,

depending on the base fuel. Addition of Santolene C to the Aerosol OT fuel

r had no effect, but addition of AFA-1 showed some improvement (as been reported

1. elsewhere, ref.5).

2. Santolene C had less effect than the other corrosion inhibitors.

The very small reduction in WSIM in the purified Ashlarn: fuel is difficult

to explain, particularly since the same fuel gave a very low index on addi.-

"tion of Aerosol OT.

C- TABLE 1-7

EFFECT OF SURFACTANTS ON. THE WS1M

Fuel Additives, p WSIM ts Notes

Jet A 25 Santolene C 90g,85
Same, purified " 94

Sun JP-5 77 ±4 1
Same, -- 0.l% Antiicer 98? 2

Ashland JP-5 (purified) 25 Santolene C 98,94,96,97
"14 AFA-l 72,75

7 " I Aerosol OT 41
25 San. C + 1 AOT 4314 AFA-I + 1 AOT. 53

Bronoco 140 25 Santolene C 78,85,77
Same, purified It 94
Same,'+ O.15% antiicer 87
Same, Plexiglas cell 89 3

Bronoco 140 lAerosol OT 66,69r " 25 San. C + 1 AOT 34

1. Average of 11 runs ranging from 73 to 83.

2. This result may be erroneous; compare it with the corresponding result
with Bronoco 140. The antiicer alone had little or no adverse effect.

3. This was the cell deý3cribed above on page 37.

4. This was the value obtained at the time these runs were made. Much later
in the program, as described below (page 104), the machine consistently
gave a higher WSIM of 64 19 for this fuel.
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Silica gel. treatmenit of the apparently very clean ]3ronoeo 3-110 greatly reduced

the effect of Santolene C therein.

3. Addition of antiicer definitely reduced the effect of Santolene C.

Thiis will be confirmed and more clearly defined in the record of tests in the

larger cells.

•. Heavy contamination of clean JP-5 with diesel oil lowered the WSIM

less than might have been expected, but the further addition of Santolene C,

had a more severe effect than anticipated.

5. The reliability of these WSIM's on fuels containing specific surfact-

ants (as an index of their behavior in full scale filter/coalescer, elements)

is open to suspicion. This will be discussed later, after presenting the data

obtained in the larger cells.

III. EXPERTITMNTAL MATS AND PR\OCESS VARIABLES IN' THE SEPAEOMETER CELL

1. Introductory Remarks

Over 300 experimental runs were made using the separometer No. 2 (modi-

fied) cell, usually at the standard WSIM water input and fuel flow rate. The

mat materials and often the mat depth were varied.

Although we recognized that the WSTI4 operating conditions are unrealisti-

cally sev .:,e, we felt that the effects of' process variables and the discrimina-

tion between different coalescer media would be magnified thereby. Up to a

point, this is undoubtedly true. However, some caution should be used in inter-

pretation of the results with respect to anticipated performance under realistic

conditions. Specifically, it does not follow that the best coalescer mat for

operation at 0.0625 inch mat depth and 25 cm/sec fuel velocity will also be

the best at a depth of 0.5 inch and a velocity of 1 cm/sec. Nonetheless, this

research provided valuable background informaLion and guidelines for subsequent

development of improved coalescer media for full scale elements.

Since no visual observbitions were possible, apart Prom inspection of the

fallout chamber, performiance was appraised solely by the separometer meter read-

ings. As explained above, page h3,-attempts to analyze the effluent for water

content were unsatisfactory. The meter reading will .be designated as "index"

in the following text and tables.

The results of these experiments were reported in detail in GR's 67-2,

67-28, and 68-3, plus a few more in GR 68-33. No attempt will be made here

to repeat all these results, many of which pi'oved to be of no significance.
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Inctead, the sa' iJeiJt data and conclus iots w5ill be sumimarized under separate

rheadings. Thes will co1mprise the effects of: (1) f2ov, rate; (2) input water

content; (3) packing density, for both variable weiiyht at constant volume and

constant weight in variable volume; (Q) single coalescer media in clear fuel,

I both at uniform low A P and at bigher AP's; (5) effect of Santolene C corrosion

inhibitor; (6) correlation of individuaI mat performance with previous data;

and finally and of most importance, (7) combination mats in surfactant fuels.

A brief summary concludes this section.

* 2. Effect of acul Flow Rate

In many runs, after a steady reading at 150 ml./min had been obtained

V in the prescribed 8 min time, the flow rate was reduced to 20 ml/min. The

index then rose to a new equilibrium level after 6 to 10 min of continued

operation. 'The increase at the low flow rate was at most 25 to 30 units for

indexes in the middle range from 35 to 6o, and was progressively lower at

r indexes from 60 to 100.

One special experiment showed that these indexes measured at 20 ml/mini

represent equilibrium conditions. A mat of 2 Std. coarse glass disks was run

on clear JP-5 at 20 ml/min from the start for a total of 24 min. After 15 min,

the index remained unchanged at 89, a value no greater than that observed after

Lj prior operation at 150 ml/min.

Addition of Santolene C to the fuel gave, on the average, a slightly

greater difference in the indexes at 150 and 20 ml/min.

Flow rates higher than 150 ml/min shovc-.a a substantially lower index.

At rates below 20 ml/min, there was apparently- very little further increase

in the index, although this seemed unlikely. However, when the average velo-

city was decreased to 10% of the normal rate by operating at 150 ml/min in the

No. 1 (unmodified) cell, a mat consisting of 1 Std. fine disk showed an increase

•: in index from 82 to 99. This is a larger effect than would have been expected

tx from the results in the modified No. 2 cell. It suggests that there may be

an adverse wall effect in the small diameter cell.

3. Effect of Water Content

o-' Very little investigation of this factor was made. The WSIM of clear

JP-5 was lowered perhaps 1 unit by increasing the water input to 1%. Using

a superior mat (FM 45 + FM 225, 0.25 inch depth), JP-5 containing 25 ppm

F Santolene C gave an index of 99 at 0.1% water, but only 86 at 1%. Using an
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inferior mat (2 , ... coarse glass disks) with clear JP-5, the incdex war, ].•are

from 78 to 63 by rni.sing the water input to only 0.2%:,.

Effect- of' Packing_ Dcnsi.tv

it has long, been recognized that there is an optimum packing density for

each type of coalescer material. In commercial f i.,ter/coalescer elements, the

density of the fine glass layers is generally about 0.05-0.10 g/ce, while thai

of the coarse glass layers is 0,20-0.25.

A few tests were made with clear fuel using single types of glass at

different densities in the usual 2/32-inch mat. Also one run was made where

the density was lowered by increasing the mat depth to 7/32 inch. Table a8

gives these results.

TABLTE 1.8

INDEX VS. PACKING DENSITY OF SITGLE LAYER MALTS

Material Density \r cm* Index No. of Runs

Fine glass

Std. WS 0.022 5.9 48 1
.050 17.0 82 2
.104 52.5 93 1

Cor!!. A .036 7.2 57 1
.072 20 est. 80 1

Coml. 1B-2 •oi6 2.3 37 1

028 7.1 64 1.

Coarse glass - Std. WS .101 2.1 73 3

Same, 7/32 inch .202 5.9 78 8
.054 4-9 90 1

• In No. I cell at 8 lit/min.

ahe•ee data show a consistent trend toward increase in index with packing

density for each typo of glass; the optimltm densities remained undetermined.

In the 7/32-inch cell experiment, the reducti.on in density should presumnably

have been far more than enough to offset the expectcd improvement from the

longer residence time. On the contrary, the net result was a marked increase

in the index. This implied that the mat deptv'h per se is an inportant factor.

Why this should be ;o was not at all evident.
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Further e>xpe.r:ienIts in variation of packing density were made using

combin ation Qi:e )!is coarse glass or glass-steel mats.

In the stanrdavd WSIM combination of fine and coarse glass disks, if

each layer occupied one-half of the cell volume, the density of the fine layer

would be 0.-107 and that of thu coar•'se-ayer would be 0.198, in good agreement

with commercial practice. We found that this is not true. The two disks were

separated by a thin, rigid metal shim, and the assembly was squeezed between

two flat glass plates to a thickness of 2/52 inch. It was observed that the

fine glass layer occupied only one-third of the space. Accordingly, both

layers after compression had about an equal density of 0.15. This is un-

doubtedly above the optimum for the fine glass layer, as will be shown below.

A series of tests with clear fuel was madr at 2/32 inch mat depth using

various weights of FM 4 and 3 (Coml. A fine and coarse glass), in an effort

to establish the optimum values. The results were erratic, but did indicate

that the best combinations had a lower weight of glass and press"re drop than

the WS[M disks. In another test with fuel containing Santolene C, the WSTM

was 80. When the amount of coarse glass was reduced 46%, giving a reduction

in the compression and ZP of the fine gl.ass layer, the index rose to 93.

Subsequent experiments were made with combination mats of constant

weight at variable cell depth. The mats comprised one Std. fine disk plus

either one Std. coarse disk or about 270 mg of FM 236+235 steel wool. The

Bronoco 1.i0 fuel contained 25 ppm Santolene C + 1 ppm Aerosol OT, in order

to provide' a severe test. Table 19 shows the measured AZP and index data.

TABLE 19

INDEX VS. CELL DE9PTI AT CONSTANT MAT WEIGHIT

Fuel Containing 25 ppm Santolene C + 1 ppm Aerosol OT

Cell d&pth, ZIP
Mat 12nd inch cmi Index

Fine + coarse glass 2 47 34
4 27 63
7 9 69
9 7 63
Y6 5 390

Fine glass + steel 4 49 34
7 21 64
9 14 80

(Continued)
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TABLE 19 - Continued

Cell depth, A P
Mat 32nd inch cm1  Index

Fine glass + steel (Cont'd.)

9 8.
9 22 65

14 12 80'
Y 12 78

5 392

(1) In No. 2 cell at I lit/mmin.

(2) At a reduced flow rate of 20 ml/min, these indexes rose to 91-92.

Although the results for the glass-steel mat were erratic, there was

clear indication that both types of mat gave an optimum performance when the

pressunre drop was reduced to about 10 to 15 cm by lowering the compression

of the fine glass. (The coarse glass and steel contributed almost nothing to

this pressure drop.)

Since the all-glass mat at 7/32 inch cell depth was presumably below its

optimum packing density, one experiment was made in which the amount of glass

was increased 3-fold. This gave a high lAP of >60 cm but the index remained

at 70.

Thus it was concluded that the optimum packing density depends on both

flow rate' and cell depth. The data obtained were not sufficient to make a

precise evaluation for the separometer cell, but it was tentatively concluded

that a density of 0.12 for fine glass and 0.20 for coarse glass would be near

the optimum values for a total depth of ON/32 inch at a low flow rate. Further

consideration of this problem was deferred until the larger cells were con-

structed and tested.

5. Index of Individual Coaleseer Media in Clear Fuel

A large number of glass and other materials were tested for intrinsic

ability to remove and coalesce water from clear JP-5 fuel. The tests were

made in the separometer No. 2 cell at 1/16 inch mat deptl and 150 ml/min fuel

flow. To provide a common basis for comparison, the mats were adjusted to

have a uniform pressure drop of approximately 6.5 cm (No. I cell, 8 l.it/min

air flow). Table 20 lists these results. The table also includes a few

combinations of fine and coarse glass, at the same low pressure drop, to



-. illustrate the important fact that combination mats (which will be reviewed

later) can be far more effective than either compotient alone. In combination

mats, the upstrearm layer is always listed first.

The principal conclusion drawn from these preliminary tests in Table 20

wa• in a sense a negative one: the performance of a material by itself was

no indication whatever of its potential usefulness in a composite mat. The

steel wool, nylon felt, and polyurethane foam which were excellent coalescing

Sagents i composite mats (as will appear below) had almost no effectiveness

when used alone. Likewise, the fine glass (at the low packing density required

to obtain the stipulated low pressure drop) was not as good as the coarser

fibers with their greater surface area. - .. -

TABLE 20

IINDEXES G MEN BY INDIVIDUAL MATERIALS IN CLEAR FUEL

Material FM No. Wt. Mg A P cm Index

Glass

Std. fine (0.4 disk) -- 18 5.9 48
Coml. A fine 4 30. 7.2 57
Coml. B-2 fine -- 23 7.1 64
Std. coarse (2 disks) -- 170 5.9 78
Uncoated 1 142 7.3 66
Uncured coated 2 255 6.7 50
Coml. A coarse 3 301 7.0 86
Coml. B-1 coarse -- 219 5.6 83
Coml. B-2 coarse -- 253 6.8 67
"Coml. B-3 coarse -- 136 5.8 85
Std. fine + coarse -- 15+33 6.2 91
Std. coarse + fine -- 36+14 5.7 75
Coral. A fine + coarse 4 + 3 23+38 6.5 98
Coml. A coarse + fine 3 + 4 38+23 5.6 58
Coml. B-2 fine + coarse -- 18+59 6.9 93

Acrilan

Wool 46 137 7.5 49
Wool 47 72 6.4 48
Fabric 48 338 6.9 36

Cotton

Wool 5 150 6.4 6o

(Continued)
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TABLE 20 - Continued

Material FM No. Wt. m P cm Index

Nylon

Felt 12 166 4.4 35
Cloth 1. 19 402 7.3 45
Cloth 21 271 7.1 69
Wool. 1: 9 lO6 7.3 35
F-Lainent-s 8+11 328 5.3 25

Poiyester

Paper 43 229 6.6 73
Paper 44 311 7.0 465
Wool 45 136 6.4 78
Dacron s taple 56 488 7.9 46

Polyurethane

Foam (3/32 inch depth) 53 305 6.4 36

Polyvinylchloride

Roving 24 527 5.5 53
Staple 25 84. 5.9 57
Wool 26 261 6.o 54
Wool 38 227 7.0 47
Cloth 39 435 6.9 23

Stainless Steel

Wool 236 463 6.o 37
Wool 236+235 141+168 low 26
Fiber sheet, 0.04 in. 123 2600 3.7 19
Fiber sheet. 0.! in. 250 1930 6.8 21

Even at higher packing densities and pressure drops, none. of the indi-

vidual media approached the performance of the composite glass mats. The

standard fine plus coarse mats gave a WSIM of 99+ at a AP of 29.7 cm, and

the Comnmercial A fine plus coarse glass gave a index of 100 at 15.6 cm AP.

Not one of the numn-rous metallic media by itself showed any effectiveness

whatever, with the unique exception of the O l-inch FM 235 fibermatal. sheet.

It gave an index of 83 at a AP of 64 cm.
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T 6.E[frcct of Sto]. onc C

An extendecd series of runs, reported in GP 67-28, was made to determinc

the effect of 25 ppm Santolene on glass and other coalescer mne-di.a. As above,

- these runs were made in the No. 2 cell at a mat depth of 1/16 inch and 1.50 ml/
I min flow of f£m?_ containing 0.i% water.

Fro-m another project, we had a reliable value of 77 ±4 for the WSIM of

Sthe Sun JP-5 fuel. For the mat composed of two Std. coarse disks, the index

was lowered from 78 ±4 (8 runs) in clear fuel to about 40 (average of 6 values

Sfrom 27 to 53) in the Santolene C fuel..

None of the various polymeric media tested was notably resistant to the

A- surfactant. The reduction in index was proportional to the index obtained

for the clear fuel, up to a peak reduction of nearly 4iO points at a clear fuel

index of about 80. Trhe more effective glass mats were somewhat less depreci-

. ated. Only the FM 225 steel fibermetal sheet was outstandingly resistant;

using it, the index fell only 9 points, from 8. to 74.

In many of these runs, after the test the mat was washed well with iso-

propanol and then retested in clear fuel, to determine whether the surfactant

was permanently adsorbed. The results showed that the Santolehe C was strongly

retained by polyvinylchloride wool and more or less so by the polyester media,

V] but none of the other materials was permanently affected.

7. Correlation of Individual Mat Performance

It bas always been tacitly assumed that the chemical nature of the fiber

surface is an important factor in determining its performance. For reliable

evaluation of different materials, it was evident that they should be com-

parcd in mats h-i- similar strvotural, parameters. From the preceding data,

this could be done, at least to an approximate degree, for wool-like mats of

fibers in the 5-40 1 range. Table 21 lists the indexes of such mats, for fuel.

both clear and with Santolene C. It was evident that there was indeed a wide

variation in performance of different surface materials, with resin-coated glass

and polyester being the best, and nylon and steel the poorest.

The table also lists the previously-dctermined values of the contact

I angles of water on these surfaces, when submerged in fuel. it was obvious

that there was no observable correlation whatever between these values and

Vj the indexes. Nor was there any evident relation of the indexes to the previous

observations of droplet adherence and detachment for single fil.aments (page

55 et seq.).
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TABLE 21.

PERFOPiM.HCE O' 1,hAl, OF SIMILA] S'TRUC.URE

FM Contact Fiber Index

Material No. atnle deg. pO We M AP cm Clear + San. C

Polyester h5 15 128 6.4 78 48

Phenolic resin -- 110 5-20 170 5.9 78
on glass
(2 Std. coarse)

Glass uncoated 1 50 3-8 142 7.3 66 --

Cotton 5 -- 15-4o 150 6.4 6o --

PVC 26 145 37-40 273 6.o 54 30

Aerilan 47 -- 4-20 76 6.4 48 35

Steel 236 115 10 463 6.0 o7

Iylon 49 86 10-14 106 7.3 55 --

Another significant fact to be considered was the outstanding perform-

ance of the steel fibermetal FM 225 sheet (index = 83), in comparison with

the well-high complete lack of coalescence of other fibermetal sheets and

steel wire wool. There is nothing in the manufacturer's specifications. that

would distinguish the FM 225 from the other sheets.

From this array of evidence, one is led to conclude that there are in-

deed marked differences in performance of mats of approximately similar gross

structure--but that these differences are the result of subtle variations in

surface properties that have not yet been identified.

8. Combination Mats in Clear Fuel

As previously shown' (Table 20), the combination of Standard WS fine and

coarse mats was distinctly superior to an equal amount of either one alone,

provided the coarse layer was on the downstream side. Although this fact has

been well recognized in the design of filter/coalescer elements, there has

been no satisfactory explanation of it.
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A number of other combinations were tested with clear fuel under the

same conditions. Most of these had relatively coarse materials in the up-

stream layer and consequently gave poor results. However, one run was note-

worthy. Here, a downstream layer of PVC FM 29 cloth raised the index of two

FStandard WS coarse mats .from 78 to 99. Since the PVC alone was somewhat

effective (index = 62) and its addition increased the mat depth to 1/8 inch,

F one cannot be positive that the combination exhibited synergy, but it seems

almost certain that it did so.

Finally, a number of composite mats were prepared from binary mixtures

LI! of steel chips with nyloa or PVC, as described in GR 68-3. These proved to

be completely ineffective when used alone.

9. Combination Mats, Excluding Fine Glass, in Sun JP-5 Fuel Containing
Santolene C (WSIM 77)

Preliminary runs (Gr 67-28) showed that combinations with FM 225 or 627

steel fibermetal sheets on the downstrea-m side were outstandingly effective.

A combination of 2 Std. coarse glass plus I sheet of FM 627 (total depth

5/52 inch) gave an index of 994, although the glass alone gave only 40 and

the steel alone had no effect at all. The pressure drop (No.. 1 cell) of this

combination was only 21.9 cm comparedwith 29.7 cm for Std. fine + coarse glass.

On the other hand, replacement of the FM 627 sheet by FM 232 steel wire cloth

gave.an index of only 44 at a AP of 20.5.

Similar ccmbinations of coarse glass with downstream layers of nylon

FM 21, Aerilan FM 48, polyester FM 45, PVC FM 29, or polyethylene FM 55 gave

indexes o0f 145, 31, 61, 79, 86, and 63, respectively. The fact that the 4/32

inch disk of inert, low energy polyethylene gave a substantial improvement

showed that steel was not unique in this respect.

A reverse combination of steel FM 627 upstream with coarse glass down-

stream gave an index 10 points higher than the standard fine plus coarse glass

mat--despite the fact that the steel alone was previously shown to have no

coalescing action whatever. This anomaly remained unexplained.

10. Combination Mats, Exýcluding Fine Glass, in PuLrified Ashland Fuel Contain-
ing Santolene C

Despite the abnormally high WSIM of the Ashland fuel with Santolene C

(96 ±2), it was used to test a number of single and combination mats, inv• order to determine whether any materials could equal the effectiveness of the
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standard fine glass for use as the upstream layer. In the combinations'

standard coarse glass or the effective steel FM 627 fibermetal plate were

used as the downstream layer.

These results clearly indicated that none of the three selected plastics

(nylon FM 21, polyester FM 45, PVC FM 29) showed good performance when used

as the upstream layer; even coarse glass was better than these polymers. As

the do•.astream layer, the steel FM 627 plate was again clearly superior to

coarse glass.

In view of collective results up to this point, all further efforts

were concentrated on combinations having a standard fine glass mat as the up-

stream layer.

11. Combination Mats Tncluding Fine Glass, with Ashland Fuel Containing
25 ppm Santoolerie C

In this series, a few selected plastics and a number of metal fibers

were tested as dow.nstream layers, in combination with one standard fine glass

mat upstream. In addition, two samples of very fine wire stainless steel

wool, FM 235 (12 ji) and FM 236 (8-10 •), became available at this time,. and

were investigated at different cell depths and packing densities. These steel

wools came in the form of thin blankets, from which the 1-inch diameter mats

were cut out. Thae mats varied considerably in weight and uniformity; the

average weight was 136 mg for FM 235 and 1o06mg for FM 236. In many instances,

as indicated in the following tables, two or three mats of a given kind were

superimposed in order to vary the packing density.

Note that in these and all subsequent runs, the pressure drop is that

measured in the No. 2 (or larger) cell at 1 lit/min air flow (cf. page 33).

The results, given in Table 22, indicated that the various plastic media

were inferior to standard coarse glass, when used as the downstream layer.

Three fibermetal specimens of *relatively large pore size--steel FM 123, nickel

FM 131, and copper FM 1006 -- were completely ineffective; indeed, the indexes

were even lower than the value of 49 obtained for one fine glass mat alone.

The results given by the effective steel media will be discussed later, follow-

ing the tabulations of the remaining data.
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TABLE 22

INDEXES OF CO.1II:ENATIONS INCLUDING FKI, GLASS
It.H AS11AD..]FUL CONTAINING SANTOLE',E C

Cell
depth
32nds

Mat Materials Wt., mg in. AP, cm Index

1 Standard fine glass plus: avg. 1i4
Nylon FM 21 318 4 76 86
Polyester FY 45 152 2 >100 32
Polyvinyl chloride PI 29 14L4 '4 4o 85
Polyethylene FM 55 659 . 5 18 149
Steel FM 123 2596 I4 low 31
Steel 1F1 022 1-6 4 147 9
3 Steel FM 627 5548 7 >60 981

Nickel FM 131 9611.O - low 31
Copper FM 1006 2428 7 low 24
Steel FM 57 + Polyester FM 143 506 + Ito 4 27 97
Steel FM 236 + PVC FM 29 + 2 Steel 235 95 + 1420 + 259 7 est. 6o 1002

"+ 4-I 93+ 437 + 121 7 49 98"" + 345 + 4146 5 64 87
" + " 186 + 423 7 411 73

PVC FM 29 4- 2 Steel 111 235 434 + 262 7 69 92
Steel FM 236 + " 93 + 243 7 46 99
2 " + 237 + 303 7 53 99

2 " 185 2 51 86
2 it 249 I4 44 98
1 " 79 2 34 89
3 Steel FM 235 .4oo 2 high 38
2 2140 2 81 74
2 " 26o 4 52 98
1 .149 2 50 89
1 St. coarse glass (WSIM) avg. 85 2 avg. 64 95+2

1. Using 2 standard fine glass, at the same cell depth, the index of the com-
bination was 97.

2. This was an arbitrary combination. It also gave an index of 99+ with 1%
water in the fuel. Omission of the fine glass layer, at the same cell
depjh, lowered thei AP to 6 cm and the index fell to 55. Replacement of
the glass by second layer of steel FM 236 wool gave the same decreases
in A P a:id index.



12. Combination Mats Including Fine Glass, with Bronoco Fuel Containing
25 ppm Santolene C

This series of runs, like the preceding, were all made with one standard

fine glass mat upstream. The runs comprised: (1) tests of various granular

and other new downstream media; (2) confirmation of the effectiveness of the

fine steel wool; and (3) further observations of the effect of packing density.

In appraising the results in Table 23, it must be recalled that the WSIM of

this fuel with Santolene C added was only about 8o, in contrast to the value

of 95 for the preceding Ashland fuel.

The granular solids were selected because their shape and surface tex-

ture were notably different from the various fibers. While these materials

would hardly be practicable for use, we hoped that their performance might

be helpful in defining optimum characteristics for the downstream layers of

coalescer mats. A test was made to insure that the solids would not readily

absorb suspended water, which could have invalidated a short time run. As

shown in Table 23, the coalescer test results were disappointing. None of
the three solids approached the FM 57 steel chips in effectiveness.

The bronze wool was t o coarse to be of value. The sintered carbon

disk, like the FM 57 steel, was quite effective and the composite steel-PVC

disk was excellent.
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TABLE 25

!N1DEU-S OF COMBINATIONS INCLUDING FINE, GlASS,
WITH BIRONOCO FUEL CONTAINING SM•TOLENE C

Cell
depth
32nds

Mat Materials Wt., mg in. A P, cm Index

1 Standard fine glass plus: avg. 44

Chromosorb FM -01 + FM 431 478 + 42 3 76 62
Alumina FM 102 + 1F 43 846 + 42 3 65 76
Sand FM 103 + FM 43 1455 + 42 3 69 50
Bronze Wool F14 100 445 2 80 31
Carbon F4 65 730 4 29 93
Teflon FM 61 2 51 512

Teflon FM 62 2 65 432
Steel M4 236 + PVC FM 29 + 116 + 4o6 + 269 7 73 99+

2 Steel FM 235
2 Steel FM 236 + 2 Steel FM 235 242 + 268 7 48 99
1 + " 125 + 154 4 59 98
1 Steel FM 235 158 2 63 79
1/2 Steel FM 235 8o 2 42 90
Steel FM 58 wool mat 576 4 75 67
Steel FM 57 + steel screen 549 3s 53 90
-67g Steel FM 57 - 33% PVC

VM 29 Composite 4  560 4 33 99
1 St. coarse glass (WSIM) avg. 85 2 avg. 64 805

i" 4 23 99

1/2 St. coarse glass 46 2 4o 93

2 Sb. Fine + 3 St. coarse glass 80 + 233 4 >100 98

1. A thin sheet of polyester paper FM 43 was used to retain the granular media.

2. The Teflon paper ruptured during the run (probably as soon as it became
covered with water droplets); the observed index is about that anticipated
for the fine glass mat alone.

3. Excluding the 1/32-inch thick perforated steel screen.

4. Described in Paragraph 8, above.

5. Average of three runs with WSIM of 78, 85, and 77.
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1., Indexes Using Fue.ls Containing Aerosol OT, with or wi thout Corron on
I nhibitors

A series of runs listed in Table 24 was made with Ashland fuel contain-

ing 1 ppy Aerosol OT, with or without an added 14 ppm AFA-l or 25 ppm Santolene

C. In these runs the principal objective was to test the effective glass and

steel wool combination with a fuel of much lower WSIM than that provided by

Santolene C alone.

TABLE 24

INDEXEDS FOR ASIUAND FUEL CONTAINING AEROSOL OT,
WITH OR WITHOUT CORROSION INIrBITORS

Two coalescer mats were used: standard fine + coarse glass, and the experi-
mental 4-layer combination of fine glans-steel FM 236-PVC FM 29-2 Steel
FM 235 described in Table 23.

Cell Depth
Additives, ppm Mat 32nds in. AP, em Index

I AOT Stand. 2 65 41.
Exptl. 7 52 76

14 AF-A-1 Stand. 2 avg. 64 72, 75
Exptl. 7 ý2 99

25 San. C Stand. 2 avg. 64 95 t 2
Exptl. 7 est. 60 100

AOT + AFA-I Stand. 2 48' 53
Exptl. 7 52 98

AOT + San. C Stand. 2 65 43

1. There is no evident reason for this low value; the weights of the mats
were normal.
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JLt. of1•_ 'ea, ,.etraf'tic, G Iss or Steel

A few tepts w2remade ((n 68-md3) using the <1 bI FM 0 glass fibers or

the 4 [. FM 2W7 steel wool in place of Std. fine glass in the upstream la-Pr.

The fuel w•'.s Bronoco containing 25 ppm Santolene C plus 1 ppm Aerosol OT.

The downstrea.rn layer was FM 236-235 steel.

The ultrafine glass showed no evident advantage, although the results

were somewhat inconclusive. A subsequent test in the 0.5-inch cell led to

the same conclusion.

The fine steel showed no effectiveness whatever, possibly because its

packing density was too o.ow- the pressure drop was only 5 cm. At best, how-

ever, it would certainlyr be no better than the Std. fine glass of comparable

fiber diameter.

15. Summary of Senarometer Cell Test Data

At this point In the program, it was evident that further work should

be carried out in larger cells at lower flow rates. It was felt that the

water separometer cell had been a very useful research -tool. However, as

indicated above in the introduction to this -ectlon, it was now clear that

caution had to be used in interpretation of the results.

Perhaps the principal contribution from these tests was the clear demon-

stration that the performance of an individual material had no relation what.-

ever to its effectiveness in a combination mat.

Second, it was evident that the optimum packing density of a given

material depended on the flow rate, the cell depth, and the other materials

used in a combination mat. This complex interrelationship was difficult to

define. For example the effect of a decrease in flow rate shown in the foot-

note of Table 19 was vastly greater in a low density 1/2-inch mat than in a

normal 1/16-inch mat.

In a 2-layer combination mat, the standard resin-coated fine glass at

a packing density of about 0.10 was the best choice for the upstream layer.

All coarse fibers were clearly inferior.

For The downstream layer, the data allowed valid comparisons at equal

flow rates in cells of equal, depth and equal pressure drop -- the latter

implying an equal degree of compression of the upstream fine glass. These

data showed a sma.l. but definite superiority of the steel FM 627 plate or

FM 235 wool, compared with standard coarse glass. Apart from the various
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steels and the porous carbon plate, none of the other materials tested ap-

pr.ache. the glass in effectiveness. However, it was evident that the possi-

bilities for further improvemcnt had by no means been exhausted. For it was

clear that the performance of the downstream mat was critically dependent on

its structural properties, and that a multilayer mat might be advantageous.

Finally, there was no indication that the presence of either corrosion

inhibitors or the more powerful Aerosol OT would modify any of the above

conclusions. If so, this would eliminate the surfactants per se as a factor

to be taken into account in the further development of improved coalescer mats.

TV. COALESCENCE UNDER REAISTIC CONDITIONS IN LARGER CELLS

1. Preliminary Runs (GR 68-30)

A series of 8 pilot runs was made in the glass tube cell described on

page 13. The results sufficed to show that the effects of packing density

and fuel additives could readily be distinguished in such a cell. For example,

adition f 1 ppm Aerosol OT lowered an index from 100 to 78. The Bronoco fuel

was used in these and all subsequent runs.

Whxile awaiting construction of the steel cell, a group of runs was made

in the Plexiglas cell (paze 13) to obtain an approximate value of the optimun

packing density of Standard all-glass mats and to note the effect of linear

flow velocity. The mat thickness was held constant at 0.5 inch. The fuel

containedO.l water, but no antiicer; 25 ppm Santolene C with or without I ppm

Aerosol ST was usually added.

Since the indexes in this cell were evidently abnormally high, as shown

above on page 37, the data will not be tabulated here. The w-sults indicated

that:

(1) The performance was very sensitive to packing density; best results

were obtained with a combination of 8 fine plus 4 coarse Std. disks.

(2) The performance was likewise sensitive to flow rate, as anticipated.

At a marginal condition (Aerosol OT present), the index was lowered from 97

to 72 by a two-fold increase in flow. On the other hand, at a milder condition

(only Santolene C present), the index remained at 100 for both flow rates,

indicating excess coalescing capacity at the lower rate.

(3) Thus, in the adverse condition, addition of Aerosol OT drastically

lowered the index.
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(4) With the optimum packing, at the normal flow rate, the index of n97

for the fuel containing Aerosol OT was abnormally high, in comparison with

the pilot run in the glass cell and the later runs in the Steel cell.

2. Runs in the 0.5-Inch Steel Cell, without Antiicer in the Fuel

In thece and all the subsequent runs in the 0.5-inch cell, the realistic

flow rate of 75 ml/min ( cm/see or 2 ft/min linear velocity) was employed.

If the flow rate was increased to 150 ml/min, the index wab considerably re-

duced. Initially the runs were continued for only 8 min, which was sufficient

time to reach equilibrium for mats of good performance. In the later runs,

the operating time was extended to 26 min or more. Except as noted, the water

input was constant at 0.15. The pressure drops were measured directly in the

cell at 1 lit/min air flow.

In the first series, to provide a basis for comparison, a few runs were

made with the above-described combination of 8 fine plus 4 coarse Standard WS

.glass disks. The results in Table 25 established a base line index of 74 -+

for the fuel containing 25 ppm Santolene C plus . ppm Aerosol OT, with 0.0

water.

TABLE 25

RUNS USING 8 FINE + 4 COARSE St. WS MPATS

Fuel flow 75 ml/min for 8 min. Total mat depth 0.5 inch.

Fuel Additives Mat Wt. mg cm Index

None 108 + 92 45 100
""o6 + 95 38 1oo

25 San. C + I AOT 103 + 98 42 71
"11 108 + 92 45 79
"i l06,+ 95 38 72" 107 + 105 41 75
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The next series of runs was made with various combinations of SMd. fine

glass and steel, to detei..nine the effect of mat thickness. The packing den-

sity of the glass was about 0.12 g/cr 3 , and of the steel was 0.23 g/crn. The

steel section was invariably a layerof FM 256 followed by an equal layer of

FM 235, retained by two layers of 16-mesh glass screen. With one exception,

the fuel contained 25 ppm Santolene C plus 1 ppm Aerosol OT.

The resil t. iz Table 26 showed that 4/32 inch of glass was required,

and that 3/32 inch of steel was insufficient. Additional quan-ýities were

somewhat beneficial, judging by the data at higher flow rates.

Comparison with Table 25 clearly showed the vast improvement of the

glass-steel over the all-glass mat -- the indexes were 99 for the former and

about 73 for the latter, under indentical conditions. Also, Whe pressure drop

was lower in the glass-steel mat.

TAB3i 26

STPIJDARfD WS FINE GLUSS PLUS STEL 111 256-235

Fuel contained 25 ppm Santolene C + 1 ppm Aerosol OT

Depth, 32nds inch Wt, mg 61
glass steel glass steel cm Index

6 0 66 - 23 85
0 8 - 184 1 31
1 8 12 191 6 8o
2 8 22 188 10 92,
4 8 45 183 17 99
6 8 77 193 30 99
8 8 1i0 185 32 99(.)
8 8 110 185 32 772

12 8 138 186 55 99
6 3 74 69 26 95
6 11 70 242 31 100
8 11 93 259 41 99

ý1) Note that the volume of a 1/32-in. layer of 0.5-in diameter
is almost exactly 0.1 cm3 , so that the packing density of a
given layer can be obtained directly by dividing its weight
in mg by the depth in 1/32nds x 100.

(2) Fuel contained 2-fold concentration of additives.
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FBefore preparing a full1 scaleC filtcr/coale-cer element, it was nece-sary

to confirm previcus indications that the FM4 glass mat used by the element's

7 manufacturer is just as effective as the Standard WS fine glass disks. This

proved to be so.

Also, a fe-w tests were made in which the ultrafine' FM 0 glass was sub-

stituted for part of the FM h, or in which some coarse FM 3 glass was used

ahead of the steel. The FM 0 was somewhat detrimental, but the combination

of coarse glass and steel looked promising. Alternating layers of FM 4 and

V steel showed no advantage. Insertion of a layer of polyvinylchloride fabric

or porous sheet (FM 29, 64) was not helpful. Ho'.'eer, an all-glass mat was

good. and with the addition of an outer skin of FM 64 gave a very promising

result. Table 27 shows these results.

TA BLE 27

FM 4 AND OTTER GLASS PLUS STEEL

Fuel contained 25 ppm Santolene C + 1 ppm Aerosol OT

MoAP Index

ateria_.s _ No. Depth, 32rids Wt, mg cm 8 min 26 PiJn

K 4 + 236-235 6 + 8 73 + 175 20 97 95

"6 + 11 70 + 142 20 100 -
ft78( )

42-6.±j6 ± + + 89 +67+25 + 66 28 95 85'" 4 + .56 +. 4 + 2356 8 + .3 + 2 + 3 894'6 5+6 8 95 8

4 + 236,+"4 + 235 8 + 2 + 1 + 4 90g + 4 + 13 + 89 28 98 93
0 + 4 + 236-235 2 + 5 + 8 16 + 65 + 176 32 95 92

. 4 + 3 + 236-235 8 + 4 + 4 88 + 44 + 88 26 97 95
" 8 + 3 + 3 89 + 96 +65 26 99 96

S" " 48 + 66 + 65 10 99(2) 96

8 + 2 + 4 88 + 44 + 89 31 99 97

4 + 236 + 29 + 255 6 + 2 + 2 + 4 72 + 415 + 420 + 89 25 97 93
St + 64 + 235 8 + 2 + 4 89 + 142 + 90 26 86 79

4 + 3 + 64 8 + 4 + 2 90 + 129 + 136 45 98 97

I (1) Fuel conzainhed 2-fold concentration of additives.

(2) Note that th'e 50% decrease in packing density of the FM 4 fine glass (cnid
conseqflent low AP) did not have any appreciable effect.
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No visual rating of' the water content in the effluent was reported in

thee runs. Thoe wit inCexes fit. the 90's would have rated "C" (see page

115 for the code), al.t'Uough thcre was often enough haze to lotrer the index below

99. Attempts to measure the water content of' these "C" runs by the fluores-

cent pad method (using a Hydro-Scan unit) gave estimated values of about 20 ppm.

In view of the additive content of the fuel, these results were encouraging.

Finally, a seriles of runs was made using materials taken from commercial

elements, with fuel containing, as before, 25 ppm Santolene C plus 1 ppm

Aerosol OT. Plugs 0.5 inch in diameter were cut out of two different elements

and the sock that came with the element was used as the outer skin. Both plugs

gave very poor performanice, with indexes of about 65. (One of these plugs was

also tested with fuel containing 56 ppm Santolene C only and 1/% water; it gave

an index of 96 with only a slight amount of water visible in the effluent.)

These resul.ts confirm the fact that the mats in present-day elements are in-

capable of satisfactory coalescence in fuels containing powerful surfactants.

The outer 3/16 or 1/4-inch layer of the plugs was removed and replaced

with FM 256-255 steel xool at the usual packing density, using the customary

16-mesh glass screen as the outer skin. This improved the performance some-

what, the index rising only to about 75 -- a far from satisfactory level. It

therefore appeared necessary to incoporate a layer of FM 4 fine glass beneath

the steel.

The remaining experiments were confined to Element A, the one selected

as the basis for the full scale experimental models. It had a total mat depth

of 18/32 inch. The innermost 4/32-inch glass layer of density 0.28 g/cm3 was

retained. The remainder was replaced with 6/32 inch of FM 4 glass at a density

.of 0.12 and 8/32 of FM 236-235 steel at an average density of 0.22, plus the

final glass-screen retainer. This gave the expected good performance, the

26-min index being 96 and 97 in two tests using the mixed additive fuel. As

before, the effluent was clear except for a few mediumn-size droplets. In a

final test,'the inner .alf of the steal layer was replaced by FM 3 coarse glass

at a density of 0.52. It gave a 26 -mm index of 92.

The foregoing results for fuel containing no antiicer, when tested in

the 0.5-inch cell at a realistic flow rate, may be sunmarized as follows.

To appraise the relative effectiveness of different mats under these conditions,

it was necessary to degrade the fuel, by addition of 25 ppm Santolene C plus

I ppm Aerosol OT. This provided a severe test. Plugs cut out of two different
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commercial elec:,ts gave poor coalescence, the index bei:r~g about 65. The

best combination of standard finte and coarse glass disks in a mat depth of 0.5

inch gave a reading of about 71, after 8 in. A better packing of FM 4 and

F7 3 glass wools gave a reading of 95, which fell to 87 after 26 mil. How-

[ eVer, optimum combinations of glass and stecl wools gave meter readings of

96-97 after 26 m-i.nutes. Also, an FM 4 + FM 3 glass mat with an outer 2/32-

inch layer of FM 64 PVC porous sheet gave a 26-min index of 97; it had a high

pressure drop, however, and the emergent drops were small. In these last runs,

the effluent was free from haze but did contain a few visible droplets that

were just too small to fall out in the observation chamber.. The amount of

this water was estimated to be about 20 rpm.

3. Runs with Antiicer Present--Selection of a Test Fuel (GR 69-1

'7i At this stage in the program, addition of 0.15% antiicer to the fuel was

stipulated. As will be seen, this caused a major reduction in the effect of

the sulfonate additives. The first experiments were those aimed at using iron

in the water as a tracer for analysis (see page ):5). At the conclusion of

those runs, it appeared that results obtained in the absence of iron were

better than expected. This was confirmed by a nuimber of runs without anti-

icer. The fuel contained 25 ppm Santolene C plus I ppm Aerosol OT; the cell

L.. *h., 8 fine + 4 coarse Std. glass disks. Previous experience had given a well-

established 8-min index of 75 -4 for this combination. But the current runs

7! consistenly gave an index of 98.• To see whether the coa.lescer cell or mat

was responsible for this anomaly, the WSIM of the fuel was determined. Values

ranging from 55 to 73 were obtained, in contrast to the previous value of 34.

The separometer was then completely overhauled and cleaned, and the

valves, photocell, and copper lineq were replaced. New fuel blends were pre-

pared. Nonetheless, the high ratings continued, both in the 0.5-inch cell

and in the WSIM cell. However, two series of WSIM check runs using RF-l fuel

plus 0, 0.5, and 1% Aerosol OT gave exactly normal results, in agreement with

previous experience and with the CRC standard curve.

It was finally concluded that the separometer, the cells and mats, and

the additives were in no way defective, and that no further effort to explain

the discrepancy between current and previous results was warranted.

As a basis for the selection of a test fuel, it seemed desirable to

,. employ a mat that did not include the high cost stainless steel wool. A
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se-ries of prelimitinary c'per :hnerits was made with downstream layers incoporat-

ing P14 5 coarse g F1a4s .1 75 polypropylene, FM 7) nylon felt, or FM 75 carbon

felt. T.he fuel- contained antiicer, Santelene C, and 3 ppim Aerosol OT. A

combination of the coarse glaSs and nylon felt gave a better result than

either one alone or than any of the other materials. It was therefore con-

cluded that a suitable standard mat would comprise the following:

Depth, Wt, Density,
Laer_ Material 52nds Pig g/cM

Upstream Fine glass FM 4 6 72 0.120

Middle Coarse glass FM 3 h 82 0.205

Downstream Nylon felt FM 74 4 62 0.150

This packing has a flow resistance of 25 to 50 cm water at 1 lit/min air flow.

All the runs made with this baseline mat are listed below in Table 28. In

view of the experience detailed below in Paragraph 6, the condition of each

mat is noted in the table. Again, the letter code for the visual ratings is

described on page 145.

TABLE 28

EFFECT OPF PUNTR ADDITIVES , USING A STANI,1AED TEST MALT

Brcnoco fuel, 0.11 water, flow rate 75 ml/min .or 2 ft/
see; mat as described in text, except as noted.

Atitiicer, Additives, ppm Rating
% San. C ACT Pet. L 8 min 26 min Run No. Mat Nctes

0.15 - -- . ... 100A* 100A* 894 used
-- 56 .. .. 100AOOA * 100A 892 used
.15 56 .. .. - OOA* 100A* 893 new
.15 56 .. .. lOOA 1OOB 900 new (1)
•15 56 -- 1. OOC .95C 899 new (2)
-.-.. i1 - - 94D 97D 891 new
-- 56 10 -- 93D 94D' 890 used
315 - - 10 - - OOA' 97AH1 889 used

.15 ", 56 3 -- 100A 99+C 881 new

.15. 56 1.0 -- 10oA 99-IC 888 new
-- -6 -- 10 45F 35G 896 used
.15 56 -- 10 82D- 78E 895 used
3.]5 56 -- 10 87D- 82D- 901. new (5)
.15 56 -- 3 98D 93D 897 new
.15 56 -- 3 911D 89D 898 -- (4)
.15 56 -- 3 96D 89D 902 new (5)

Continued - -
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Footnotes for Table 28

(i) 62 mg of FM 235 in place of FM ,4'l7.

(2) It5 water input; run considered defective because accumulation of water
in fallout chamber covered much of mat surface.

(3) 82 mg of FM 255 in place of M,, 5.

(4) Fresh 1-M 4 and 17 3; used FMvJ 74.

(5) No. I. Plexiglas plate pladed upstream.

Since fuel containing only antiicer or Santolene C or both gave perfect

coalescence, it was clearly necessary to degrade it by further addition of'

a sulfonate. In the presence of antiicer, even: 10 ppm Aerosol OT was insuf-

ficient to give the desired degradation but 10 ppm Petronate L gave too much

(R1un 895). However, 3 ppm Petronate L provided a reasonable level of perform-

ance, with opportunity for improvement if a better mat could be discovered.

It was therefore selected as the standard "poison" for subsequent use in con-

junction with antiicer and Santolene C.

4. Comparison of Mats, with Fuel Containing Antiicer, Santolene c, an(
3 an Petronate L See also Paragraph 9 for later runs)

Table 29 gives the ratings of mats in which only the downstream layer

was varied; the upstream add middle layers were the standard 6/32 inch (72

mg) of FM 4 and 4/32 inch (82 mg) of FM 3 glass. All mats were freshly pre-

pared.

Prior to one run (No. 942), an additional 4 liters of 0.1% water suspen-

sion was prepared in the separometor, set aside, and added to the fuel tank

during the run. The mat was the sate as that in Run 897, except that the

nylon layer was a .reused one. It gave a 26 -min rating of 89 D- which remain-

ed unchanged at 00, 60, and 80 min.
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TABLE 29

COMPAMiESONS OF DOWNSTRE:AM LAYERS

Upstream layers 6/52 inch Ivi-4 plus 4/32 inch
lA-35. Fuel contained antiicer, Santolcne C,
a 3r 5 ppm lPetronate L.

Depth AP Rating Run
Material FM No. 32nds. Wt. m.g cm 8 rein. 26 rini. No. Notes

None .... .. 27 97 D 89 D- 916
Nylon 74 4 61 28 98 D 93 D 897
Dacron 86 1 52 45 75 D- 65 E 905 (1)
Dacron 56 4 62 27 97 D 92 D 906
Dac.-vinyon 84 4 190 34 99 C 79 E 940
Dynel 85 2 189 >>ioo 46 G1 4•4 GC 912 (1)
Glass 1 4 62 28 .00 B 98 C 926 (2)

"0 4 63 78 88 D- 85 D- 937 (1)
"o0 4 13 29 94 D 90 D 938"t 3 4 77 28 991C 92 D 941 (3)

Quartz 67 4 62 28 99+B 98 C 918 (4)
Cellulose 90 4 82 34 86 E 85 E 917 (2)
Sponge 91 14 25 29 100 B 98 C 959
Steel 235 •4 62 34 95 D 83 D 903 (5)
Nylon +
Polypropylene 74-83 4 36-28 18 80 E 72 E 914 (6)"It it I4 62- 32 95 D 91 D 915 (7)

Ntylon-glass 74-1 2-2 34-32 32 98 c 95 D 935 (2)

(1) Density and AP too high.

(2) Grapeing occurred near end of run.

() An identical result was obtained (Run 9!i5) when the packed cell was first
baked in an oven at 350F for 4O main to harden the resin coating on the
fibers; the AP was not changed by the baking.

(4) Incipient grapeing? - drops evo'lved in clusters.

(5) Also No. 1 Plexiglas plate upstream.

(6) Abnormally low AP - mat defective?

(7) Downstream brass retainer disk replaced by two sheets of FM 83 polypropylene.

Table 30 shows other mats tested with this fuel. In some, the inter-

mediate layer was varied; in others, the total depth was incresed. Also in-

cluded are plugs cut from two different commercial filter/coalescer elements.
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TABLE 30

COMBAISONS OF VARIOUS M[7TS

I'uel contained antiicer, Santolene C, and 3 pprn Petronate 1,

Depth A P Rating Run
FMi No. S2nds Weight mg Cm 8 man 26 -min No. Notes

4":.3*-74 6-4-4 72-9-83-9-62-9 33 94 D 85 D 911 (1)
4-1-74 6-4-hI 73-82-62 32 100 C 97 D 925
11-6-33-Ai 73-62-83 27 99 C 93 D 950
1-4-3 6-4-!' 91-47-79 21 92 DF 88 D- 929 (2)
4-74 6-8 77-110 27. 98 D 92 D 945
4-3-1 6-4-8 73-82-62 32 100 C 96 C 927 (3)
4-3-1-74 6-4h-h-4 73-82-63-64 35 100 C 98 D 931
4-3-74-1 6-4-A-4 73-84-64-63 29 100 B 99 B 932 (4)
4-3-71'-72 6-A-12-1 71-82-190-115 30 96 D 96 D 921 (5)
4-3-93 6-4-10 72-8V-303 46 95 1 88 D- 924
Com•. element A 16 481 14 84 D_ 76 E 928

"B 16 356 12 80 D- 71 E 944

(1) * indicates one layer of FT 76 polyester paper.

(2) Only 0.9 ml water collected, instead of customary 1.3 mi.*

(3) Grapeing after 16 min; cf. Run 926, Table 29.

(4) Grapeing after 22 min; high water recovery, 1.5 ml.

(5) The ZP across the cell was measured during the run; it was 2.5 psi.

5. Runs with Fuel Containing Only Antiicer and Santolene C

As shown above in Table 28, fuel containing either or both Santolene C

and antiicer gave perfect ooalescence with the standard glass-nylon test mat.

In two earlier runs with the somewhat inferior all-glass mat (6/32 inch FM 4

plus 8/32 inch FT 3), Santolene C alone or with antiicer gave a 26 -min index

of 99; no visual rating was made.

Five additional runs were made near the end of the series to observe

the manner of water release with hydrophilic quartz and uncoated glass down-

stream surfaces and with thicker mats, and also to test the effect of increas-
•ing the water input to 1%. Table 31 gives the data.



TABLE 15]

HYDROPHTLIC MAT SURFACE WITH SULFON\,ATE FREE FUL;,u

Depth AP Rating
FnM No. S2rnds Weight Trrg cm 8 mri n 26 rain Run No. Notes

4-3-67 6-- 72-83-62 31 100 A* 99 A* 919 (i)
6-,4-12 73-82-193 34 LO0 Ax 99 A4 : 920

4-3-74-1 6-4--4-4 See note 100 A* 100 A`+ 933 (2)"If " 00 Itx 99+A;: 934 (2, 3)
" 6-4-2-2 100 A' 10 - 956 (4)

(1) Slight g-,rapeing at end of run.

(2) Used mat from Run 952.

()) i water input.

(4) Used mat from Run 935, Table 29.

These results, in comparison with those for comnarable mats in Tables

29 and 30, showed that the absence of Petronate L greatly reduced the tendency

of hydrophilic sua-faces to cause grapeing. In Run 920, it was noteworthy that

all the water drops emerge]d from the bottom 20% of the face area of the mat.

This suggests that the additional 8/32-inch layer allowed the water streams

to flow downward within the mat structure. It was also noteworthy that rais-

ing the v.ater input to 1i had no effect other than to increase the size of

the emergent droms. In the four runs with O.1% water input, the amount col-

lected in the fallout chamber was 1.2-1.3 ml.

6. Reuse of Mats

In a considerable number of instances, in order to save time, at the

end of a run the mat assembly was not discarded but was washed in place with

isopropanol and with Bayol,. and was then reused. Usually no direct comparison

between the performance of fresh and reused mats was available. W{hen such

comparisons could be made, there was generally no indication of a significant

difference. Heoy:ever, in one group of runs there was distinct evidence of in-

ferior performance by the used mats. These runs were made with fuel contain-

ing antiicer, Santolene C, and I ppm Aerosol OT; the mats comprised 6/32 inch

1 plus 8/52 inch FM 3. Two fresh mats gave 26 -min ratings of 97 and 100;

two other used mats gave 91 and 71. The latter used mat was then soaked in
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I; :J.5soJYopanalfly H throe~ days, driedl, anrd again tested; i~t still, gave a rat ing~L
of 67. AIll t.;.ng2 cnosi;idered, the most likely explanation is that the pvocessP ~of washing in place in the cell sometimes caused an :impairment of the struct-
ura~l intetgrityr of the msats.~

7.Test of TP.-o Cells in Series

- ~Tuo coalescer ceglls were connected in tandem, the outlet from the first

* ~fallout chambor leading directjr into the second cell. Each was packed w~ith

- 6/32 inch FM 14 plus 8/32 inch P1M 3 glans. Using the fuel containing Pe1~ronatc

* ~L, a single such mat had given a 26-min'rating of 92 D (Run 941-, Table 29).

V:In this tandem cell test (Ruan 9h6) visual observation of the effluent

leaving the first fallout chamiber sho-wed many droplets, in agreement with the

previous Run 941. Nearly all of these aropl~ets were removed by the second

cell; the com'binlatllon of two cells gave 8 and 26 -minute ratings of 100 A and

99 13.

8. Effect of Ariticcr

From the data presented in Table 28, it was evident that the addition

of antiicer strongly reduced the degradation caused by Aerosol 0T or Petronate

L. iThe same result was obtained when usine an all-glass mat. For convenience,

the comparative results are listed below in Tabl~e 32.

TABLýE 32

EFFECT OF AT1\T1lICEFR

Fuel Contained 56 p~pm Santolene C

Sulfonate Antiieer lRating
F11 No. pmpresent. 8D Wi 1n 26 inm 'Run No.

4-3 3AOT no 8o 58873
yes 100 96 81

11-3-74 1-0 A0T no 93 j" 94 1) 890
yes 100 A 99+ Q 888

h--k 10PtLno 145 F 35 G 896
yes 82 Er 78 L 895



.9._N,:W):1t& 00Con ...... on of Mats. wi.th 1ueL Containing Anticer, Santo.ene C
aXind s PI l e . t' , t ,

AIl. runs listed here and in the following sections of this report were

ra,1.Ce sirice the issuamce of the last Interim Report.

Many of these runs involved the use of F4M 52 0:! FM 53 100-pore poly-

urethane foam at the downstream surface. This material has a fiber diameter

and reticula:ttcd struetlu'e very much like that of natural. sponge, U-ahich was

shown above (Table 2.)) to be very effect:i.ve. The foam was used in the form

of a 1-inch is.. that replaced the customary3 16-mesh glass screen retainer.

Tabl.e 33 gives the data for these runs with polyurethane, and Table 34 presents

the otherr runs made using the Petronate L poisoned fuel.

TABLE 33

COM•PAISON2S OF 1'1.1S 711h POLYUJRIETHAWE ])OWNCTSTR.E!J4 SKUN

Fuel contained, antiicer, 56 ppm Santolene C, and 3 ppm Petronate L

Depth \ P Rat ing_ Run
FM Nos. 32nds Wei.gjht• _•r c11m 8 min 26 mti No- Notes

i•-3-1-53 6-)-1-3 73-82-61-34 32 100 B 100 C 964
"6-3-3-3 58-61-28-38 25 99 C 96 D 99072-15-35-39 27 100 C 98 C /93

"36-29-27-44 9 99 C 95 1D 994
"" 72-46-30-35 27 100 C+ 99 C 1006

"6-3-2-3 73-62-32-33 28 100 C 99 C 969
"" 72-60-20-35 29 100 C 97 1D 999

"1? 72-60-1.0-35 26 98 C 95 C 1001
"I" 72-31-21-36 26 99 C+ 94 1) 1002

"3-3-3-3 36-61-29-39 ].4 98 D 89 P 989
It 48-36-27-38 15 85 E 73 E 992

4-3-1-52 6-3-3-2 72-62-30-24 27 100 A 100 B 984
"To "1 72-82-118-26 28 100 B 99 C 980 (i)

4-3-52-53 6-3-2-3 72-60-26-35 27 97 D 93 D J-000
11-3-7)1-52 6-2-4-2 72-20-59-23 22 96 C 89 D 1003

"6-4'4-2 71-81-62-25 26 100 B 98 D 979 (1)
4-1-711.-52 6-2-4-2 73-20-60-24 22 99 C+ 95 D 1004

" 6- h-;-2 72-81-59-21 26 99 C+ 92 ID 1005
i -7)1-1-53 6-h--4-3. 73-80-62-)15 29 1.00 C+ 95 D 997
41-98-1-53 6-l--2-3 38-64-18-43 10 99 C+ 89 E 996
);7-(16-26-52 6-3-3-2 '3-62-30-21 8 96 D 8o D- 985 (1)

r75-4-52 10-3-2 179-37-20 \31 9 1 D (2)'
(I 1-3-75-52 5-4-)-2 61-79-72-20 3 99 C- 1016

(I) A second ce., in tandem contained.the FM 106•0S. Teflon coated ca.ist••r

(2) x.:o .. ... t elS ii tande .
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COIMPAT!.i,0HS OF MAT'S WITHI OTmER DOWNSTIREAM ]AYEIS

Fuel contained antiicer,• 56 ppm Santolene C, and 3 ppm Petronate L,

Depth AP Rating___ Run
F1,1 No. n•2ds WrciLght, e_ cr 8 m10n 26 mi No. Notes

4-3--1 6-,-)i 73-82-6) 31 1.00 A 99 C 9474-3-74-1 6--h-4 72-84-63-61 31 100 A 100 C 9118
"" 72-83-62-62 31 100 B 1.00 C 953 (1)

1-4-3 4-6- 63-74--2• 35 91 D .79 D- 1011
"12-72-82 23 88 E 76 B 3.01-2

0-4-3 63-73-83 >100 95 D 87 E 1013
"" 12-74-83 38 97' D+ 92-D ioi4

4-3-7), 64-i 74-83-62 33 97 D 92 D 949"It 72-82-71 26 100 A 99 B 951 (2)
""I 72-83-72 29 99 C 95 D 956 (2)
"t 72-81-73 31 100 C 99+C 961 (3,4)

"72-83-53 30 994-D 99 D 968 (3)
3-4-3-74 4-6-11-4 93-73-83-72 36 98 C 95 1) •955

4-3-98 6-4-4 74-82-63 35 99 C 92 D- 995
4-3-46 " 71-82-62 32 99-B 97 D 9664-3-235 " 73-83-62 35 99 C 97 D 9504-3-94 if 73-81-6l 31 96 D 92 D 957
4-3--* 6-4-2 71-82-103 30 93 D 80 D- 963 (5)
Plug 12 418 12 86 D- %6 B 954 (6)"U l8 588 27 87 D- 82 D- 960 (6)
94 12 165 1 27 G 24 G 958

(1) No. 2 Plexiglas disk (page 37) placed downstream.

(2) Innermost layer (4/32 inch, 94 mrg) of commercial element placed upstrewai.

(3) Same as (2), but 7/32 inch, 207 mg layer.

(4) Run was continued for 80 min; rating remained 98 D from 40 to 80 min.

(5) * is a layer of yellow pine wood, across the grain.

(6) Plug cut from a commercial element.
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i0. ]Pri~c]) C~oncl.u,•:ions from Tab I• es .;

The most important results in this collection of data on the performance'

of different mats in the poisoned fuel would sAeO&to be as follows:

1. For the laeym Jer, the uncoated FM 0 and FM I glass are inferior

to the regular FM 4 that is used in a commercial element. For the latter, a

depth of 6/32 is much better than 3/32 inch. The optimum density is 0.12 or

perhaps somewhat less.

2. For the internal l]ayver, the regular FM 3 coarse glass is as good as

any.

3. For the downstre layer, the most effective materials were natural

sponge, quartz wool, and uncoated FM-l glass; slightly inferior were nylon

FM-74 and an additional amount of FM 3 coarse glass (Table 29). Polyurethane

alone was less effective (Table 33). The glass-nylon mats were frequently

used, and this provided a measure of variability -- their 26-min ratings

ranged from 93 D (Table 29) to 99 B (Table 34). A longer run showed a decline

in rating from 100 C at 8 rmin to 990C at 26 min and then down to 98 D at 40

min where it remained constant.

4. Interleaves of FM 76 polyester paper between the glass and nylon

layers had a quite harmful effect, although they did not greatly increase the

pressure drop.

5. The 100-pore polyurethane skin repressed the grapeing that often

(Tables 29-30) developed on the hydrophilic uncoated glass and quartz surfaces.

The W-layer mats with uncoated glass downstream (Table 34, top) also did not

form grapes. They might well have done so at a higer water input, but this

was nct tested. Removal of the Petronate L poison (Table 31) greatly reduced

the tendency to grape formation, even with 1% water input.

6. The best 26-min rating obtained with the poisoned fuel was 100 B

for a mat of only 14/32 depth, comprising fine, coarse, and uncoated glass,

A:ith a polyurethane skin (Table 33, Run No. 984). In retrospect, it appears

that a 5-layer mat with nylon between the coarse and uncoated glass might

have been even better, but this was not tested.

7. Plugs cut from commercial elements were greatly inferior to the

experimental mats (Tables 30 and 34).

8. Two cells in tandem gave a marked improvement, although not 100i'

complete removal of water (Paragraph 7).

9. The great im;p-ovem.ent cuased by the presence of antiicer (Table 32)

should not be ignored.
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Earlier (OR 68-33), runs ma6d on the Nato F-75 diesel fuel in the No. 2

separometer cell gave very low indexcs. In the present series in the 0.5-

inch cell, this fuel was treated with silica gel and tested with a glass-nylon

mat. The 8 and 26 -min ratings were 100 A" and 99 B.

V. PER-FO]MANCE OF OU..R CANIST¶PQ, SCREENS

1. Test Conditions

A series of 17 qualitative observations of the behavior of isolated

separator screens was made at the end of the program. The test cell was the

0.75--inch i.d. glass tube illustrated in Figure 5, page 16. A good coalescer

mat was used: it comprised 6/32 inch FM 4, 3/32 inch each of FM 3 and FM I

glass and FT4 55 polyurethane. (An inferior mat might have served the purpose

better). The fuel normally contained 0.1% water, antiicer, Santolene C, and

0, 1, or 3 ppm Petronate L. The final run had 1% water.

With !1o Petronate L, there was of course no water in the effluent and

the only observations were of the pressure drop across the screen. With 3

ppm of the poison, the water droplets in the effluent were too small to be

affected even by a 4O0-mesh screen, but merely flowed through ,'hindered.

Hov.wever, by reducing the Petronate L content to 1 ppm and operating at high

fuel flu,. rates, it was possible to transport a small number of medium. size

droplets across the fallout chamber and onto the screens. These droplets

were roughly 50 P' in diameter.

The' screens used, and their pressure drops (converted to cm of water)

at a fuel flow of 112 ml/min are listed in Table 36. This flow corresponds

to a face velocity of 0.67 cm/sec, which is that at the surface of the canister

screen around a full scale filter/coaleseer element delivering 20 gal/min.
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TAPLE 56

SWEARAOR. SCRhErNNS EXAMIv].NED

FM No. Screen Material of water Notes

.06 lOO-mesh Teflon coated steel 0.12 (1)

107 100-mesh brass 0.11

-- Same, coated with acrylic resin o.43

108 400-mesh stainless steel 0.'2

109 325--mesh bronze 0.22

76 polyester paper 2.52

77 polyvinylehloride paper 1.46

52 100-pore polyurethane (3 layers) 0.24

80-pore polyurethane, sprayed
with Seotch-gard -- (2)

111-50 0.75 inch depth of 10-porc poly"
urethane in fallout chamnber plus
1 layer of 100-pore screen 0.12 est. (5)

(1) This sample was taW;en from one of the present--day filter/separator
canister screens.

(2) It was questionable whether the foam was actually coated with the
silicone.

(3) The 1O-pore open mesh packing was inserted to see what effect it

had on the flow of uater droplets across the chamber.

2. Observations

The pressure drops across the water-free screens at normal flow rate

are listed above in Table 36. The two samples of paper obviously were too

high in resistance to be considered. On the other hand, even a 3/16-inch

layer of 100-pore polyurethane was acceptably low, as was the 325-mesh screen.

With the FM 106 Teflon coated screen, after passage of 6 lit of suspen-

sion, the pressure drop at 190 ml/min (1.15 cm/see) rose to 0.59 cm, compared

with 0.16 cm for water-free fuel at the same flow rate. The smaller droplets:

rendij.v streamed through the screen; the larger ones stuck to the screen for

a time and e. entually rolled down. Chains of successive droplets were broken

up as they struck the screen. With 17', water input, the behavior was similar.

The 1.00-mesh brass screen was clearly less satisfactory; its pressure drop

reacheud 0-55 rm.
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At the other extreme, the FM 108 h00-mcsh screen became badly clogged

with water. After only 14 min of operation at the low rate of 112 ml/min,

the pressure drop had risen from 0.24 to 1.90 cm. Likewise, the FM 109

325-mesh screen was noticeably clogged. At the high flow rate, the pressure

drop rose from 0.32 to 1.36 cm. Water could be seen.on the screen. and some

coalescence appeared to be taking place there. Meanwhile, small droplets

flowed through readily.

The FM 52 l00-pore foam showed a behavior intermediate between that of

the 100-mesh and 325-mesh screens. At the high flow rate, the pressure drop

was 0.39 cm after passage of 2 lit of suspension, and rose to 0.71 cm after

4 lit. Accumulations of coalesced water were clearly visible on the upstream

surface, forming large drops that rolled down and off the screen; only small

droplets appeared in the downstream effluent.

In the expcrimenL with the 10-pore foam in the fallout chamber, there

was some indication that less water reached the l00-pore screen.

The two tests using acrylic and silicone coated screens failed to

yield useful information.

Based on the limited numnber of experiments made, it is difficult to

generalize as to optimum material to do the water shedding job. It is re-

grettable that time did not allow further experiments along this line, for

we speculate that improvement of' the existing system can be made. Further

discussion of this possibility will be included in the final section on

conclusiohs.

- t
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To, fulfill the requirements of the contract, a sma.ll niunber of full

scale experiment-al elements were constructed and sent to USA MIRDC, Fort

Bclvoir, for examination.

All these had as their basis a present-day comnmercial element whose

fabrication had been completed up to the final point of applying the outer

* fabric jacket. and end caps. The outermost 114/32 inch laiyer was then removed

and replaced by an experimental mat and outer skin. Then the ends of the

mat were trimmed flat and end caps were cemented on.

For the sake of the record, Table 37 lists the materials used and the

thickness of' each layer. It will be recalled that FM 4 and 3 are the resin-

coated fine and coarse glass obtained from the manufacturer of the b•asic

element; FM 1 is uncoated gIass; FM 236-255 is the dual layer of medium and

coarse steel wool; FM 7,4 is nylon felt; FM 52 and 53 are 100-pore and FM 111

is 10-pore pol.im.rethane foam. 'The nominal packing density of' each material

was held constant throughout, at the following values:

FM No. 4 3 1 256-235 74 52-53 113
g/em3  0.12 0.205 0.10 0.23 0.15 O.O66 0.030

TABLE 37

MATERIALS USED IN EXP1,21M;NTAL ELTEMENTS

"Elements Coalescer Mat and Outer Skin
No. FM Nos. Depth, 321ids Notes

1-2 4-236,235 6-8 (W)
3-4 4-3-74 6-3-4 (1)
5-6 4-3-1-52 6-3-3-2
7 4- -1-53 .6-3-3-3
8 4-1-74-52 6-2-4-2 (2)
9 4-3-74-55 3-4-4-3
l0 4-3-74 3--7-2 (1)
11 4-/-1-53-111-53 3-4-4-3-16-5 (3)

Th(1) Te outer skin was 2 layers of 16 -mesh glass *or PVC screen.

(2) A detachable outer skirt of FM 53, 5-inches in diameter and 21 inches
long was fastened to the top cap.

(3) The outer layers of FM 111 and 53 were clamped onto the top cap and
were open at the bottom.
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For the first nix ..e'nts, an effort was made to use plastic end caps

pyrovided by t1)' manufacturer of the ebasic element. Despite considerable effort,

we were unable to obtain a permanently leak-proof seal beneath the caps. This

lcnakagc made it impossible to obtain meaningful test data.

For the remaining five elements, we used aluminum caps made in our shop

and sealed on with Duro EPF-200 "EpoxE" cement. This provided a tight seal.

Elements Nos. 7 and 8 still gave some evident leakage from isolated spots

in the body of the mat. This was evidently a result of a structural failure,

although subsequent examination failed to reveal the nature or cause of it.

The remaining three elements showed no indication of leakage during

their initial testing at MERDC. No report of the test data will be made here,

since the testing is stil? in progress. Suffice it to say that the initial

observations were gratifying.
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COECLC!SIONS AND REC01,U4J'1IDATION,!.'

1'. Mi TEl.I*ALS ANT),ymim-wD v1j--"',T

1. 1u2ls

The study of both JP-5 and diesel fuel covered a sofficiently wide

range with respect to ease of water removal.

The WSIM of a non-additive fuel is apparently a good index of its
"purity" with regard to components that affect coalescence; There may be

unusual exceptions, such as the purified diesel fuel that had a WSIIA of 99

but showed poor coalescence after 26 min of operation (page 11h.).

With additives present, the WSIM may be misleading. For example, with

25 ppm Santolene, JP-5 had a WSIM of only 77, but excellent coalescence was

obtained in a moderately good miat (Table 28, pa-ge '105).

The ready pur fication of low grade fuels by treatment with silica gel-

or charcoal is noteworthy. Even a fuel of high WSIM was further improvcd

by this means: the hS1rM of the high quality Pronoco with Santolene C added

was :•ncreased from Y' to 94 by such prctreatment (Table 1.7, page 82). It

might prove worthwhile to attempt an analysis of the components removed by

these adso~rbents. This might suggest a modification in refinery processing

that woi.ld improve fuel qualit:.

In any event, it is clear-thatnevery effort should be made to avoid

contamination in transit and storage. Given a "clean" JP-5 containing anti-

icer, even the existing filter/coalescer elements should beable to cope

with the addition of a high concentration of Santolene C without much diffi-

culty (page 103 shows an index of 96 without antiicer).

For diesel fuels, either with or without the customary additives, there

appears to be no prospect of complete removal, of water in a'single, small

diameter filter/coalescer element. Larger or multiple units might do so, but

is that necessary? It would be desirable to measure the actual water content

in the effluent from a Do]) element for a realistic diesel oil with high water

input. If a diesel engine can run on such an effluent fuel without serious

difficulties, there should be no objection to it. Alternatively, the cleaner

CITE fooli could be used.
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2. Surfactants

The individual surfactants employed covered a wide range of chemical

types. The only ones not isolated and tested were the natural components

already present in low quality fuels.

Anionic, nonionic, and cationic compounds seemed to be about equal in

their effect. The petroleum sulfonate Petronate L was considerably more

harmful than the standard Aerosol OT, although both lowered the interfacial

tension to about equally low values (Table 9, page 27). The corrosion in-

hibitors were much less harmful.

T. Coalescer Media

A wide variety of material filaments or fibers were tested in the form

of wool, felt, or paper. It seems unlikely that any further types would ex-

hibit unexpected properties, particularly since it appears that fiber dia-

meter and geometry are more important than the chemical nature of the material.

On the other hand, only a limited number of "3-dimensional" materials such

as the sponges, foam, sintered metal plates, and granular compounds were used.

These showed a wide range of effectiveness and it is therefore possible that

further exploration of such structures might uncover some of value.

Composite media, containing widely different materials in intimate

contact, were originally suggested by Dr. Zisman at NEL. These proved to

be difficult to prepare, and only a few tests were made. Although coDpletely

ineffective when used alone, one steel-PVC plate gave very good performance

when used as a downstream layer (Table 23, page 96). Further work on such

materials might be very useful, as will be discussed below.

4. Equipment

The water separometer is a very satisfactory research tool. if care

is taken to follow the instructions and to check the performance at frequent

intervals. The 0.5-inch experimental coalescer cells used in the separometer

were likewise satisfactory. However, for further research, it would be do-

sirable to increase the fuel tank capacity to 10 liters so that a one-hour

run could be made with a larger cell of 0.75-inch diameter. A run time of

one hour should bc ample to reach equilibrium conditioNs.

Such small scale equipment is far lower in cost and quicker and easier

to operate than a full scale single element test loop. The effluent f0el

"is not worth reclaiming, and can readily be disposed of.
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(I' i [.•. [].: <:d ',} ;_e :tuIdy of c'ztro:irt]. I ].].omLy L:.1Id s<;]2Qr•i.,o!r screen~rs

]'<,e.!~~~~ !..' .1J::i!c. al. 1.1,t, ,,rji.:(•i u it, '].']i exi-t ing'. si {S, • ,. ] "'1,'l"e' •[.••,• , test

fL.ei .it. a: r ,ec ded for this urpose.

'Inc glass onmer V ti on ce.ll ( 5age 5) used ','or thc single fiber studiCs

1,'as hi yJI y cat Jr .at Lo. ' owevera molre advanced p]iotograph ic study of a

IIultipIe f iicr t.ri.x will rCqui~re a different design This might irrvolv-

tr~nI:)*,o<.tI p.<lains ] avi ng a ly-drophobic ,urface,e pl-,,ced. clrose together in

parallel.

II. Pi{ I., R, l.OPERTýT ,:S AT~f MF~h~ OP ~r"IdDTTV

I. Conta•ct, ,u~

The data obtained (p:age _8) are of questioonabl'x value for making genecral-

izations, becauý.. . the results were highly specific with resiPect to both indi.-

vidual fuel coi*;.ponents and surface materials. To be meaningful, it would be

necessary to meusu.rc the angles for a large numb-.,er of fuel-water-solid sys'tc'rv'

and to deterinine the coalescence behavior for each of these systems -- alto-

gether, a major effort.

2. Irterfacial Te.sions

'These IFT data (pages 24-27) are of more direct significanee, provided

the measurements are made on systems that have brought into equilibrium. It

is well recognized that a fuel having a low IlT againsf,-water generally shows

a low WSIM,, the IFT being indicative of fuel "purity." The disengagement of

water drops at the coalescer surface is necessarily affected by the IFT, and

in fuels of lower IFT the drops did tend to be smaller. However, even with

an IFT below ). dyne/cm (Page 27) in fuel with antiicer, Santolene C, and

10 ppn Aerosol OT, most of the water .drops -were still large enough to fall

out (Table 28, page 105).

3. Porosity,•_CLaillaritv. Pore Size, and Pressure Drop

It is now clear that both coalescence and disengagement of water are

governed to a major degree by the structure or geometry of the coalescer mats.

It is therefore important to have means of characterizing the different mat

struct .ues.

Vfhat might. be called the "gross structure" is determined by the readily

observable properties -- depth of mat, packing density, fiber diameter or

cell wall thickness, and general form. The last term distinguishes different
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[ ', 'I as r.. wool-like. 7n 1 e a. ; w'a'y's of filametr s (like 1I.be:r-

LW), ...... c 'ly urientd fi:': ' (paper, felt, 40 bundles) wov•n

farc an screns celua WaC iI Cfs , etc.C

A c . *,.t Bc enuoss 'MtLcture is •;ful. a.s a means . . br-,oad

C ['.w -(atio . ,,,vE, it is" iisuffi.icient to predict the p'erforanance of

aterials suc as f i' " mus'mat and fbrics. For th.ese, a closcr view of the
"micro structre" :is 'required. This is not readily obtained by direct obser-

vatiLon. It was hoped that it might be deduc:ed from measurement of capi.l.larity

od resistance to fJ"id flow. (Other "easurable propert es such as perme-

ability to s .lis Htilt also be useful, but were not investigated in the

p:resent work.)

.Me capillary r ise measurements failed to provide a clear-cut definition

of the m:cro -tructue," in relation to the gross structure parameters. Ho•-

eOer; the data were sufficient to indicate that the size of the channels or

porcs in a given mat vaZries wiJdely, perhaps over a 5-fol6 to 15-fold range,

arnd that all the ei ght mls- examir•e. had pore sizes of the same order of
magnaittude.

•low resistatnce :is readily and accurately measurable, and should be

closely related to micro structure. No special study of this subject was

, but the Rata obtained in passing were sufficient for co.me preliminary

analysis. For ex'!rrpe, it was anticipated that there might be a .sUmple re-

lationchip between the flow resistance of the fine and coarse fibers, but

this was not so. in general it appeared that, in flow relistante, the fiber

mats are intermediate in character between screens and capilarry Channels,

and that the degroe of resistance varies with both the diameter of the fibers

and the average diste.ees between them.

Altogether, it was not possible to find a useful, quantitative corrcla-

tion of these structural properties with the effectiveness of the materials as

components in a coalescer mat.

k. Electrokinetic Properties

rfhe effect of Plexiglas surfaces, though quite irreproducible, was

undoubtedly real. -It is hard to ascribe this to any other than an electro-

static or -kinetic action. Further investigation in this. area is certainly

warranted; and work is currently underway elsewhere (fref, 0..
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1-rould dte:,:i. t( thC: tota.L f['ee ,ater :i.n a fule]., Ž2g e. s of t.e I e:LO ] et

sz.. In a c-ude j i....t just nfow made, it was.ob.rved ttadt
r -

of dry indcigo ca.rm:i e dye to a dilute .uspenion of fine droplets in Fui..,.

asthe w-ate_.r. This is. in marked contrast to tiJ(• b ..ha...

of the grarnLae' solid-s mention-ed on page 95. It suggests that an -bserptico

method of thli kihind might be developed that wou.Ld be an improvement over the

fluorescent pac.

6. Effect of Orran:!.ie Dyoes

The strong beneficial effect of' adding dyes to the input vatea' was

presIumably due to their -adsorption on the fibcrs. inasmuch as it vras diffi-

cult to wash them off a',: making' a run. Tis suggests the possi... -5 1.,bi . .)n-r

iod,.ify'ing the resin coating on the glass fiber's tc w'rke 4t. ro *reitar-t to

surfactants, while retaining its usefuleffects (:increased rigidity of the

mat and reduction of the overly hydrophilic nature of the g*.ass surface)•

7. Effect of Antiicer

The marked reduction in the effects of both weak and strong surfact-

ants resulting from addition of antiicer r.emains -unexplained. The :antiicer

certainly did not have a pronounced effect ,on the interfacial tension (Table

9, page 27). Perhaps, like the dyes, it is adsorbed on.and modifies the fiber

s surfaces.,

8. Effect of Surfactants

Ev en though the surfactants,-er.e not str.nC.gy adsurbed on most of the

solid materials te.sted (page3 90. 109), they clearly mnodified the surfaces.

J-lence. both t.he s, In-•-f.e. a-• _ d-water ..... , tY. .wter-fhel Lnter-

ffacial tensions were more or less altered. The net effect on the work of

adhesion of water was specific with respect to both the .surface material and

t. the surfactant struvture, as described above (pages :27-28).

As a result, three effects were apparent. First, the ease of attach-

ment of the inflowing small droplets (which at best is difficult, as shown

on page 62) was reduced. With strong surfactants or diesel fuel, the result

was the appearance of haze in the' effluent fuel This haze almost :surely

was not formed in the mat, but consisted of'origina-l ,opl.t, tha. flowed

through without atLachment.
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reater stream, were constr'iucted, the growth of a large drop at the surface was

:i nhib f ited by the .l.o'.: r f uel!-water ",..
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It s now ger.c:a:vly agreed that the overall process of coaleseence n•

a mat involves: (a) complete a , tachmenat of inflowirg droplets onto upstream.

fiber surfaces; (b) growth ,f'-th, attacheydcdros and their eventual collection_

into rivulets that jo in togethe:r into larger st:reams durinn their flow through

the mat; and (c) an unbamhpr'ed discharge of the str•a•m•s in. large dropfo•r:m

at the exposed dowst.:,ream suaface of' the mWa or shin.

Tie Metails of the pr'occs, in the pstaram. and. interior -. till r...

unkno',wn, being wellr•gh out of the range of visuel observation, it tseems

certajn that subtle differences i n the interior structure or environment

can have major effects. The name is clearly true at the downstream surface

or skin.

2. ]ltten sion of .Sir.Re Fiber Stud-,

The observations made on single fibers in a flowing seLiun, although

interesting, were inadequate to explain the overall coalescence process. Nor

did they help in the selection of material.s for use in mats.

An extension of these studies, Ihowever, might wvell b• profitable. On,

such approach was mentioned above in the conclusions regarding equipment

(page 122): it would permit transverse observation of fuel flow through a

"2-dimensional" fiber matrix. Another approach would be to examine both the

upstream and downstream surf v and observe the performance of very shallow

mat layers, using differ, :"put v>ater droplet sizes.

N. Value of Physical Pr( arty Studies

Altogether, the considerable effort spent in studying the va:rious phy-

sical properties, together with the other auxiliary observations, proved to

be of little value as a guide to the selection of effective coalescer media.
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d i,, a a mj . <Oc•,in i: at H U M}l,- u reo urs,, e to tr i ,al .teoots In p} ra] ti c ], this

appears to be iUossibl]e. Instead, a systematic trial.-anO-crror test p.ogra,

seems to be the only effective approach to achieve optimurmo performance.

I. Se ec• ion of Coalsecer Madia•

For the upstream droplet attach1i,;!nt layer-, the FM-4 resin-coated I. to

5 ; glass wool was the best of the many materials tested. it appears uulike'ly

that smaller diameter fibers would offer any overall, advantage. Possibly a

very thin laayer of finer fibers at the surface would be he.pful; this was not

iuvestigated.

For the intermediate layers, the best materials (in approximate order

of descending marnit) were: natural sponge, -r,%M 627 sintered fibermetal steel

plate, ,M 256-235 - to 12 p stainless steel wool, FM 75 16 p carbon felt,

FT14 74 and FM 98 40 to 50 1c nylon and dacron felts, the FM 65 porous carbon

plate, and FM 7 6 "lo 24t. resin coated glass.

At the outer layer, FM I. 3 to 8 p uncoated glass and FM 67 quartz wool

strongly promoted the forr;:.tion of large drops. At the same time, the outer

surface tended to become too wct with water, often resulting in the formation

of "grapes. This usua]ly oqccured Qonpy when the fuel contained Petronate L.

An outer skin of FM 52 or FM 53 100-pore polyurethane foam was effective in

prevention of grapeing. Steel wool end nylon felt also gave good results

witb only a layer o.r two of .16 -mesh glass or PVC screen as the outer skin.

h1ere may well be materials of other structures that would be still

better than the foregoing. In general, closely woven fabrics and papers are

too dense, and loosely woven tabrics lack the tortuous channels that are

clearly desirable. Some examination of oriented filaments should be consid-

ered, as this area was not explored in any detail. For example, layers of'

screens, parallel to or at a small angle from the direction of fuel flow,

might be o? interest.

Composite media, as noted above (page 121) should be investigated. If

one could separate the fuel and water flow channels (especially near or at

the downstream surface) by means of a composite mat, this w.uld surely be

superior to the behavior of a mat of uniformcross section. How this might

be done is by no means clear.
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A 360 al,/• i fiil~t,/,.,JaatM.,:r ves•nel. of 26.25 in. I.d. contains R8

canister screens of 5 in. o.d. and] a down pips.of h in. o.d. This leaves

an open area for u -Jow of fuel of only 175 W.n' and the average fuel flow

velocity at the top' level of the screens is 20 cmn/ec, which in greater than

the terminal velocitv of even large water drops. Thus itis essential to

provide a fallout zone wherein the fuel flow i.s relatively slow and horizontal.

T.is, of coUxse, is the function of the canister screen. It must also act as

a barrier to stop the lateral flow of the median size drops that do not plunge

directly to the bottom sum>r.

The present 100-mesh Teflon coated screen.appears to be a good selection

for this purpose, except for the fact that it has only 551 open area. This

necessitates a 3-fold increase in fuel flow velocity at the surface of the

screen. Other rigid screens examined ',ere no better in this respect.

The measured openings in the Teflon screen were .40 to 160 p, Thus

the small drops of the kind observed in the poisoned fuel outflow readily

passed through this screen or even through a O0-mesh screen. To retain

these would require an additional coalescence, such as was observed on the

100-pore pco.yurethane screen.

This suggests .thepossibility ,of int erposirng a coalescing layer of low

resistance between the element and the outermost barrier screen. If this

could be accomplished without raising the total. pressure drop to pn overly

high level, the result would be advantageous. The maximum allowoble pres-

sure drop between thW element and the outside of the barrier obviously de-

pends on the depth of imnmersion of the outer screens in the bottom layer of

water in the tank. A pressure drop of 0.5 cm would require at least a 1-inch

head of water to force the fuel through the screens.

OrN the whole, it does not seem likely that coalescence of the small

25 to 150 p water drops can be accomplished at such a low pressure drop. An

alternative possibility that has been considered is to divert the lateral

flow of these drops into a downward flow to a region where they could be

collected. However it is not easy to add to the force of gravity. The drops

are probably too small, and their density is too close to that of the fuel,

to be able to utilize inertial separators of the kind used in dust collection,

etc.
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muvO;al of w'w-, li c•ti y:l,.: t rfoman, e of Lhc tanidum cells suc uggrts the

poss :ib.•.ity o~f dsignin a si 5-inch diametur closed end el.ementl., embody-

ing multistage action. Sep.rate coalescer mats would be supported between

rigid screcns, w:ith an open space between them for water to fall out to the

bottom plate and then to fl.ow out laterally into the suhp. The experimental.

full scale elemeet No. i .. represented an initial step in this direction.

Further work in this area is certainly warranted.

6. Conclusion

Considering only the coalescence of water from jet fuels containing

surfactants, it is clear that mats of the kind described here are far superior

"to present day commercial materials.

Whether such new mats would be practicable or even feasible in other

respects remai:ns to be determined. Such respects include effect on solids

removal, durability, problems of full scale construction, and cost.

For diesel oils or badly contaminated jet fuel, even the best known

ceal2f.cer mats A elements of present dimensions would not be fully effective.

A modified approach based on the tandem or multistage principle should give

--better jerformancee within thie confines of existing-filter/separator veoels.

It seems certain that operation of existing units in tandem, or-of single

units at a lower flew rate, would give substantial improvement. This should

be measured.

Finally, Ahcre remains the distinct possibility that even better coales-

cers than those described here can be developed. Since the detailed mechanii•

of th, process still remains unknown, further direct investigation of this

might open up new avenues of approach. The foregoing paragraphs give several

suggestions for possible improvements in both the materials and structure of

the mats.

Eventually, it seems certain, continued research-will result in. the

development of superior units suitable for use in the field.
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